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tian principle of combination which

communicants, while the other leading

de-

yond the defensive
and make coercive aggression upon prices and conditions. of la-

ments and the prestige of colonial times,
the Reformed Dutch church, has also arous‘ed itself of late years to great energy and
enterprise in the use of its resources; but
denomination,

with

great moral heresy.
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Shall the Prey be Taken?

foreign

traditions and characteristics to some extent, to take by any possible means a prominent position in this now most broadly

of all true

religion, and Methodism will yet have to
give up its divine apostleship to the lowly,
or grapple uncompromisingly with this

‘the occasion had long gone by for a second
Presbyterian

be.

‘

The

Elias,

preaching in one
Wales,

Welsh

minister,

of the associations. in

asked

at the close of his sermon;

“No, never.

I willincrease the darkness

American and modern of cities.
‘Shall the prey be taken from the mighty ?
‘Every denomination of Protestant Chris- Satan! what dost thou say 7”
¥

as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papsrs are forwarded until an ez pljeit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,

Methodist church has been the first to cease,
or nearly, its absolute gain, that is, for the

The lawful captives shall never be

last decade. The cause of this singular
phenomenon is now a leading theme of religious discussion here. In my opinion,
it is not far to seek. The Methodist church
is pre-eminently the church of the popular
masses, 4nd the enormous population of
foreign birth or descent, mostly irreligious
or Roman Catholic, which has so rapidly
raised the ratio of outsiders to every Prot-

I despise and look with contempt on the
feeble efforts of these ministers.”

oflice or not.

3, The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-office,or
removing

and

leaving

them

uncalled

for, is prima

tacie evidence of intentional fraud.

5 When Agents receive Dpeliams, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
& We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.
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The True Light,
Sn

:

——

Father, we eome not as of old,

Distrustful of Thy Law,
Hoping to find Thy seamless robe

Marred by some sudden flaws
Some rent to let Thy glory through
And make our darkness shine,
If haply thus our souls may know
What power and grace are Thine.

trate and confirm this view. Our great
suburban cities (so to speak), Brooklyn and

The glory of Thy perfectness
Shines all its texture through;
And on its trailing hem we ‘read,

Newark, may be taken for no better than
average American communities, such as

As thou dost linger near,
The message of a love more deep

py

And #0 ne more our hearts shall plead
For miracle and sign,

one in ten of the population church members. Apart from these cities, the more
rural suburbs show a still larger ratio, sufficient almost to overbalance the desperate-

Thy order and thy faithfulness
Are all in all divine;

‘We can not wish for more.

W. Chadwick.
=

York

Correspondence.

ulation

i

of 2,000,000,

and

city, has

led to the laborious compilation of instruct-

ive tables of comparative progress for the
four leading evangelical ‘* denominations.”
The statistical religious histery-of our city

lation, and is illustrated in every one’s per-

the century there were but a-dozen church:
es in all this city, and not one of these
- Roman Catholic. The traditional denominations from colonial times, were the Protestant Episcopal and Reformed Dutch; of
which the first had three and the second
{wo churches in the city at this time.
These churches . divided the hereditary

wealth and aristocracy of the city between

' The Pres-

Rural

tastes are of a healthy and serious nature,
and can not coincide with the passion for
crowds, excitements, theatrical

spectacles,

balls, and dissipation generally, which positively controls the

choice

of residence

in

the majority of voluntary dwéllers in the
city.

There are other objects, such

as

su-

perior music, lectures and libraries; but a

society, and all kinds of pursuits, have been

almost overwhelmingly invaded by Euro-

bers and efficiency. The New England
element which has been so potent in the
rural

influx generally, gave its strength to the

Presbyterian church. Exceptions to this
rile were the Methodist and Baptist churches. The ministry-of Dr. Spring, who died
in his 89th year, the week before last, dated

pean emigration, influences and customs,
and with small exceptions, as the clergy
(1) altogether for the worse in regard to
church interests. The great” industrial

majority of poptilation, for which Methodiem is the, chief apostle, has been most

terribly overwhelmed of all, in. personnel
and morale. ' Every tendency among them,
even so far as they remain #American in
from near the béginning of the century,
has been and is progressively adblood,
and is aceredited with a large share in the
religion or the sobriety of manto
verse
impulse given to the Presbyterian church in
pers which is open to religious influence,
this city. The matchless energy. of Methoand therefore specially adverse to Methodism at the same time made itself felt
The increase of wagesand leisure
among the popular masses, gathering them dism.
combination, has wrung from
labor
which
the
on
close
into churches which followed
mainly, to balls, theaters,
gone,
has
capital,
numbers of the most numerous denominapleasures of all sorts,
and
cigars,
liquor,
1830.
tion, taking the second place - before
the great gala day,
being
Sabbath
the
The growth of the Baptist churches was
with recreations
crowded
now
is
which
also remarkable, and a very tangible index
for church-going as
opportunity
forbidding
the
in
of the agency of New England
effectually as if it were a day of labor ingrowth of New York. In 18560, they took stead of leisure. Next, therefore, to the
s
the second place, took it to the Methodist
transition of our city nationality, so to
“by a few hundreds, in 1860, and in 1870 speak, from American to foreign, I place
shared it with the Episcopalians, who had among the causes of the arrest of Methoof late years brought their great resources dist, progress in the city, the demoralization
As the leading
into aggressive activity.
of our industrial population hy the lite
denomination in wealth; the Episcopalians enormous growth of customs of dissipation,
have naturally led all others in the number
drinking, smoking, and = Sabbath-breaking.
and costliness of their, church edifices, of
How many Methodist backsliders I. have
which they have seventy, in number forly knowh among them! In fact, 1 fear the
per cent. more than even the Presbyterians
major part of my Methodist acquaintance
(who in turn lead them in membership among working people (being casual and

nearly fifty per

cent!) and undoubtedly

double those of any other denomination

be

strongholds.

taken

deliverfrom

me.

*‘Grabriel, Gabriel, messenger of the Most

High! what do you think¥ said the preacher

that

the

prey

shall

be taken from the

mighty.”
“Zion! what dost thou say? ‘Shall the
prey be taken from the mighty ”
But Zion replies, ““Thé Lord hath for-

saken me and the Lord hath forgotten me.

**Ye that call upon the name of the Lord,

what do you think P Shall the pray be taken

from the mighty #

:

nearly weary of crying, yet

in

secular) is of that sort.

The anti-Chris-

I have

a ‘faint

hope that the year of Jubilee is nigh.”
Then the preacher looked up, as if he was
going to speak with the Lord Omnipotent,
humbly asking him, ¢ What is thy thought,
Great Jehovah, concerning these prisoners?
Thus saith the Lord, ‘Even the captives

of the mighty shall be taken away and the
prey of the terrible shall be delivered; for
I will

contend

with

him

that contendeth

with thee, and I will save thy children.”
Blessed be God, there is no doubt nor anx-

iety about.the deliverance of these captives.
It is absolutely declared, they shall be liberated ; they shall be saved ; they shall be
made free indeed. ‘‘Therefore the redeemed
of the Lord shall return, and come withisinging to Zion, and everlasting joy shall be
upon their head.”
~~
i

APLEERE

Hid by a Thread.

While all parts of the city, all grades of

the tide of commercial enterprise and prosperity at the flood, and almost immediately
became the leading denomination in numin fact the

region.

mere handful of people, comparatively, are
controlled by such objects.

byterians eame in with the century to take

building of the city, and

aggregate

sonal observation, as it must be suggested
by obvious motives to every one’s-reflection.
The figures show that Methodism takes the

‘is imperfect until the year 1830. It seems
almost incredible that at the beginning of lead in all the suburban

them, so far as churches might,

an

church membership of 5,000. That the
more rural suburbs draw away the very
best Christian element of the city population is indicated by this excessive proportion of church members to their total popu-

New YORK, Sept. 2, 1873.
The late lively discussion of the alleged

«t Decline of Methodism” in this

nor shall the prey

my

“Lord God thou knowest.. High is thy
hand,
glorious in power is thy right hand.
ly irreligious invasion of New York from
Europe, and making the average ratio of Oh! send forth thy power, and by thy marchurch members to population in the ten vellous strength, conquer. Let the groancounties of which New York is the center, ing of the prisoners come before thee, and
nearly one in eleven. The ten counties according to the excellency of thy power
have, in round numbers, an aggregale pop- save the children of death. Though I am

These are Thy revelation vast
From earliest days of yore,
These are our confidence and peace,

New

fetters, and I will fortify

I have lost my children and am desolate and
New York might now be, but for this’ pe- alone ; and my enemies say concerning me,
culiar and monstrous immigration. Well, this is Zion which no one seeks. Alas! I
19
they still show the traditional city ratio of fear none shall be saved.”

Than any depth of fear,

~John

to

six per cent.
.
A glance at the suburbs will further illus-

From earnest hearts and true;

hearts,

in a different tone, looking reverently up to
heaven. ‘Shall the prey be taken from the
mighty ?”“Ah! Iam afraid they shall not be taken.
I have now been two days hovering over
éstant denomination, has thrown more of this vast assembly,
which listens to the
its weight into that stratum of society in words of eternal life, expecting to see the
which Methodism does its great saving’ chains broken asunder, and the captives
work, than into that acted on specially by liberated ; but now the sermons are nearly
either of the other denominations. Many over, and the multitudes on the point of
of the mechanical trades in this: city, for separating, yet there is no sign that they
instance,once manned by native Americans, have been saved ; and I shall not have the
such as Methodism gathered in by myriads, pleasure of carrving to the heaven of heavare now crowded with foreigners less sus- ens the mews that one sinner has repented
ceptible to evangelical truth than heathens. of his sins.”
Then the servant of God turned to his
The same is true of many branches of refellow-preachers, who were around him‘n
tail traffic, and of almost all the manufactures which have contributed so large a the stage, ‘‘Ye ministers of the living God !
proportion to the last twenty years’ growth what do you think ? Shall the prey be taken
from the mighty P”
b
of the city.
:
“Alas! who hath believed our report ?
In 1830, our Protestant church members
were fuily ten per cent. of the whole To whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ?
population. In 1840 and 1850, under the We have labored in vain, and we have
effect of the great inundation from Europe, spent our strength for naught and in vain.
the ratio of church members had been re- It seems as if the Lord hides his face from
duced to 8 per cent., although their .abso- us. He has not made bare his arm to save.
lute. numbers had been nearly doubled. Ah! we fear that there is but little hope that
By 1870, with an absolute increase of fifty any of these captives shall be set free, or
per cent. from 1850, the ratio had fallen

Thy seamless robe conceals Thee not

oftheir minds, the hardness of their

the desire of their lusts, the strength of their

ed,

Sir Jobn Herschel, the great astronomer,
was skillful in measuring the, size of the
planets and determining the position of the
stars, But he found that such was the distance of the stars, a silk thread stretched
across the glass of his telescope would enmoreover,

a

silk

fiber, however small, placed upon the same
glass, would not only cover the star, but
would conceal so much of the

heavens that

the star, if a small one and near the pole,
would remain obscure behind that silk fiber
several seconds. Thus a silk fiber appeared
to be larger in diameter than a star.

And yet every star is a heavenly world,
a world of light, a sun shining upon other
worlds,

as

our

own

sun

shines upon this

world, Our sun is eight hundred and eighty-

in diameter,

and yet,

seén from a distant star, our sun
covered, obscured, hidden behind

could be
a single

six thousand miles

near the

thread.is

thread, when that

eye,

although in a telescope.
Just so we have seen some who never
could behold the heavenly world. They always complain of dimmess of vision and dullness of comprehension when they looked toward the heavenly home, You might strive
to comfort them in affliction, or poverty, or
distress ; but no, they could not see Jesus as
the Sun of Righteousness. You might direct

eyes

their

to

the Star

of Bethlehem

through the telescope of faith and holy confidence; but alas! there is a secret thread, a
filament,

a

silken

—

house, the church, or dnywhere

J

A writer in Harper's Magazine thus degeribes the ceremonies attending the weekly devotions of the Sultan :
Friday is the Turkish Sabbath, and upon

fiber,

which,

holding

themin subserviency to the world, in some

else,

they

conceife it to be their duty to set their faces
like. flint, and to defy everybody. They
are like isolated icebergs, no

go near them,

one

cares

to

They float about on ithe sea

of forgetfulness, until at last they are
melted and gone ; and though, good souls, we
shall be happy enough to meet them in

numerous mosques to say his prayevs. This
"is a ceremony attended with much pomp,
The mosque selected during one of the; Fri- heaven, we are precious glad to get rid of
days of General Sherman’s visit was on the ‘them on earth. Be ye not thus. 'Imitate
Bosphorus, on the Pera side. Hearing that Christ in your loving spirit; speak kindly,
General Sherman and party were desirous act kindly, and do kindly, that men may
of witnessing this ceremony, his majesty say of you, ‘He Las been with Jesus,”
caused to be placed at their disposal his
Shell Mounds.
kiosk, which was near the mosque he proposed visiting,” a small house, beautifully
(STONE AGE—DENMARK.)
furnished, from which he usually witnessed “For a long time certain -piles of shells
maneuvers of the troops on the parade- found on the sea-coast of Northern Europe,
ground near by.
When the party reached
or, as they are called in Denmark, Kjaeekthe kiosk they found,drawnup in two lines, ken moddings (refuse heaps), were thought
facing inward, about two thousand infantry to be raised beaches, and for years escaped
and the officers of the imperial household, the observation of archaeologists. Professor
all in

full

arrival,
in one
mosque
also the

uniform,

awaiting

the

Sultan’s

who was to come: from his. palace
of his caiques. The steps of the
were covered with carpet, as was
landing by the water. At noon a

gun gave the signal of the Sultan’s departure from the palace, and as the procession
approached the ships of war in the harbor
they fired salutes, so that the noise of the
artillery became deatening, and echoed and
re-echoed along the hills of the Bosphorus.
First appeared around the turn a caique
rowed by about twenty oarsmen, in which
sat an offcial, who jumped quickly from the
caique on the landing, and the boat then
passed on. This was followed by another
in like order, and then came the Sultan,

who sat under a handsomely embroidered
velvet canopy surmounted by the erescent.
His caique was rowed by about thirty oarsmen, who were dressed in white clothing,
made out of a very pretty material seen at
Constantinople. Their arms were bare
from the elbows, as ‘were their legs from
the knees. In rowing they rose from their
seats in reaching to the stroke, took eme
step forward, and at the moment of pulling
bowed very low, settling into their seats as
the stroke became exhausted. The caiques
were white, with gilt ornamentation.
As soon as the Sultan’s caique appeared
the troops presented arms, and remained in
that position. As he landed the officers of
the household all stooped, placing the right
hand to the ground, then on their lips, then

on the top of their heads—thus indicating
that they picked up the dirt. The Sultan
was in uniform, and on his breast wore his
orders. As he passed by the troops they
cheered, and while holding the musket at a

present in the left
right.

hand,

saluted with

"As the Sultan came near

he looked up at the windows

the

the - kiosk

where

were

the’ General and party, and after he had ‘entered the mosque, sent his

to inquire if they were

Lord, Chancellor

comfortable.

Pass-

ing into the mosque, the troops and the

at-

Steenstrup,however, remarked that, instead

of containing a mixture of quite a number
of different species, as would have been the
case had they been really raised beaches,

these hillocks, on the contrary, only embrac:

ed shells, of full-grown individuals of an edible nature, such as oysters, cockles, mussels,
and periwinkles.
Hh

hatchets, and other instruments

stone, horn, wood, of bone.
pléments were polished,

made of

The stone im-

and

indicated

an

age posterior to the ruder periods of the
gravel pits,
5
These mounds were usually in the neighborhood of the

sea;

some,

however,

were

at a distance from the water, having become
so,apparently,by the agency of some stream,
the deposits of which had caused the land to

advance on the sea.
The Danish archaeologists concluded - that
mounds were

very

ancient,

on

account of the shells being much larger
than those of similar species now found on
the Danish shores. It was supposed that
the waters of the Baltic received, through
the peninsula of Jutland, a great supply of
the salt-water of the ocean. In our day this
sea receives its tribute from rivers, and the

fresh water has altered the condition of the
edible shells, urtil they are now of diminutive size.
Besides stone implements, fragments of
rude pottery, with cinders and charcoal, also
occurred in these mounds, but nowhere implements of bronze

or

iron.

There

were,

also, bones of animals of species which inhabited Northern Europe within historic
times. No remains of the extinct mammalia
appeared, except those of the urus, or wild
bull, from which, according to some naturalists, the modern cattle are descended.

Bat as the urus is spoken of by Cesar in

tendants awaited him outside. Some of
these attendants wore green gold-embroid-

his Commentaries,is alluded to in the Nibelungen Lied, and is believed to have existed
in Germany down to the sixteenth century,

ered liveries, others purple.

it can not properly be placed among the ex-

“reve

A Striking

Conclusion.

The follow’ 1g are the closing
the late Dr. ‘thomas C, Upham’s
“Positive Re.igion :"
+ “Each mement of time is one of
cessive and separate letters of the

whichgo to make
eternity.

words of
work on
the sucalphabet,

tinct mammalia of the preceding periods,
which had died away before any historical
record. The bones of the urus were mingled
with those of the red deer and the roe.
There wete also bones of carnivora, such as
the lynx, fox, and wolf, but no signs of do-

wmesticated

Animals, except the dog.

of birds also occurred;

Bones

those of the great

up the great book of auk, now extinct in Europe,

And eternity

being

the sum

of

all mioments, and therefore the residence or

locality of God in the higher sense, we are
thus learning the letters of that book in
which will be written out all truths and
destinies tor ourselves. To lose a moment
by being out of harmony with the facts and
requisitions of the moment, is to lose a- letthus

to. lose

and those of
the capercailzie, which is believed to have
fed upon the buds of the Scotch fir—a circumstance -which gives great antiquity to
the shell mounds, as this tree is

not

to

be

found in Denmark except in peat at a great
depth. The fir tree was succeeded by the
oak, which, in'time, was replaced by the
beech.
It undoubtedly required a long
series of centuries for both these species to

something of its infinite and eternal mean- predominate, since the Scotch firs have not
ings, It was thus that God taught me been natives of Danish soil within the memwhile I was in the spiritual wilderness. I | ory of man, while it is known that the law
was thus enabled to see, and perhaps more of alternance, which rules the trees of the

clearly than others will be likely to do, who

living

is still exemplified

forests, requires many

centuries

to accom-

by

the poorer

population of Terra del Fuego.
* ++

Events of the Week.
ee

\

THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR.
»
"~ Mystic Park had the honor of welcoming’
the New England Fair last week, and
the credit of doing nobly in providing for
its success. It is spoken of in high terms.
The attendance was very large, the exhibition, in its various departments,

was indic-

ative of a wide an | practical interest, and of’
course Dr. Loring and Mr, Murray supplied
literary substantials and condiments of a
high order.
The great feature was, as
usual, the races, and not less than the aver-

age amount of betting and other reprehensible procedure attended the straining of
equine muscle and human conscience. It
was a great gala season without doubt; one
is not so sure about the advantages accruing to agriculture.
MORE FRUITS OF THE STORM.
Fresh, sad, and almost astounding details

have been coming in during the past week
respecting the destructive work of the
storm on the northeastern coast,

which

oc-

curred a fortnight ago. The number of
vessels destroyed or injured, driven upon
the rocks, foundered, or blown ashore,

and

espeeially the vessels helonging to the fishing fleets, is immense.
Great numbers of
lives were lost, and the destruction of prop-

erty is fearful and will impose heavy bur-

dens on
These heaps vary in hight from three to At least
ten feet, some measuring 1000 feet in length washed
and 200 in width. Mingled with the shells ‘wards’s
they eontained were discovered flint knives, are sore

these shell

37

Number

1873.

way obscures the light, and Jesus, the Star you. They imagine it impossible to defend
of Hope, is eclipsed, and their prospect is {Sigion except by passionate ebullitions ;
ey can not speak for their dishonored
darkened,
Ra
Master without being angry with their opponent; and if anything is awry, in the
The Sultan at Prayers.

ter out of the great book, and

tb

tirely cover a star; and

10,

that day the Sultan goes to some one of the

——rp—

late John

tians has run steadily down relatively
to the population, in this city, from 1830 to
the present time, while making in absolute
numbers remarkably rapid gains. The

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes A newspaper regularly
from the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
i
2, Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must pay all’ arrearages,or the publisher may continue fo send it until paymentis made, and collectthe
whole amount, Whether the paper is taken from the

PRE

bor or business, is a satanic foe

go

neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters ate ebliged to’
register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
he regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances

and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.
Each subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without farther reminder from this oftice.

& i

N. H., SEPTEMBER

They have a church for every

nominations have little more than one for
300.
The other inheritor of the vast endow-

‘ISSUED BY THE
FREEWILL

* DOVER.

those poorly fitted to bear them,
fifty'dead bodies have been found
ashore on one side of Prince Edisland. The coast towns of Mass.

sufferers, for their capital, invested
in the fishing vessels, is sunk, and the
shadow of death lies in scores of homes.

The whole of the sad story is not even yet
told.
COUNTERFEITERS, FORGERS, &C.
Counterfeit U. S. $500 bills are in circulation, which are such accurate fac-similes
of the original, that ordinary bank tellers

fail to detect the fraud. How many of them
are passing about can not be known.
Earnest efforts are made to throw out the
worthless bills and call in and suppress the
issue.—It is also charged,—it is not yet
known
how justly,—~that an immense
amount of forged bonds of different railroad
companies are circulating in the London
and New York stock markets. The statement almost creates a panic; but the real
facts are likely to come out soon, and dis-

pose
lish
great
looks
What

of the baseless fears as well as estabdenied and unwelcome facts.—The
defalcation of Rodman in Brooklyn
worse and worse as it is investigated.
next ?
THE IRREPRESSIBLE NEGRO.
Slavery is gone, but the fruits of it linger aud plague us. Provision has at length
been made for letting the

colored

children

of New York and Brooklyn attend the public schools in their own districts with the
white children. More or less of them put
in an appearance a weék ago. Whereupow
the pale young noses were turned

lighter-hued papas and mammas

up,

the

protested

and scolded, some of the timid teachers
professed fear of a miniature mob in the
school-rooms,and the members of the
School Board were bewildered, and asked,

dolefully, '* What shall be done?”

er law and justice and consistency

Wheth-

wi be

maintained in those cities remains to he
seen.
But we trust this tardy but true step

is not to be retraced. That would
weak and shameful.
THE GRANGE MOVEMENT.
The

protest

of

the

Western

be too

farmers®<

against the monopolies of the railroad companies grows louder and firmer, makes itself heard across the continent, and begins
to assume practical shape.
In Minnesota,

the Farmers representing the Granges have:
nominated’

an

independent

state

ticket,

which they intend to support at the polls.
On Monday, Sept. 1, a great public meeting
in aid of the movement was held at the Com-

mercial Exchange

in Boston,

other able speakers,

Amasa

and among

Walker

urged

the adoption of decisive measures, which he
specifica, to afford the farmers relief and
security. The end of this outburst is plainly not yet; but the practical ends to be attained can be better spoken of hereafter.

have not passed through the same inward plish its course. There is a kind of war
history, why he shut the old gateways and among plants»”as wellas among animals;
CHOLERA IN THE WEST.
vistas of spiritual knowledge which were the oaks and beeches fight the firs and pines,
Tn spite of all efforts to suppress the facts,
suited to the beginnings of inward experi- the conquerors taking possession of the soil |
it
is
evidently true that many of the towns
of
the
conquered.
Bul
these
wars
are
not
ence,and required me to meet with him and
to dwell with him in the Eternal Now. It decided in a single battle ; the plants strug- and cities in the West are suffering seriouswas one of the lessons of the desert; but gle through many generations, and pursue ly from the prevalence of cholera, and at
more or lesss points it assumes an alarming
the desert, I mean the spiritual desert, is calmly but surely their secular innovations,
phase and proves fata] ina large fraction of ~It
is
supposed
that
the
men
of
the
shell
one of the school-houses of the soul. And
the
cases. Chicagois suffering pretty semound
age
had
no
knowledge
of
agricultwhich
lesson,
as soon as I had learned the
it seemed to have been the object of the ure, a8 -no vestiges of grain have been verely, and St. Louis endures.a much heavThe approach of eeol weathThey lived on the products of the ier visitation.
school of the desert to teach, the cloud was found.
gradually lifted, the sunshine came down chase and of fishing. They had boats hol- er gives the promise that it may be soon
upon the rocks, the sands and pebbles grew lowed out of a single tree, in which they checked in its ravages, and that our eastern
up into flowers. I found
the shepherd went, far out upon the briny deep, in search cities may mostly escape, In the main, it
sitting beside the still waters; and I came of sustenance, bony remains of deep-sea does its work among the unwashed portion
up out of the entanglements of the wilder- species, such as the herring, eod, and floun- of the people.
ness into a firmer position and a clearer der, being found in the refuse heaps.
THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN IN MASS.
Human skulls were also discovered in
light than T had ever known before.”
Butler keeps on in his: work of
Gen.
these mounds ; they were small and round in speech-making, and be does it.in lis thors
shape, with a prominent ridge over the orbit

Crab-Tree Christians.
NN

m—

was of small stature, with round heads

and

review both his words and

to love

ers.

the

people

which

of God,

church, to love the world,

most

com-

to love the

to love all.

But

how many havé we in our churches of ¢crabtree Christians, who haye mixed sucha vast
amount of vinegar and such a tremendous
quantity of gall in their constitutions, that
they can scarcely speak’ one good word to

We conclude,

with

our

artists,

their habitations were tents covered
the skins of the

animals

they

had

that

with
killed.

Their mode of life obliged them to change
their quarters

rather

often,

turned to their old haunts

but

when

pected to fiad abundant food.

they

re-

they

ex-

This way of

Butihe is. not

Hon, Messrs. Hoar& Dawes

left to Dimsel.

this

mends Christians,it is that of kindness; it is

virtue

characteristic way.

face

that

overhanging eye brows ; in short, they bore a
strong resemblance to the modern Lapland-

“If there is one

roughly

ancient

of the eye, showing

his

record,

and

are
neither’ personalities nor severities
delegates
avoided. Caucuses ave electing
continually. At the last count, Butler was
running behind Washburn, and the grounds
of his hope must be felt slipping from under

his feet.

The

nominating

held to-day, and the

result

convention

will

soon

is

be

e trust something better than
known.
the selection of this coarse, arrogant and

belligerent man, as the standard-bgarev of
the old Bay State, is in store for us.

Cpe.
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;
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© JESUS

BY

AND

MATTHEW

PROF.

J.

A.

and

why

ideas. The mission of Jesus took on an infipitely wise character, and shines now in
the luster of the qualities which John would

11: 1-11.

depart?

of our

the Christ

not

he is

From

was a prophet, what authority
mony concerning Jesus have?

would

1f John

his

testi-

16. Whom did Jesus say that John was? Where

is this written?
Mal.3: 1. In the passage quoted ‘who is meant by “1”? Who by “thee”?
How did John prepare the way for Christ? How
may we do a similar work?
11. The testimony of Christ about John?
In
what respects was John so great? What constitutes greatness of soul? The meaning of ** least
in the kingdom of heaven”? Have you secured
any place for yourself in that kingdom?
’;

NOTES

AND

HINTS.

1. The Saviour, whose approach John
and the apostles proclaimed in the words,
‘¢ The kingdom of heaven is at hand,” after
sending forth the twelve,two by two, made
another preaching tour through the cities
of Galilee. It was his third journey to
them, on this errand. = Phe first is mention-

ed in Matthew 4:23; the second in 9:85;

are found in the fourteenth chapter of Mat-

In prison access to John was allow-

ed.

Here he meditated

on his own work,

on the prophecies, on the character of Jesus of Nazareth whom he had once firmly

believed to be the “ Lamb of God that taketh away ‘he sin of the world.” By the
delay of Christ to enter on the career expected of him, by the milness and patience
of his work, by its philanthropic rather than

** The

least in the

kingdom

inspire

doubts,

his

banish

his

preach again, ‘ There standeth
you mightier than I.” John had
and seemed to waver,but it was
He wasnot * a reed
moment.

tongue to
one among
questioned
only for a

would testify

He

wind.”

shaken with the

still that Jesus is * the Lamb of God.”
‘8. Again Christ asks of them about John.
He was not changeful ; but was he * a man
A courtier from
clothed in soft raiment”
some royal palace ? An effeminate, luxurious perscn of Herod's train? The character of John in the wilderness was rather

comes in poverty, suffering, lowliness,John,
who is not a voluptuary of ‘king's houses,"

will not reject him.
the

this, 48 well as

Thus

question, affirms

former

of John that

his testimony concerning Christ will not be

altered.
was
of «*
9.
was,

mentioned

The ‘soft raiment”

worn for ornament, and il was made
fine linen,” =
The next question concerning John
** But what went ye out for to see? a

a show of clemency. *‘Only one little word,”

‘ the way, the truth and the life,” was born.

said the Ttalian legate to Luther, retract.’
Only “ say that you are sorry you made
this disturbance in Herod's household.”

It

is

de

not, how-

Medici,

the

Knife Grinder, and the pictures by Raphael.

In the Pitti palace we
dona

della Seggiola,

looked at the Maso well

known

by

engravings, and turned back to take another look, again and again. It was the one
thing we most wished to see in Florence,
and can vever regret making the pilgrimage.
Some good judges say there is a
sweetness
and a divine expression upon
the face of the infant Redeemer, which none
of the copies or engravings have caught.
We drove about the city, seeing the prin-

pal sights, among Which may be mentioned
Powers's studio, his son’s gallery,
Santa Croce, where rest the ashes of
Beneath the same roof is the tomb
te,though his remains are not in it.
The Florentine mosaics-are the
in

the

world,

and we

and the
Galileo.
of Danchoicest

spent.a part

last day admiring them

and

of the

selecting

More

are

half

a

friendship,

with'its

horrid

music,

passed

within

two

rods of them.
When
I visit these schools, heathen
women gather around, eager te hear every

word that is said, and often ask to have a
hymn sung. They are ever ready to give
the latest news. One day an old dame
was telling in what a marvelous manner a
dead mother had come the night before and
bitten her own child until it died! On being
urged to give the proof, she said, ** Oh, I
don’t know ; they say so.” On going about,

in accordance with its original design.
Failure and success are not of themselves

exponents
proval.

of God's disapprobation or apConnecting

one

with

the

other,

John's faith wavered in his prison’s gloom.
It tried him that the temporal destiny of a
child of God - rested with a wicked king and

profligate

woman:

but it is not without

parallel in the world’s history that the wicked and the ignorant hold the“power of the
keys.
D.
a

we not unfrequently hear the noise of a boy's | .
school, kept by a heathea man.
While
halting at one, the ‘* Master” called on his

RR

Bates

Ey

-

College.
wd

nn

in Bologna. The gallery here contains what a good missionary said to his people
swered in the affirmative, and contains one many of Guido’s paintings. His Crucifix- after their singing: * If the Lord were
had not misund=rstood the nature of Jesus, fact—John was a prophet, and ‘ more
ion is said to combine more dignity, pathos near, he would depart on hearing such a
and raised hopes of him that another must than a prophet.” If they had this object in and truth than any other artist has been noise as that !” The ‘‘ master” asked if I
¢ No.
fulfill. Hence he sent two of his disciples to view, if John, then, was in their estima- able to throw upon thé canvas in connec- understood the lesson. I said,
Jesus,to ask, ‘Art thou he that should come, tion a prophet, what was the prophecy he tion with this subject.
We now learn for Does the boy understand it?” ¢ No.”
or look we for another? This question spake? It was of the Christ, and to the the first time that. Pisa has not monopolized ** Then why don’t you explain ?” He said,
Thus Je- the leaning towers. Bologna boasts more -¢¢ It is not my business -to explain; my
shows the effect of imprisonment on a man effect that Jesus was the Christ.
business is only to teach reading!” Reof John’s temperament.
lle was impatient sus confirms their faith in the prophetical than one.
at the movements of Jesus, if he were the character of John, and as a result, in the
From Bolognawe went to Turin. Itis membering that some converts in Calcutta
Christ; he was in doubt if he were the truth about himself which the prophecies of a fine spring day; the fruit trees are in bad said they should, to their dying day,
4
Christ; not doubtful to any great degree, John contained.
‘| bloom, and the country is looking fresh regret the foul trash they learned in the
but to the degree of disquietude. Some . Jesus declares that John was * more and beautiful. Here are no wild forests, heathen schools, I thought the less the boys
writers maintain that John sent this ques- than a prophet,” because he was a subject but the trees are planted out in rows across understood, the better for them. At anothtion to Jesus for the sake of confirming the of prophecy, because he saw the Messi- the fields ; grapes are cultivated between the er school, the master was asked if he had
wavering faith of those who were sent, and ah of whom be prophesied, a privilege that trees, the vimes stretching from tree to tree. no printed books. He replied, ‘‘ No, but
their associates. This explanation springs many had coveted, but which feil to him The cattle are not turned into pastures, but it does not matter. All scicnce is written
from the desire to shield John from the alone of all the prophets. The reason for tethered in the fields, and barns are often on these Palm leaves.” He was then asked
charge of faltering in his confidence.
The calling him ** more than a prophet” is giv- connected with the house as a shed, or ell. to repeat the names of the rivers in HinThe Ganges was the only one he
The winters are so short and mild that the doostan.
text indicates that John did hesitate for a en in the next verse.
cattle probably: graze nearly all winter. could think of. When told what they were,
moment, as other good men, before and |, .. 10. “For this is he of whom it is written,
since, bave done. The ruply of Jesus,‘ Bless- Behold I send thy messenger before thy face The barns certainly seem too small to con- he said, ‘‘ Oh, you read your Holy Shasters
ed is he “whosoever shall not be offended which shall prepare thy way before thee.” tain much hay. The white capped moun- so much, you know everything.”
Dear sisters in Ameriea,if I tell one tenth
There are three tains have been in sight, nearly all day,
in me,” is conclusive proof on this point. This is found in Mal. 3:1.
part
of what I wish you to know about the
The languageof John expresses the’ popu- persons here introduced: The one address- and the scenery very beautiful.
Reaching Turin we found ourselves in poor heathen aud our work amongst them,
lar expectation. Men were on the watch ed is Christ, who is called, in the place refor the coming one,the Messiah of promise. ferred to in Malachi, ‘“ the Lord whom ye one of the finest depots we had ever seen. this letter will be so long that the editor
can not put it in the Star; so I leave the
4,5. The answer to John was admira- seek,” or, as it is in the Hebrew, ¢ the Je- The immense roof is composed entirely of
rest for you to imagine. But let me beg
hovah
whom
ye
seek.”
The
coming
of
Jeiron
and
glass,
after
the
style
of
the
former
ble. Its dignity, its completeness, its reproof were worthy of him whose mission sus, the incarnation of God, was to be an- crystal palace in London. The Waldenesian you to pray more constantly than ever before, that the Holy Spirit may move the
the question of John bad challenged. By nounced by one messenger, by * my mes- church has its center in Turin, We spent the
hearts of this people to come to Christ.
senger.”
John
the
Baptist
was
thus
callSabbath
here
and
listened
to
the
Rev.
T.
P.
the teachings of his lips and the works of
The Lord be with and help you.
his hands, Jesus proved himself to be the ed of God “ my messenger,” and to this Meille, preaching in French to a large and
L. CRAWFORD.
interested
congregation.
His
eloquent
tones
Son of God.
When his truth was not highest of prophetical honors the character
Jellasore, July 3, 1873.
sent
home
to
the
heart
the
little
we
could
of
the
man
who
received
it
corresponded.
enough to sshow forth his divinity, there
were his miracles, to a class of minds more Hence his greatness is as that accorded to understand, and made our very souls thrill
If John was greater than a proph- with Christian sympathy. Those around
eonvincing still.
The
Saviour seems to Christ.
Labor With Herod.
us, living amidst great ignorance and vice,
have considered the witness of his truth, to et, as great as any ever born, because he

terest has been awakened in different localities in favor of their own improvements and
accommodations.
It is well for a man to

social rather than stern and impetuous character, John was led to question whether he

a noble spirit, greater than the witness of
miracles; but when the truth he uttered

failed to convinee, miracles added their testimony, which could not be denied. John
10:37, 383 14:10, 11, The miracles of Christ
could not have been performed by an impostor. They were divine works. Christ
asseried his heavenly origin, and, in the
name of God, as God, advanced

down

ideas, laid

laws, set aside, as finished, the mo-

saic ritual,and heaven confirmed his claims.

Miracles wrought for this end prove the
claims to be correct. Prophets claimed to
speak wita divine authority, apostles claimed to be

representatives of the Son of God,

This question

prophet?”

was to

be an-

who preserved their integrity during the
dark ages, preferring death to dishonor.

ringing testimony=that

made ready for the announcement of salva-

tion by faith in a personal Redeemer.
11. “ There hath not risen a greater than
John the Baptist;
notwithstanding, he
that is Jeast in the kingdom of heaven
is greater than he.”
The greatness of
which Jesus here speaks doesnot refer to
native talents, nor to usefulness in serving

the greatest

privileges, more

favored,

more

The

highly ex-

alted of -fod than John the Baptist. The
evidence that it is in this sense the term
greater is employed is, in part, the good
sense thus secured, and, in part, the contrast which Jesus instituted between John,

of those

that had

risen, and

was profound. That * the poor had the ‘¢ the least.in the kingdom of heaven.” It
gospel preached to them” was the fulfill- is a contrast of religious conditions, in
ment of a prophecy concerning
the Messiah,

which the
The word
the * less”
heaven, is

latter is declared to be superior.
* least” should read less,”
than John, if in the kingdom.of
greater than he. To enter the

as one sent to relieve

kingdom

of heaven

and to exalt them

woes

we

‘ must

again.”
whom we are regenerated
of the Spirit.”
It was the spirit of Of those who by this ‘“ door” pass into the

to. the plane of being

kingdom, the

feeblest,

says

Jesus,

6. The admonition of the words,‘ ‘Blessed

jshe whosoever shall not be offended in

from without.
Here is hope, and
courage for the child of the Sabbuth

| the door

here

school, fearing lest some older person his
‘prior
right to the notice of God, or for the
himto
John
me” was necessary to recall
diffident,
or for those heartily distrusting
man
the
is
‘Happy
mean,
words
The
self.
s

5

a .

us to

of Pennsylvania. We found him too weak
to talk much, but glad to hear the Bible

and join in'prayer.

He expressed his res-

ignation to the will of the Lord, and seemed prepared to die.
The River Po runs along the eastern side
of the eity, and is crossed by two pretty bridges. On the oppesite side are hills
covered with villas and religious establishments. The top of these hills commands
a fine view of the city aud country around:
We started for a ride to include this view,
but the driver was under the influence of
strong drink, and, accidentally or on purpose, omitted ascending the hill. Though
we repeated the ‘sentence as taught us in
the best Italian we could ‘command, and
with

extravagant

gestures,

yet

he

would

not understand.
tHe
Kossuth is spending the decline of 'life
in this beautiful locality, but we did not
have the pleasure of viciting him. We secured some specimens of the-fiigree work
made here in such perfection, spent a
pleasant half day strolling through one of
the great

museums of the world,

and was

land.

best boy to sing the lesson to me,

He

sing-it, and in a way that reminded

me

Usudlly people depreciate their own abilities, if it is necessary, or thought to be
necessary to make any mention of them.
As abilities are directly gifts of God, it is
well if possible to estimate them at par
value.
When the circle that gathered
around John the Baptist, widened till it em-

braced multitudes, it would have

been un-

like human nature, if the young and
preacher had

been unconscious

gifted

of power;

or if his ambition had not been gratified by
the fact, that Herod,

the

representative

of

The seeking of God should be the prologue to all our affairs; we are enjoined
first to pray and then determine:
¢‘ Thou
shalt

make

thy

shalt

also decree

prayer

a thing,

established unto thee.”

first

in

his own

household.

demands of the Maine Central

Institute, so

as to be the better able to pay her share to
Bates College. Let Vermont preserve her
enthusiasm.
She will be stronger by paying her share to the College.
A good college is the most valuable institution that we
have, and will give strength to all other institutions of the denomination. New York
claims to be the center. This is a matter
of fact, well understood, and we suppose
not to be questioned in the present generation. Let New York pay her share to Bates
College. She and Pennsylvania have combined to form the Central Association, for
church extension and missionary purposes.
This is well. Without churches and schools
what could the press do? Its reiterations

would be a sounding brass and a tinkling
cymbal. Tt is proposed by the Central Association to raise a permanent fund of $100,000,

it, ‘‘yetdid the green leaves and flowers
continue untouched, and the fire did not
the flame was great and ficsce.”
This vision was replete with instruction.
It was not a stately cedar of Lebanon, nor a
tall oak of Bashan, but a bush, a thorn-bush
or bramble, that burned unscorclied. This
was a fit Yepresentation of the low and afiécted condition of the children of God at that

time.

Ina furnace of affliction, yet uncon-

for

church

extension

and

missions,

$25,000, and the churches of western

New

York are abundantly able to extend it to
£100,000. Aud they will probably do it. We
expect £100,000 will

be raised

for

Whites-

town Seminary. And thus we have in prospect a permanent fund of $400,000, for the
denominational center.

But what can the cénter do without the
eastern wing, including Bates College, to aid
in raising $100,000, severally for Storer

some good

office.

There were

to be leveled, and valleys

mountains

to be filled;

and

though from reasons too apparent to be
mentioned, Herod could not be expected to
do actual work, he might perhaps superintend it. Then if the king could be reached
without wounding his feelings,—for he had
the Herod family trait of character,—what a
great thing would be accomplished!
But the reforming leaven hag perjmeated

John's heart to such a degree, that kingly

robes faded,and royal gems lost their luster;
and he laid his hand on Herod's sin, with
as much directness as if the king had ‘been
a soldier or a publican, The king being,
unrepentant, meted out to John the usual
award to reformers, who preach, unaccepta-

bly, after the manner

of the apostles and

system,

which, if it effectsno

reforms,

at

least never produces convulsions by agitating them. It was not usual for persons

and it shall be

but to go to extremes, in punishing John’s
offences, might arouse the people. Historic

king

of Egypt,

especially

his

terribly grand and sublime.

last,

were

After ‘repeat-

edly hardening his heart and disappointing
Moses, Pharaoh became exceedingly wroth
with Moses, and said,

* Get thee from me;

take heed to thyself, see my face no more,
for in

that

shalt die.

day

thou

And

seest my face

Moses

said,

thou

thou

hast

spoken well ; T will see thy face no more.”
Thus closed the personal interview with
Pharaob. This was the last effort to induce him to obey God, and this’ the proud
and baughty king rejected, and made his

own destruction sure.

W—x.

‘Which Way

Out?

wr

1.

Itisthe common belief amoyg Christ-

ians, that the future heaven of the righteous
is to be as absolutely sinless state.
»
2. That sin originates in” the soul, and
not in any instrumentality exterior thereto. “
3. That the death of the body does not
change the character of the soul.
4,

That there is no sinless

perfection

in

this life.
4
j
To us the above propositions seem irreconcilable. If the shock of death disturbs
not the pre-existing character of the soul, the
ultimate ground of whieh character is to be
found in the soul itself, ‘what assurance

can

we have that the frequeutly
sionally sinning soul of

or eyen occahis life will not

commit sin in the life to

dome?

Shall we

so modify the first propositjon as to admit
of sinfully imperfect souls fn heaven? This
involves the idea of a sdeond probation.
Shall we say that sin is an Yaceident of our
earthly condition,—a eontingency growing
out of

the

seul's relation

to

matter,

and-

that, when this relation ceases, the contingeney will cease also?
This would
make

universal

salvation

a

certainty.

Or shall we settle upon the conclusion that
a sinless condition of the sonl is possible in
this life, and upon this condition rest our

For our own part, we see

&J
A
no alternative between a normal condition of
the soul,—a

condition

in which

continued

well doing is not only possible but a spontaneity, a moral necassity,—and universal
salvation or a fufure probation. Who will
explain? We “do not seek controversy,
but truth.

INQUIRER.

‘What

Pronoun?
re

—

’y

ae

It may be a matter of interest to the curi-

College and West Virginia College,thus ex-

ous,—possibly to the anxinus-=to know that

tending privileges South to educate four
millions of ‘people, ‘and bring up ‘their

the Bible is quite indifferent as to the

strength to extend our success and influence

with the Holy Spirit.

gen-

der of pronouns: which it uses in connection

Forexample, Rom.

towards Hillsdale? The great question be- | 8:16,—**The Spirit étsclf beareth: witness
fore the F. Baptist denomination is, wheth: with our spirit.” ~ John, 16:18,—‘*Howbeit

er they will at once raise their proportion of

when He, the spirit

$50,000

will : guide

for

Bates

College;

whether

they

Raising $50,000 for Bates College is lifting
the gate to move the great wheel destined

mto good humor, bribed him by the offer of

by signs and wonders he would ‘establish
bis authority. His visits with Aaron to the

Pike Seminary is about to” receive a fund of hope of heaven?
PEL

Modern reformers would have taken note of
the alacrity with which Herod did many
things, and have passed by his distinguishing sin ;—patted him, figuratively speaking,

lowerin official capacity to reprove kings;

Him;

interested

will consent to do something or nothing

thou

unto

be

This is not only sanctioned by the gospel,
but is necessary to preserve existence, 10
meet obligations, and to extend the sphere
of benevolenee.
We suppose that the Penobscot Yearly
Meeting took prompt measures to meet. the

rank and wealth, stood within that circle.

prophets ; those aggressive men who practicably knew nothing of a soft and easy-going

excels

of the gospel, and to make them, equally the greatest of those wha'only look through

with any, heirsto its richest blessings.

invited

be born ready to cross the mountains, or rather
Christ is * the door,” by faith in pass through them, over into Switzer-

from which the philosophy and piety of the

day pushed them off.
heaven to go to them, with all the wealth

Mr. Meille'

*‘ the kingdom of go and see an American traveler lying
sick’ and apparently near to death. He
at hand.” Thus the hearts of men were was a’ member of our church from the State

all needs.

them of their

After sermon,

heaven,” the approach of the Messiah,‘ was

language refers to men prior to the coming
of John. There has not risen among all
the prophets, patriarchs, kings or saints of
the old covenant, a person greater in his

Isaiah 61:1, and was the manifestation of a
divine spirit. Probably John‘himself preached to the poor, but Jesus preached to them

are

that Jesus himself was buta man? Preparation for Christ wus made by the effective
preaching of repentance, and the clear,

miracles proved these claims.
The works that the two disciples of John
witnessed were not done to please or to
convince them. While they were near,these
works of healing were performed, just as
they had been done before this message from
John was received. The deeds the two
men saw were of constant occmrence. The
power of Christ was not limited. A few
eases did not exhaust it. It was ample for
impression “it made

we

are the representatives of that moble band

the world, but to honored privileges.

the

A few hours ride in the ears, and

was the forerunner of Jesus, how say some

Jesus claimed to be God in the flesh, and

Hence

few specimens.

drew

“at afl consume the fruit branches, although

clog and throttle, when others have used it

$50,000 for Bates College, a remarkable in-

judicial, its

deliverance of

of Pharaoh

sumed.
Bat it had a higher significance,
regretful that Jlerodias took advantage of It was a visible manifestation of the’ great
the covenant he had made with her dancing God,—a type of the incarnation of the Son
daughter, to make John's execution seem- of God; the bush representin
g his humanjoiced, while hearing a little Hindoo girl ingly unavoidable. -Herodias was far-sighted ity, and the fire his divinity. And Moses
read the first chapter in “ The Peep of and malicious. - She had the shrewdness turned aside to see this great sight, and, that so often distinguishes wicked men, in while contemplating” this wonder, he heard
Day.”
Her teacher, Ambhie, taught her
to emphasize and accent beautifully, and opposition to the want of tact, to take law- a voice out of the flame calling, *‘ Moses,
helped her to understand every sentence. ful advantage of circumstances that well- Moses.” And he said * Here am 1.” He
meaning men manifest.
.
was directed to put off hs shoes, for he
The other little girls were not yet through
Power
dwindles
when
“it
approaches was standing on holy ground. There he
the Primer, but in other stables a goodly
number were reading very well, and some wrongs tenderly, cautiously, making them received his commission as an ambassador
were going through * The Peep of Day” the centre of a circle, while the amused to the court of Egypt, where God told
the second time. In some of these *‘ Sem- wrong-doer watches the truths revolving him he had seen the affliction of his peoat a safe distance from touching, Smoking
ple, and had come down to deliver them.
inaries,” girls, and boys too, are taught.
flax knows but one quenching power, *‘judgMoses had lost - the fiery zeal of his
At such an one, they politely handed me’ a
ment unto victory.” Determined sinners younger days,and distrusted his fitness for so
baok; and a brother and sister looked over
together, the like of which I never before despise timidity, use time-servers at: their great a work. But God assured him of sucsaw in heathendom. The teacher here will, and if the latter weary of servitude, cess, and to relieve him of the embarassment
pleased me exceedingly by her quiet way and rebel, they for whom the yoke was he felt because he was of slow speech, gave
of questioning her pupils on what they Lborne do not hesitate to ruthlessly hurl him as an assoslate, his brother Aaron, who
read. At ancther place I was struck by the them from their eminence, using, if ayaila- was-an eloquent speaker. He feared that
manner a class of four, who kept their eyes ble,the same enginery to accomplish this pur- his own people would not believe that God
on their books while a marriage procession, pose -that the two parties have striven to had sent him; but God assured him that

of

than

power

where he received his commission from the
Most
High. God appeared to him ina
flame of fire in a bush, and he turred aside

Herod, like all impetuous peo-

Since the discussion in regard to raising

gentle rather

the

nigh, Moses. led the flock to mount Horeb,

ple, /was
unstable ; now
tempestuous
enough to kill John, and only restrained by
the consideration that a prophet's record can
not be as easily blotted out as a name is
erased by one stroke of a pen ja little later

of

did

martial, its

the time for the
from

God as of paramount importance, he might | te see what this strange phenomenon
have held the hights of pulpit eloquence he meant. “The bush burned with fire and
had attained. The language of Canaan is was not consumed, or, as Josephus relates

taught

than

When
Israel

Certainly if John bad not urged the law of

about as nearly meltedas bones and mnscles can be, I armived at a stable, and sat
down on a low stool, and fanning myself
with my great solar hat, rested and
re-

which crown the summits and nestle in
the valleys.” In the Tribune and Pitti
palace are works of art that rival the best
in Rome.
In the Tribune we paused long before
Venus

have

the pupils were found in stables. The rest
were not so well accommodated.
After a
long walk through the heat, and being

glittering with villages and country houses,

statues of the

things

:

by ‘my Christian girls.

ever, confined to the valley,” but extends
back over the hills, ‘‘ the whole region

the

and

schools where heathen children

see its wonderful

Arno.

times

1 shall not stop to dispute you, nor to
seek the easy position, nor the magnificeat easily learned ; it is mever quite forgotten.
temple, but take my pen to tell you that To bave reached Herod's sin by easy stages
in this heathen land “ the Light of the was impossible. To leave it was to leave
world” first dawns on some minds in the smoking flax. To be direct was to aim at
Herod's reformation, Hailing which, there
stable,
A
5
Last week 1 finished visiting all the little pended thierefrom, the disruption of royal

ee

of the

and

seats.”

FLORENCE, BOLOGNA, AND TURIN.
The Railway from Rome to Florence lies
along the foot of the Appenines, ‘and so
often passes through spurs of this range that
you
seem half the time under ‘ground.
Emerging from these tunnels, however,
beautiful prospeet:, or wild and sublime
scenery will break upon the view.
Shall we see the world renowned tower
of Pisa, and the cathedral at Milan, or go

sides

ago,

Moses.—No. 3.

It is common for arbitrary people to make

as

changed.
Christianity now dwells in costly temples, and reposes on : cushioned

BY REV. J. M, W. FARNHAM.

both

people are reproduced, and while character

honored

—

is

is forming many persons live again in one. |

5

“ That,” you say, ** was over eighteen cen-

works of art? When about to decide in
was necessary to prevent them from think- ‘favor of the former route, a friend advised
ing that John had really ceased to believe in us by all means to go by the way of Florhim,and would be no longer an advocate of ence, and we do not- regret taking his
his Messiahship. Christ was confident that advice.
the evidences of his divinity, when reported
Florence is beautifully situated upon
by the two disciples of John, would confirm
faith,

1873.

——————————

the stable, for in it he who declares himself
turies

through Florende aud

i

10,

in the Stable.

No palace was ever so much

than a prophet,” and of the greatest men on
earth’an equal, a superior.

Homeward.

Seminary

RAR

be the least theré is more exalted than to
be where Jobn was when called * more

7
political traits.
On the departure of the two disciples of

his

SEPTEMBER
The

of heaven” any one may dare to be ; but to

@ onmunications.

the third here. What cities are meant by that of the ascetic than of the voluptuary,
¢ their cities” may be seen by referring te They did not go out, then, to see a man
acquainted with the habits of royal courts.
the twentieth verse of this chapter.
or accustomed to the indulgences of royal
2, 3. John the Baptist was imprisoned by
people, requiring riches, delicacies, attire,
Herod Antipas, probably in the fortress of
He 1s not now,
splendor for his happiness.
Machaerus, mentioned by Josephus. Ant.
then, to become impatient to have Jesus
18:5, 2. The reasons for this imprisonment
assume the state of a king. Because Jesus
thew.

themselves,

STAR,

have supplanted by sterner, more regal and

John, Jesus took occasion to. speak to the
In whose cities was he to teach and
what place?
people about him. Jesus had a double obreach
3
J; 2, 3. Rha did John’ hear and do? The cir- ject in this: one, to givethem a true idea of
3.
14:
Matt.
?
cumstances of John’s imprisonment
his relations to John ; the other, to point out
What did he mean by * art thou he that should
Why did John send this message to the testimony of John concerning himself,
come"!
Jesus?
:
4,5. The reply of Jesus? What is the meaning
whose “shoe's latchet” he was not ‘worthy
of this answer?
The works of Christ prove
.
what?
What is to be inferred from his preaching | to unloose.”
to the poor?
1s. 61: 1. For whom is the gospel
7. The inquiry of Jesus to the multitudes
designed?
into the wilderness
6. What did Jesus add? The meaning of of- was, “What went ye out
A reed shaken with the wind?”
fended? With what feature of the gospel are to sce?
men most easily offended ¥
The import of this question iz, Was John
7. What did Jesus inquire?
What answer exopinions? fickle as
a man of unsettled
pect? His object in this question?
8. The next inquiry of Jesus? What did he the reeds on the banks of the Jordan?
ea+ mean by this?
:
This question
9. What was the next: question?
In what re- sily shaken in his views?
spects was John more than a prophet?

S——————————

MORNING

‘John was in danger of stumbling

because

Y'God

HOWE.

JOHN,

did Jesus

m—

at the characteristics of Christ's life. We
must beware of objecting to the Christ of

QUESTIONS.

1. When

———

THE

expect.

——
NOTES

re

who does not lose faithin me because I
come into the world in a way he did not

Sabbath School Lesson.—Sept. 14.
QUESTIONS

=

RAE

Department,

An

eh

gag

whether they will decide tolie prostrate, or
by doing duty to gain one hundred per cent.

to put in motion the whole machinery of the

denomination:
;
But there is another side to this picture.
The cementing of Christian affection and co-

you

of trath, is

come, He

into all truth.”

This last

text, in the Greek, shows, first, the masculine gender, next, the neuter, and lastly, the

genderis not détermined, but the masculine is used in the translation,

In the

He-

brew, where there is no nepter, and where
the gender of the verb is designated by its
form, we sometimes find the masculine, and

sometimes the feminine

gender

the Spirit.

used

with

S. b. C.

operation between different denominations |.
THE AvTuMN oF LirE.—It is the solemn
is of no small account. The path is above
thought connected with middle life, that
partisan aim. Experience here as well as
elsewhere is sound ‘logic, that God's life’s last business is begun in earnest, and
it is then, midway between the cradle and
people are to he one, according to our
the
grave, that a man begins to marvel that
Saviour’s prayer. During my term of three
he let the days of youth go by so half enyears at Bangor Theological Seminary, es- joyed. Tt is the pensive autumn feeling, it
tablished by the Congregationalists, T wag is the sensation of half-sadness that we exnot invited fo join that denomination, but I perience when the longest day of the year
was invited to a participation of equal ben- is passed, and every day that follows is
efits in their funds, their elevated Christian shorter, and the light fainter, and the feebler
with
affection, and their sympathies in sickness shadows tell that Nature is hastening
gantic footsteps to her winter grave. So
and in sorrow. Now Mr. Bates, of like fe man look back upon his youth, When
stamp, offers to give $100,000 to Bates Col- the first gray hairs become visible, when
lege, and Mr, Wood,to secure $50,000, if I.

Baptists will raise $50,000." Is it possible
that the denomination will not at oroh in
individuals respond. = Let them rather bring
with them their churches, their Sabbath
Schools, their Education Society, ' their
Printing Establishments, their Home and

Foreign Missionary Societies, -

M. M. 8.

the unweleome truth fastens itself upon the
mind that a man is no longer going up hill,
but down, and that the sun is always west-

‘erning, he looks back on things behind.
When we were children we thought as children. But now there lies before us manhood, with its earnest work, and: then old
age,

and

then

the grave, and

then home.

There is a second youth for man, better and
holier than his first, if he ‘will look on,
not look back,

:

f
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“ The word of the Lord

Selections.

harm—from the sad

The Model Church.

world,

Ore

a

fixep up more than they

Ir}

ve been a Christian,
for he
through

ly

_ The long lo of Pat crowded
pleasant pew.

I wish

’

led

church

fidence.

to find a

it had

the old-

J

rolled
Till I thought I heard the angels

striking

all

to melt away;

caught the fire;
I joined my
feeble, trembling

my

voice

«melodious choir,

spirit

with

that

And sang as in my youthful days, ¢* Let angels
prostrate fall ;
forth the

oes

royal

diadem,and

Lord of all.”

crown.

him

I tell you, wife, it did me good to sing that hymn
I felt

once more ;

like some wrecked
glimpse of shore ;

mariner

who

gets a
-

I almost wanted to lay down this weather-beat-

en form,
And anchor in the blessed port, forever from the
storm.

ed a sinner by.
The Seruion wasn’t flowery; ’twas simple gospel
truth;
It fitted poor old men like me; it fitted hopeful
youth ;
"Twas full of
nsolation, for weary hearts that

pews,

saw the

That told me hell was some ways off,and heaven
very near,
How

swift the golden moments

fled, within that

holy place!

How

brightly beamed the light of heaven from
every asp y face!
Again 1 long:
r that sweet time, when friend
wil meet with friend, tay
P
“
ere con
ons ne'er break
up. and Sab-

bath has no end.”

9

I hope to meet that minister—that

congregation

In the

dear home beyond the stars that shine
from heaven’s blue;
1 doubt net I'll remember, beyond life’s evening
gray.
The happy’ bour of worship in that model church

Dear wife, the fight will soon be fought==the vicsry be won ;
;

. The shiuin’ goal is just ahead;
run;

the race is nearly

O’er the river we are nearin’, they are throngin’
to the shore
To shout our safe arrival where the weary weep

10 more,

A

—John H. Yates.

Word

Building

a

Never

brid,

Broken.

across

the

.

when

her

Thus, sl

Niagara

River below the Falls was once thought to
be impossible. The banks of the river, as
all know, are very high and steep, the distance across nearly an eighth of a mile ; and
the river here boils and foams so that no
boat can stand the fury of the torrent a
momeny,
Sinking piles and building arches, as
with other bridges, was quite out of
the question. Yet a bridge was built—a
wire suspension bridge, so called beeause
it had to be hung or saspended by cables
driven into buge blocks of granite on each

bank. The cables were made of twisted
wire. The bridge looked like a spider's
thread.
But would the cables ho!d? That lad to
be tried. How
frightened the spectators
were when the engineer, drove the first
carviage over!
The bridge quivered to the

feet

underneath!

safety. The
it had
to be
a heavy gdle
fastenings ?
it, and

But

he

crossed

in

bridge stood the trial. Then
tried by storms. Might not
wrench the cables from their
Gales and storms beat against

it stood:

Might

not

rust

eat

off

the wires? Time
would tell; and time
proved that the bridge could be relied on.
“1 am afraid to trust it, it looks so slender,” said one of our party, shrinking back,
when we visited the Falls a year afterward.
«¢ It has been tried,” said the guide; * there
is no danger;" and we crossed safely.
A néw steamboat has to be tried before
passengers and freight can be trusted on
“board. A new railroad has its trial trips
before it is thrown open to the public. A
few years ago, at the opening of a railroad
in

Missouri, a train of cars filled with

peo-

ple, many of them
the directors, set out
trial trip. On swept
werd in high
irits,

gentlemen invited by
from St. Louis on a
the train, The party
when in an instant—

crash, crash! CM

split, joists snapped,

“one terrible plunge, and down went the
cars through a breaking bridge into the
river below, a heap of ruins.
That bridge
was trusted before it had been tried.
We usually do not trust anything till it
is tried. Boys dare not skate across a river
till they have tried the new ice, The swing
just put up on the tree is not deemed safe
for the children till the

rope

is

tried.,

A

tried (riend is a friend worth having. The Bible tells us of something that is
tried. ¢ The word of the Lord is tried.”
Its declarations are tried. It declares that
“ (God so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever belioveth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life,” Its promises are tried.
« Him that cometh unto me I will in no
wise cast

out.”

John

Bunyan,

the

wild

tinker-boy, went and found it so. John
Newton, the swearing slave-captain, went
and found it so. And how many all over
‘the world are ready to witness, this day,
that they went to the Son of God, and
found him a very precious Saviour from all
their sins.
“ The word of the Lord is tried.” But
are its threatenings to be

when it says, * Be

not

thieves, nor covetous, nor

relied

when

it

says,

neither

drunkards

inherit the kingdom of God.”

it so,

on? Yes;

deceived;

shall

Judas found

** The wrath

of

ds, laggards,

living

know

ek

The Omnipo
:
that constructed and set
in motion that Miracle in
Mechanics, the Human
Frame, did pot intend that it should be marred, or

sha

or destroyed b zockless

I speak

the

of their

[on sheets of parchment.

laziest and

Even Rome,

|all her rage for relics, does not

hand which they believed

the world

‘would | ness.

saviours of society ; that by their toils, their | Christ.”

Disciples, when

Let loose the wings of your : lovin
try; stir your

soul

to

some

minis- | ty by what they

which | have

wor

God

cometh on the
disobedient.” Poor king
Saul found it so, when it says, ‘ Except
a man be born again, he can not see the
kingdom of God.” You and I must experience this:happy change before we can enJoy the blessings of that kingdom,

authorit

shall scatter blessings. If you would ‘taste | self consente
joy, fresh and pure from its fountain, do|there.
good, be ready to communicate.

It is this

So

Jesus

with

God.

Try

becomes

an

apprentice in a warehouse

1.76

By

will of God, to those

tell the

who

have

tasted

it,

the human family has claims upon our sym- and to finish his work.”—London Congregapathies, it is these and such as these. If | téonalist.
any should be treated tenderly and gener- |.
ously, it is these widowed and. orphaned
Only Two.
ones.
But religion is not gltogether made up of
Only two wags. One broad, the other
sympathy.
That
religion
which
only
weeps, and does nothing more, is not the narrow ; one leads to destruction, the other
religion of Christ. It is well to weep with to life ; many go by one, few by the other.
those who weep ; but if that is all, we might Which is your way?
Only two sorts of people. Many sorts in
almost as well have spared our tears. It is
right
to cheerfully pay your taxes for the men’s opinion ; only two in God’s sight, the
poor. It would be unchristian not to do righteous and the wicked, the wheat and
so. It is right to put money into the hands the chaff, the living and the dead. Which
of the church comhiittee for the poor. This are you?
Only two deaths—the death of the rightought ye to do, and not to leave the other
undone. We
are to show our personal eous, and the death of the wicked. Which
sympathy by our personal presence. We do you think-you will die >—~Which would
are 10 ** visit” the fatherless and widows in it be were you to die this moment ?
Only two sides at the day of Jndsmente.
their affliction. We should certainly somethe right hand and the left.—Only these
times bear our benevolence in our own
hands. A cheering smile may encourage a two. Those on the right hand’ will be
blessed—** Come, ye blessed of my Father.”

heart, or a sympathetic tear may soothe it,
when mere money might not keep - it from
needs comfort
as
breuking.
The min

afraid.
ow shall we fulfill*such a function? The
solution is,—it is the Lord's
own method.
He bas chosen earthen vesi in order that the glory may be of God.
—Arnot.

nearer to Jesus

through whom it was

should

sympathize

than

any other, ‘and

but

natural

with

all

that

he

otheys—that

One
of the last acts
O
His life
would not have baen complete had he not,
on the eross, said to his dearest friend,
was Mary, his mother.

of his life was to provide for her.

his brethren.—Northwestern Advocale.

Discouraged
There are too
ministers whose

Ministers.

many promising
faith fails them,

that of John Mark, in
missionary tour, They
the numerous obstacles
path of one who sets

Look

at

rigging

war against the world, the flesh, and the
devil, and turn aside to less wearisome and

better paid positions, in sce form of secular husiness. They may gain in some respects, by such a course, but how much
they lose ? The late venerable and devoted
Heinan Bangs was permitted to endure an
activeand self-sacrificing ministry of neariy
sixty years, and during this period, in his
various places of labor, to win to the Chris-

Her

Steadiness.
fish of gold, upon which,

being overjoyed, he made a vow that he
never-would fish more; but when he waked, he soon

declared

his vow

to

be

null,

because he found his golden fish was decayed away through the holes of his eyes
when he first opened them. ' Just so we do
in the purposes of religion;

sometimes

we

seem to see heaven opened, and all the
streets of the heavenly Jerusalem paved
with gold and precious stones, and we are
ravished with spiritual apprehensions, and
resolve never to return to the low affections
of the world and the impure adherences
of sin. But when this flash of lightning
is
gone, and we converse again with the
inclinations and ‘habitual desires of our

her

men

clad in the froz-

en mail, the gauntlets on their hands heavy
and stiff with the same cold armor, and
their hearts freezing in them from long

struggling and despair.

The

pumps must

be worked incessantly, to keep
the iceloaded ship afloat, but the strokes fall slow-

er and. slower, for the life is congealing
in the arms of the hopeless mariners.
Hark! a bail, See! a pilot-boat is near.
Another moment, and the pilot is on
me

the heln,”

he

says

tle

the

icy

shrouds,

“I

to the

they

know

make

stiff and
an hour

frozen hands
before,» were

circle of worshipers, during a setmon which
he preached at the stand.
Attracted by

saved,

man, after the sermon was over, he approached him, and entered into ' conversa-

tion with him. ‘The lawyer seemed quite
eager to unhosom himself to the kindly old
minister. He told him of his profession,
of his success in it, of his wealth, of his fine
residence ; but with a look of indescribable
spite -of

“In

agony, he added,

all

I

this

live in splendid misery.” He was converted in‘early youth, and was strongly 'impressed with. the conviction that it was his
duty to prepare himself to preach--the gospel, After a course of study he entered the
ministry, and, as a young man, was sent
and

to small stations

where

circuits

poor

tid labor ‘was severe and the salary hardly
enough for the most economical livelihood.
The trial was too. serious for him, Ie retired from his work, entered upon a course
of legal studies, found his way into a very
remunerative

professional

lost his spiritual life and

business,

enjoyment,

but

[i$

beautiful home was now desolate ; wife and

children

had

been

buried,

and

hé could

only describe his condition by saying,

he was * splendidly miserable.”

The

that

ear-

nest old evangelist with the deepest feeling
compared the resultsof his own, life, with
all its sacrifices, with that of this unhappy
man

who had betrayed his trust.

Hundreds

of others4mve turned aside in the same way
without

realizing

equal

worldly

sucess,

perhaps, but with a lively tellowship in his

The

soul

is that

Co., Bost m, have given universal satisfaction as fivnishing an elevated literature
for the Famiiy and Sunday School. ~~ 29tf

Messrs. D. Loraror & Co., Boston, publish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popu-

vessel;

encourage

its

one who

hag once seen himself to be in the wretched
condition, which has been described.’

Grace

can strengthen and cheer; it can guide the
soul into the safe haven.
Without it there
is no

true

life, Sony

frost

hopeless and heavy gloom,

and

tl

Ea

OO

«[ feel,” she said, ‘‘like the
when the storm is raging around

his anchor holds lim
promises are my anehor,

mariner,
him, but

securely. God's
and they camsnot

I know 1 am a sinner, but I hear him
fail.
say, ** Though your sins be as scarlet, they
No matter what
shall be white as snow,”
To
the sin, Jesus’ blood will wash it out,
promises have all been fulfilled.
me his
laid his hand on me, but he bas
He has
done it #0 gently, and at the same time
surrounded me with so many mercies.”

.

CO.,

OF

Price

High

CHEERFUL

The Heart Regulator

has

been

its value

to be just

what

we

Heart Disease.
i
For dirculars of testimonials,

Schools

&o., address

erally.

nd

PERRY

REAL - ESTATE AND

new

1yél

WATERS & SON
AdisposeGreat
Offer | iffHORACEbiay,
Vv, vi
of HOO Pianos, Melodeons and @r-

gan, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
vary low prices for cash, or paft cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave
first class Bisuen
modern improvements, for
235

cash.

The

ters

(loncerto

Parlor

rgans are the most
beautiful in style and perfect
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1ys3

Papers,

are

published

intended

for

year,

30 cts.

:—

on
single copy
the
under of the
or a Myrile,

is 24 cents

a

year;

and

on 10 copies or any number

between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The
Jostage is payable at the office of de-

very.
e volumes begin with January.
No percen
is allowed on money

|-

sent us for eitherof these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free

application. .

on

SOMETHING NEW!
WORK

4/4 has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted: to use in social meetings. Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound in

& CO.,

LOAN AGENTS,

in whieh the buildings. were

thick pasteboard

consumed

NOW
here,

XS THE

TIME

Address,

Street,

su

Troy

Bell Foundry

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which

have

been

made at this establishment during

the past twenty years) and are now making more
bells, annually, than any other foun:
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &e.,
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Jo)
RoMountings, the bestin use. All Bells warsatisfactory.

Large

Illustrated

BURLINGAME,

N. H.

Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam
Engine, which was made by the Swamscoit Machine.
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike manner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.
The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will
need repairing or making over. The whole thing
will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an
Engine can afford to have it repaired.
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L R. BURLINGAME,

CHICAGO
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BY L. O. EMERSON.
The new, sprightly, and very musical COMMON
SCHOOL SONG BCOK is by a gentleman who * hits
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seat of Christ, to receive the considerations disband, and the resolutions
much as the body needs food and clothing.
melt into indifference and old customs.
There is a great deal of comfort, I grant, things done in the body, whether good or
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in these times, in a good load of wood, a bad. What words will be spoken to you?
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are hollow and heartless, but deeds, how- be in the one, and angels and saints, and communicate not so often as the sun saever good and generous, without personal all the redeemed of the Lord ; in the other, lutes both the tropics; we profess Christ,
attention, lack one element of the highest none but devils and lost souls. Which of but dare not die for him ; we are factious for
Our Lord sympa- these two places will be your place? Which, a religion, and will not live accordingto
and best benevolence.
thized very deeply with this class of the il’ you were to die now?
its precepts; we call ourselves Christians,
poor. Who can tell the deptiijof sympathy
and love to be ignorant of many of the
that moved his heart as he met the widow
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of Nain following her only! son to the
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muscle ’ | ey and the wickedness of war,

asa means
of settling international difficulties. They
have urged this point in various ways.
They have supported it in the use of many
considerations. They have appealed to

devout-

expérience, but also
cheerful humor.

There seems to ud
this view.
Aad thd

timely,

forcible and interesting.

_ness or- the néw reforms. Our old men
generally take (he lead, not onlyin careful
thinking and grave
bold enterprise and

during

in England, for that purpose, nearly a million of doilars. His statement, his argu-

thusiansm while under forty. And the Oxford student, who sets the pattern for Young
England,

in the work

of raising funds for the freed people

eighty, and that Tennyson and Longfellow
are having quite Homeric heads and faces.”
‘He claims. that the same thing is largely
true in France and Eugland. Legouvé
writes that

He was earfy engaged

in

history, to reason, to

a measure of truth in
criticismis not out. o f

the

moral

semse,

to

the gospel. Some haye taken the extreme
ground of-non-resistance. Others have only pleaded {orinternational arbitration, free-

place even in the sphere of religion, where
the general call for young men in pulpits
is often regarded as neither wise nor promising. Even here, they who are forced to
plan and execute in the oreat enterprises
"of the church are generally men who have
carried .the burdens of many laborious
years; while among the unhelping critics
may be found not a few who have seen too
few summers to display their chief strength
in sitting still. Possibly there has been a
lack of cordiality and emphasis in the invitation which has called them to places o f
trust.
They may have felt chilled by an
apparent lack of sympathy, and so have
kept alootfrom the field where the strug-|
gle goes on, like Achilles in his tent.
But it is of great consequence that our
older and our younger men det together
The elements supplied
and in sympathy.
by both are needed.
The lessons taugh ¢
by experience can never be safely set aside

ly adwittiog’ (he right and asserting the
duty of a nation"to maintain
within its own borders,

when

eivil order
needful,

by

military processes. But on one vital point
all have agreed, —and that is, that -difficulties between nations should be settled by
arbitration or by the decision’of a Congress
of nations. This has been insisted on .as
just, safe and practicable. It has been
urged by the press and the pulpit, by statesmen and philanthropists, in the halls of legislation and on the platform of Worlds
conventions.

/

went
It often seemed fruitless. Nations
on in building forts and vessels of
war,
in inventing new and more destructive
weapons, in organizing and drilling armies,
and then went out to settle debated ques| tions in the old brutal way—the Trial by
Battle. It seemed for a time as though the
and the ardor born of hopeful souls is some- Peace Societies were doomed to die in negthing whose absence every important enter- lect and be buried without a lamentation.
prise may well miss apd mourn.
Preju- We had the Crimean war; the war which
among nations; the
dices and repulsions here are as bad as they gave Italy a place
great
struggle
in
America
; the short, sharp
are needless.
It may be, 1n a sense, natural for deliberate age to distrust impulsive and terrible struggle between Prussia and
Austria;

youth, and for fiery youth to get impatient
over the hesitations of age. Indeed, there
is danger that the chief characteristic of
i each will be made more prominent.throngh
the reaction indi
by the leading ' trait
he hare and the tor"seen in the other.
toise may each become more confirmed in
their old ways by a close acquaintance with
each other. Bug the dash and the. deliber-

ation found in the young and the old men

the

tremendous

conflict

between

Germany and France, besides many other
contests on a theater less wide and conspicuous.

’

All

these

were

real

wars,

amid

whose stern work the laws were silent and
diplomacy stood still in its helplessness.
| But the truth was working. And when
the dispute between England and America;
which had been long and bitter and full of
evil prophecies, was ended by the treaty of

Washington and the awards at Geneva,
of Christian ends, may surely receive mu- | When the two nations calmly accepted the
who are banded. together for the attainment

tual aid instead of developing mutual re . | verdict and the civilized world spoke with
pulsion. The Christian charity which has emphatie and grateful approval, it was seen
its root in loyalty to Christ can surely bar- at orice that the time of the harvest had
monize what God always meant should be come. We had arbitration set’ forth as a
living example, and men’ could mo longer
joined together.
”
don
feasibility and. value. What had
There
is
danger
that,
as
we
grow
older
h
d
,
) av il i;
this case, it" ‘was easy to see,
we shall lose what ought to be kept.
Zeal
might
avail
in others. A deliberating
may abate. Hope may lessen. Faith may

, prerogatives

as kindles unworthy

resent-

ments toward youbger men who are nobly
earpingan esteem and a place which our
best

service

never

paid

for.—Older

men

need to guard against such results, and nurture whatever

makes

generous,

apprecia-

tive, genial’ and magnetic, There is no
finer sighton earth than a wise and majestie man of seventy-five, whose sunny face

wand beaming eye at once draw children to
his cheerful companionship, and whose fine

and. intelligent enthusiasm

for Europe, to perfect the arrangements for

a General Peace Conference, to be held in
Oct., at Brussels, and at which it'js ¢kpected some decisive steps will be taken toward
that great result. Many of the best minds
in Europe will be present, to give effect to
a movement which they have already most
heartily approved.

"Tt is a résult ig which all Christians may

men glory in aceepting him as leader and
sd
Id ‘be hard to find a young
model.
It

of a formulated creed, the conformity

tured from

curriculum, and

In

tury education, the regular

are those into which most
dents go, Those colleges
doors to women find that
prompt responses to their

part of

their co-laborers in

Spirit.

the éstablishment

harmed it.

ladies

to

the

highest

an-

ed for and by the leading lecturers are accounted extravagant. Except in the largeer towns and cities, their services are beyond reach,and even where they are secured
there is often quite as much disappointment
as satisfaction. It is often the case that
home talent, encouraged and brought out

classes

in its full strength, would

a good

ceptable.

standing in both character and scholarship.
Bates and Hillsdale begin the new year's
work with bright prospects. Both of them
| welcome

its

nual course of lectures. But the rates charg-

of the real &tuthat open their
there are many
invitation,and,so

far, the female students maintain

But it lives and thrives, Nearly

every town of local note must have

of insti-

college

Thé Lyceum Lect-

ure system is not yet-deemed perfect. The
General Bureaus have both helped and

tutions looking to a shorter course and to
what is called a practical or nineteenth-een-

Here ‘and

bureaus have been

there

be quite as aclocal and state

established,

which

are

ment to provide lectures of real value at
about one-third the prices paid "when a

privileges

Bates is course is made up under the aaspices of the

| they can offer, and not in vain.

is

regiments,

Confederate

de- | cessfully with the college work.

clared an unworthy reminder of what should | we

who

be forgotten, and a source of irritation

may | tain.

Why

not have female pupils in the theologi- |

to | cal, as well as the collegiate, department ? |

BrotaerLy

EsTEEM.

We

do

not

al-

| ways have to wait for death to hallow a
| Christian friendship, or unseal the lips so

southern nerves that ought to be at onee put | Would any true F. Baptist object 2?
EE. .
away. We are.told, over and over, that i| 3

the South cordially accepts the issues of the | ——THE MoD0ocs AND MERCY. The Mo-| ¢j,a¢ they may utter tender and manly comwar, and that the leading men who were | doc captives, who were engaged in the | pliments. It shows that two noble natures
arrayed against the national authority are | murder of Gen. Canby and the Peace Com- | 1,9 found out each other when Dr. Thomp-

to the throne, there

is likely to be less charity and more impatience. The mother. appeals strongly to

put | missioners, are found guilty by the eourt, |. author of “Church and State in the
| and the President approves the sentence | rnited States,” writing the preface and
that gives them to the gallows.
really true and domestic, which enter vitally
It is said | gedication of his book in Europe, after two
We wish this view were wholly, or genThe son erally, as we kvow it is partially, true. that the Friends, who are occupied with | years’ absence from home, can thus speak
into the character of Englishmen.
lacks both the brain that. commands def- We wish the proof of its correctness might missionary work among the Indians, will of his clerieal co-laborer in Brooklyn:
erence and the character that wins genuine appear. But it does not, Instead, some seek to secure a pardon or a commutation
The ideal of American culture should veesteem. Let him keep the spirit as king other things appear that compel: doubt, or of sentence for them. On the ground that present the catholicity of the Christian
which he has displayed as prince, and force to an opposite conclusion. Every capital punishment is needless and wrong, conjoined with the inflexibility of the Puritan, the cosmopolitanism of the man conmuch that is now only silent dissatisfaction now and then the papers and the orators, there is a reason for such interference;
patriot, the
joined with the loyalty of the
otherwise
it
would
seem
plain
that
the
law
will become open and earnest protest. So prominent and ohsoure alike, give free ex- |
courtesy and dignity of the gentleman conshould take its course, True enough, there joined with the fervor of the orator and the
surely does royalty in England find its pression to feelings and sentiments, hopes
purple fading and its crown growing dim.
and purposes, that do not strike one as is aniequal reason for applying the same | modesty of the scholar. For many years it
' But the State. Church fs meeting with either pacific of loyal. And these expres- discipline to the U. S. officers and employés was my felicity to have before me this ideal
in the intimacy of a most sacred friendship ;
much free and more damaging criticism. sions, when they come out, are generally who previously used this sort of treachery and, as I write, the name so deeply imbedtoward the Indians. True justice. is impar- ded in my heart rises spontancously to m
For many Dissenters;—in. spite of the in- intense, and loudly and openly applauded.
consistency, —keep their full faith in kings, They saggest the unsealing of lips that tial. Bui ese- omission can not sanctity lips. To WiLLiam Ives BupiNGTON I dedibut have no patience with bishops made pressure or poliey has kept closed; the another, and severity is sometimes in the | eate this attempt to vindicate the principles
which he has embodied in his ‘life, and to ilsuch by the civil authority. The Establish- breaking forth of fires that have been burn- highest scnse merciful.
lustrate the sentiments which ¥ have so ofted Church is tothem a constant and, griev- ing fiercely within, however long kept from
——Cost oF CRIME. —The¢ New York | en beard him express,
ous offense.
In their view its assumptions the public view.
It does not quite answer Prison Association has just issued its annual
The man is to be pitied who can see only
are baseless,
its spirit exclusive and exacting,
to call these exeeptional utterances; for they
sentiment or pious pretense in the
feeble
report. The figures and many of the stateits policy bad; its extravagance a grief, its come out too often and at too many points.
ments set forth are startling, and give one | confession of a tried and manly love like
weight a burden, ; its: concessions full of It does not meet the case to say that the an idea of the vast expense and trouble that.
i
mischief, its alliances sure to palsy is speakers and writers represent nobedy but crimingls are to the state. Thus for the three
——
tongue diid baffle its best-intentioned efforts. themselves, that they have no followers and State Boriscus. sixty-seven jails, five juvenile
——GENERAL
Baptist
YEAR-Book.
We
The Romanizing tendencies it is fostering sympathizers, and are accounted of no con- reformatories, six penitentiaries and the
pleased with the whole
especially
been
have
|
on the one hand, and the emasculated the- sequence
by the “southern people; for commou lockups, the people of this state
into the pamphlet which
ology it is sending abroad on the other, prominent men and papers utter the words, have yearly expended about half as much | work wought
reports the present condition and some of
arm an immense mass of the best people in und they are responded to with an enthusi- as they have paid for their renowned public
the past history of the General Baptist
England agaiost it, and they are growing asm that is almost furious. That the batter schools, with more than a million of scholars
body im England, including full Minutes of
more numerous, more determined,and more
part of the people at ‘the South:.regret all and nearly eighteen thousand teachers, in
meeting of the Association. The
radical in their demands, every year. Here- this, we have no doubt; but it is not easy about twelve thousand fiouses. Prevention the last
of compilation and: arrangement is
work
tofore the} might have been satisfied with to tell how large a fraction this bétter part is not only better than cure, but surer and
done. Everything needful
certain changes and larger toleration in that includes, nor how much of the regret arises cheaper also, They are penny wise and most admirably
concisely, fucidly, and in the proper
told
is
Church; now they will be ¢ontent with because such speech is belicved false, and pound foolish who are niggardly toward
order. Their net increase during the year
nothing less than thorough disestablish- how much because it is deemed impolitic.
the projects for making men and women is 316 ; their total membership, 21,281. It
ment, and the education of their children in
We have been recently treated to some intelligent and virtuous. Generosity here |
it is a live, resolute,
the public schools free from parish and of these semi-rebellious utterances. They would save them from much of the burden is not a large body, but
body, and its power is widely and
working
clerical control.
were publie; , They were deliberate. They of taxation,and much of the fear and horror
:
!
gratefully felt. ~
But that is not all. The most effective op- signalized ag important occasion. They | springing from vice and crime.
BA
ponents of the pretensions of the Established came from men who held leading positions
Church to-day are fouad within its own pale. under the Confederate government, and ——THE SHOCKING TRAFFIC. The sale of ——ComNG Pastors. The statistics of our
The chief foes are those of its own house- were and are still accounted its real repre- Chinese women still goes on in San Fran- schools, &c., show that the number of canhold. Inquiries are set on foot in Par- sentatives. There is Jefferson Davis, for cisco. A Chinese Association exists, known didates for the ministry is increasing, They
liament, which are uncovering shameful instance. He is nol a southern nobody. as the High Yee Tongggvhich manages this also show that the bar, the library and the
facts and fearful abuses. The facts thus And at a meeting of the Southern Histori- traffic, and somehow escapes proper civil counting room are by no means to have all
brought out are public property, and they Society, lately held,he went on to say such discipline. A San Francisco correspondent the first class minds. That is a thing to be
And these young men do a
are gathered up and talked over in almost things as the following :
describes the recent arrival and arrest of grateful over,
every circle. The great revenues of the
The South was more cheated and defraud- nineteen Chinese women, just arrived as fitting thing in seeking a solid, broad and
higher clergy ; the thoroughly secular spirit ed than conquered, by the declarations of passengers in the Great Republic. They thorough mental culture. If they live long,
in which livings are advertised, hought and the Federal President, Congress and Gener- were taken to court and examined by Rev. they will see and feel the need of it. The
s0ld ; the small moral value and the Jarge als; and there never could have been a sur- Dr. Gibson, Chinese interpreter.
They training can not well be too ample. They
render, had the. Confederates anticipated
‘moral mischief connected with the heartless what has since occurred, and to-day we confessed that they had been lewd women, want, of course, a vital piety and a deep
ways in which the mosf sacred trusts are would have been free,
but wished to reform. Some said they were Christian experience &till more. They
dealt with,—these things,and such as these,
Nor did this
utterance
stand
alone.
married, and others that they, imtended to want also to be teachers of Seriptura] truth.
are brought forward and held up ina clear Semmes, of the pirate craft Alubama, was be. The married say that if they can not The pulpit can not afford to turn the work
light beforethe- eyes of the people. And called up, and, among many other things find their husbands, they may find other, 5 of giving
instruction from the Bible
othe special
§. 3. ténsha
Whatever else is
the wonder awakened by sucha sight is ‘which were quite as unbecoming and as. They say they cawr cook and work. Some over
e S. 8S. téacher.
sure to be followed by indignation and a loudly applauded,he called Gen. Grait a confessed that they paid-part of their pas- neglected, the minister needs he to fully at

the chivalry

apd

the respect

what

for

to-day as loyal as

is

best

the

who

men

their lives in peril to uphold it.

demand for reform that must be heard and usurper'and a Cwsar, and then alluded to sage I
.

‘

heeded.

Davis in comparison, thus:
When history shall be written, how

crown,

whose empire is in the hearts of the whole
The debate ealled out by this people,
be compared with the acts of the

bers of this Asso., carried to the Chinese
quarters and auctioned off at from $250 to

the appointment of royal Commissioners to

the.qets of this monarch

without

inquire into the revenues of the .Church of this emperor without jewels,

England.

Leutham stated, in the Mouse of Commons,
that ‘‘there

al woman who ac-

companied”
them paid the
ance. They
were discharged with a warning.
But the
same night they were taken in hand by mem-

Not long since Mr. Thomas Hughes urged

were in the

livings in the country.

aggregate,

13,276

Of these 21 were in

a

will

this emperor

usurper ?
- Gen. Jubal

Early,

who'is

pointed thc southern historian

formally

of the

ap-

war,

also uttered his word, which, though more
florid and feeble, was even more audacious,

bitter and suggestive of the need of conversion. And while such utterances are here
and there disclaimed in the South, as

unau-

the hands of the patishioners, 580 in those’ thorized and tending to misrepresent the
of trustees, a‘large number in the gift ofthe southern people; they are’alge caught up
crown, deans, chapters, and others, and at not a few points, and reaffirmed with the
about 7000 were in those of individuals,
bitter emphasis and the flowing rhetoric
amounting in value to £2,000,000.

vertisements’ thémselves

were

The ad-

a

study.

‘Good society’ was advertised as an inducement in ‘107 cases, and in one it was ‘good
society and no squire.,! In another advertisement, ‘fishing,

shooting,

hunting,

and

three rookeries’ were held out as inducements to a purchaser. In another, ‘good
society ; duty only every other Sunday; the
incumbent eighty years of age, and ailing.’
In another,‘a capital living, and no schools.’
In another, ‘great inducements, a fing vic-

but Evangelical will do for the present.” He

calling

the

——LECTURE Bureaus.

Northern men are often criticised and | alone amoung New England colleges yr this General Bureau in Boston. The new methblamed for calling up memories of the | respect. It is suggestive and prophetic to | od will be tried the coming winter, It deSouthern rebellion. Keeping the flags,cap- [see women there going on steadily and sue- Serves success, which we hope it will at-

that is awakening ‘this strong “moral and
and

are

been registered.

—

spite of the criticism over the old established

——

practical protest against

war,

than the accept-

Relics of the Old

pirant for a good living, describing his
spiritual inclinations, says, ‘High-Church,

man of twenty-five who has more of the! for reason to take the'plac& of brute force.
best qualities that quicken and inspire true Tt is the gospel that was heralded a8'a pro-

largest that have ever

FAD

eminently fitting that they labor and pray.

makes young pl is the humanizing spirit of the gospel

than usual,—in several cases, they

between

with great satisfaction.

arage, population one hundred, and little to
do.’ An advertisement from a reverend as-

well feel a deep interest, and for which it is

Religion

the State Church will soon bring in, and
American Christians generally will hail it

cease to venture just where venturing alone court was found a wiser umpire than a movement was spicy and suggestive. Some
wins.
Courage may sink.
The sympa- charging army. Doubt was stilled in the of the ¢arefolly prepared and unchallenged
presence of this sublime fact, and the doc- statements were little less than startling.
thies may cool. Maguetism may fall ou t
trihes of the Peace Societies were no longer
Others exhibited a class of facts equally surof soul and speech. The tone may’ exhibit.
dismissed with a sneer. And nota few of
prising :and_ pitiable. » For example: Mr,
“signs of croaking. There may be a shrinkthe most eminent statesmen and’ publicists
ing from hard tasks. A coming weariness
of Europe
and America are strongly
may plead for quiet at home when the morimpressed with'the need of an effort’ just
al battle is being joined on the field where
victory or defeat is certain. The idea of now to utilize this better sentiment, in such
‘a way that it may aid in bringing in a setproviding for one’s: self may become too
tled code of laws according to which interprominent, — we may spend too-.much
national differences may be hereafter adthought and time on our. wn house of
cedar, and half forget that the ark of God is justed withoutia resort to the terrible exshielded only by curtains. There may be pedient of war. Rev. Dr. Miles, Secretary
such a jealousy of ope’s own reputation and- of the Am, Peace Society, has just sailed

rites.

result which a wise fidelity on the

is about to be married, the burdens and follies of the monarchy are freshly realized and
inwardly complained of. ‘When the present
Prince of Wales mounts

and

English Dissenters and

fail

the Princes,

~——ATTENDANCE AT THE COLLEGES. The
collegesof the country have generally en:
tered on the work of the new year. The
entering classes in most of them are larger

to establish usages,and the nominal connection with a great ecclesiastical establishment. Some losses would doubtless follow
the cutting of the old bond, but the gains
would
faroutweigh them. And that is a

to study the problem with something of the
Englishman's practical common sense after
going home and regaining his calmness.
And as often as a fresh plea comes up for a
grant of money to one of

relations

half a dozen tolerant men could do by means

of their arguments.

——

be less trust in

edch man’s soul and God;

Charles Dilke is making such questions as
these heard throughout the kingdom,—
What does royalty signify P—What does it
harm
is it worth?—What
cost?—What
would come from its abolition ? And these
questions are pondered even where they
are apparently dismissed with indignation.
The hearer may respond with a prompt
“God save the Queen!” but he does not

There would

would seem, as it is, more a thing

Sir

to be tolerated in silent submission.

A meeting recently held in this city, under the general direction of the Am. Peace
Society, brings home afresh the fact that
great principles, faithfully and patiently
urged, though seeming for a time inert, will
at length embody themselves and assert
their power. The meeting was provided
for and addressed by Rev. D. C. Haynes,
of this. general

ontwavd

power aud privilege, long yielded to, cease

of the Gospel.

Financial Secretary, who

abolished.

of

Abuses

Current Topics.

Pulpits would not

bought and sold, scattered among favorites
or used as capital in speculation, would be

and Church,

and free criticism in England.

>

remain sinecures for worldly, indolent and
self-secking men. Livings, as things to be

ance

a heroic faith is ever youthful.

A Triumph

cowea sacred calling.

Monarchy -and the Established Church
can no longer keep clear of faithful inquiry

as long. Both the older and the younger
on the other hand, so soon as one turns a
need to clasp each other's hands with
timid conservative, or a surly or spiteful or men
charity, and with a pledge to cofresh
a
|
jealous cynic, he loses his real youth, even
work for the great ends: set before us.
though he has left his teens only just bewe may be sure of achieving worthy
hind him.” A sour distrust is always aged; Then
things.
Dr. Osgood, writing for one of our magazines,—and he is a man long since giayhaired, —says that the young men of to-day
lack the ideal and magnetic and masterful
enthusiasm which their predecessors showed
His complaint is, not that
years ago.
young men are too aspiring and forward,
but too dull and acquiescent. Where life is
intense in the young men, he thinks it does
not take on energetic and noble forms.
There is heedless dash instead of thoughtful vigor. The plucky athlete and dashing
gentleman appear, rather than the thorough

Throne

1873.

curse and threaten, and only avoid striking is nothing if not belligerent. ard radical,
quietly tolerated by our English brothers because it is politic to keep the arm down, No man excels him in
the use of superlaand sisters. It ought not to be tolerated. there will be nged of vigilant patriots who tives.
He does not seem to know the
And no decided improvement is likely to insist that th
ag they kept aloft through | meaning of such words as moderatjon,courcome except through a real divorce of the smoke
our years’ war, shall not be tesy, modesty and discretion, and so he
Church and State. “The religious life will diShonored in the sight of the sun which flings whole volleys of epithets at his
tolenot be perfect even when it is fashioned by looks down upon a peace conquered by pa- rant brethren. But he overshoot
s his mark.
the people instead of by Parliament. The tient and costly valor. Itis a duly to be His bitterness and extravagances
of speech
calm, and generous, and hopeful, and help- are strongly re-acting, = Even
best human products are defective.
But
his strong
surely a great host of facts like these can ful, even when dealing with such unpatriot- close-communionist brethrén protest against
not remain long except in connection with a ic and boastful men as we have referred to ; his spirit and his words, and nearly every
church and clergy managed by the civil au- but they have no right to demand {ull con- one of the derominational papers rebukes
thorities. The voluntary system would work fidence and high honors till they display a or apologizes for him. His zeal runs to the
real reforms. The ministry would cease to larger wisdom and a better spirit.
verge of madness, and he is doing more to
be
be a mere social and civil profession,and bemake close. communion disreputable than

The sounds of war grow fainter and then cease;
And like a bell, with solemn, sweet vibrations,
I hear one¢ more the voice of Christ say, “Peace.”

They can not be harnied by mixing

'10,

Such a state of things as that can not. be

=

Sad

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

It is this that
and susceptible souls, than Dr. Tyng of Lmoter of peace on earth.
must
be
depended
on
to
neutraiize
the war
New York. It will prove much touching
spirit.
It
is
this
that
promises
to
turn
the
the
wisdom and
the” farity™of our own
prophecyjof
the
reign
of
justice
and
love
into
carry
can
we
if
grace,
God's
of
ce
abundan
us youn a heart through as many decades a fact. And now is the favored hour for
such labor and prayer. The public mind is
as he. Doing that, we shall not répel young
teachable and sympathetic. The triumph
our
to
them.
bind
but
sts,
men as antagoni
at
Geneva is recognized, and may be made
side as allies and friends.
to
help in lifting the exception into the rule.
men
young
our
And there is danger that
And
when war is thus reprobated on broadthe
call
,
exacting
and
t
impatien
will grow
er
fields,
its spirit will be greatly checkelon
caution of older men cowardice, and become
the
narrower.
When nations have frowned
opinions
their
because
jealous and repellant
are not more readily deferred to and their on strife, individual men and women will
service held in higher esteem. But there grow pacific. And so‘We may reasonably
is a propriety in their patience. Real hope that the vision and prophecy which
merit can afford to wait, if need be, for its Longfellow has embodied in one of his fine
recognition is sure when the proofs of it poems, shall be accounted and prove someare fittingly brought forward. They may thing better than a glowing picture of the
J
well distrust their own impressions when fancy:
the experience of older men contradicts Down thé deep future, through long generations,

Eh Worning

ga

EE

but refrained.”

-

i

that distinguished the southern

organs

and

orators during the war,
And there are not
a few other facts, quite in keeping with all

this, that get themselves reported every
week ‘and from a pretty wide territory.
This is to be regretted. Such talk is folly
in its substance, and its influence is bad.
If it could be ended at once, there would be
a promise of great good in the forbearing
silence. Ceasing to brag and criminate,
there would be a steady growth of charity,
sympathy and cooperation.

But if this belligerent, boastful and aceus-

ing spirit exists, it is well te know and take
note of it. To ignore it can not be wise.
Assuming that there is real loyalty - where
there is latent and intense hatred instead,
‘were a blunder and a peril. While there
are conquered confederates that brag and

$400 apiece, of which a liberal portion went
into the treasury of the High Yee Tong.

Surely there ought to be a legal and effectual way of putting a stop to such abominations as these,
:
NEWS

FROM THE JUNIATA.

for the Polaris,—the

The search

unfortunate

ship

home with Md¥es ‘and David, Tgaiah and

Daniel, Paul and John.
;
)
———HOME FROM THE VACATIONS. ' During

the last fortnight
the railway trains have
been crowded with tourists bastening home

from the country

and thé beaches.

The

Sunday congregations are showing the
results of this homeward rush. Now can
there not be a large and real increase of energy in the prayer meeting, the Sabbath
school, and the other spheres of effort es-

pecially Christian?

Is there any more fit-

“in

ting way to use a portion of this newly ac-

which Capt. Hall went out in search of the
northwest passage, and in which he died,—
had accomplished little at last accounts. A
correspondent on board the Juniata writes
from a Greenland port, deseribing a hard
experience. The vessel was driven about
by a gale in the fog, surrounded by icebergs
from the time she left Newfoundland. They

quired vigor than to set it earnestly at work

had made several landings,
but had no news
of

the

Polaris.

After

many

efforts

they

had obtained a partial supply of dogs and
seal-skins, and set sail for Disco. The
crew were, well, resolute, and hopeful as
possible, ready to risk whatever was need-

ful, and bent on accomplishing whatever
was found within reach,
e—

;
-

——CRITICISM AT HOME. Rev. J. D. Ful
ton’s arrogant and extreme attacks upon

the Baptists who

sympathize

with

open’

communion views,ave bringing him no little
reproof from his own household of faith, He

for the promotion of godliness in the
church, and in the dark and vicious circles
which the church is set to~illumine apd
purify ?
iT
:
Toor
bd

~——GERMAN
SHREWDNESS
VS. HONOR.
Great complaint comes from the Vienna
Exhibition. It appears that the Germans,
gpectacled and note-book carrying, have
contrived to accurately copy everything in
the English machinery which is worth copying, and, hurrying to the Gierman-Austrian

patent offices, have patented for their re-

gpective countries inventions which were
made by Englishmen in the hope of a large
sale in the continental districts for which
they
were
more
particulagly
suited.
r Mcanwhile the German newspapers are
congratulating their countrymen on the
grand opportunity they have had of sucking
the English brain,
y il
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v
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As was exceptions of this kind, Lut I know every
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Central Baptist Association, at Attica, N.
Y. The Foreign Mission Sec. will furnish,
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it is a little remarkable that it nearly "all comes

tears with theirs, as they look upon thelr broken

There is need’ that they add their greater
vigor of inctive service tothe counsel of
the more aged and experienced, and stand

«since, in connection with the meeting of the

report the

and

be authorized to collect
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Columbia University, Washington, D. C., is a
FOR GENERAL DEBILITY the good effects of VEG.
Baptist institution’ which has ‘been ‘kept in the ETING are realized immediately dfter commencing
:
:
background for many years by financial embar- to take it.
rassments. - It ds mow: coming to the fromt.
Congress has given .it enlarged and. valuable
Notices and Appointments.
privileges, and Mr, Corcoran, the wealthy banker, himself an Episcopalian, has promised it
LESSON. PAPERS. , The. priceof the 8. 8. Lesson
hryhal
will bé one centto eac hn per TROD, ‘or
or 7b cents
$200,000 if $100,000 additional is raised before Papers
January,
1875. Half of this sum has
béen
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigh-
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effort

| tor eagh male,each
quarter, for missionary purposes; and that, in the absence of any missionaon organization, the Treasurer and Clerk of énch

ten or’ ‘more years of active, public service
should be working their way to the front.

«ed"persons as foreign missionaries, ten days
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the thing especially demanded, wé recommend
that each memher of the Q. M. pay a sum not
less than 25 cents for each female, and 50 cents
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Next session with
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come

together

in

council,

spirit that actuated thosé few men who
met Some thirty-three¢ years ago, and ‘in
prayer and tears planted the original seed:
of all our. present

educational

interests.
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ment of institutions competent to do the

work then had in contemplation,
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do good.

Master's
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work

in your respective localities, you have
largely added to-the- efficiency of our pul-

pit, and in this are making
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the more

* fall proof

of your ministry.” But this, though avell,
is not enough. We have happily fallen
on a day of great public enterprises. God
is marshaling the hosts of his elect for
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Medical Discovery has achieved unparalleled success, and won the loudest. praise from all who
have used it. It is sold by all respectable Drug-

for his life. He

publican river, bade him run
did, and saved it.
Henry Ward Beeeherin the course: of a ser-

n
mon recently preached in .a White Mountai
hotel!
hotel, remarked that * religion is God’s
partable, where the guests call for what their
Whereupon, the
ticular inclination. suggests.”

Providence Journal wittily says: ¢ We hope be
maintain

that

who

dis-

W. Reed preached for this church seven years.
Both of these men were highly esteemed. Rev.
W. C. Hulse labored with zeal some over a year

or
pense of the blessings of the table in greater
presless abundance as they may be moved by

waiters,

the ministers ave like hotel

A.

ent or prospective fees.”

theo-

a

logical studies at Lewiston.

The church

about six thousand dollars.

The 8. 8. is inter-
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: listen to
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the increasthe public ministration of the word,
meetings, and
ing numbers that attend the gocial
meetings, are,
the interest manifested in those
revival.
as we trust, an indication of a

L, HUTCHINS,

The International Evangelical Alliance meets
conin the city of New York, October 2d, and
me,
tinues to the 12th, An elaborate program
which we will publish just before the meeting,
period.
embraces all the working-hours of this

Rey. 8. H. Tyng, D:D,
A Word on Missions.
unanimously
The following resolutions were
on of the Grand
adopted at the recent sessi
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with equal force; and that for
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Christian toil in heaththat is implied in a life of
.
en India,
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Machine Company,

ComGibbs

New York; the Wilson Sewing Machine
Wilcox &
‘pany, Cleveland,’ Ohio; the

ewing Machine: Manufacturing Company, New
Line Vi.;
Derby
York; Ezra Morrill & Co.,

nglind ; the
Goole N. Bacon & Co., London,
Wee Sewing Machine Company, Hartford, with

en of Fairchilds’ at-

the patent effective stop on

tachment; the Secor Sewing Machine Company,
New York; the Mackay Sole and Shoe Machine,
Cambridge; the Universal Feed Sewing Machine
a special
Every exhibitor expected
Company.

visit from the Emperor,

and His Majesty, with a

patience and courtesy that should be-eommended, endeavored to visit them all.
After waiting a few minutes to comprehend
the explanations made to him of the advance of
so largely represented in America,
the oy
the Emperor continued his tour of the other departments, especiall inquiring of his attendanfs
what differentrprineiples were présented by each
in, what respect one machine
separate machine,
differed from the other—all of which was ex-

NEW

THE

E C€O., BY WHICH THE
DLE IS ARRESTED

ral
WHEEL.
In the New York Herald of Aug. 19th we find
awards were made as follows :
To the Wilson Sewing Machines of Cleveland.

Elias Howe Sewing Machine €ompany; FOR
SEWING AND STITCHING.
of

Wiléox & Gibbs Sewing

New

(for

York,

BEST

Machine Company

READ

T

SINGLE

SEWING MACHINE.)
Machine Company; (for.
The Weed Sewing
BEST STOP MOTION, APPLIED TO BEWING MACHINE TREADLES.
Machine Company

being

the only exhibitor

that received a grand

prize

medal for the best
of honor.

Sewing

The

Wilson

Sewing

this

comprising

game

form, they would cost many times
game,
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receipt
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of the

seventy-five

cents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.
«Must have a large sale, and deserves it, t00.’—
2t36
Harper's Weekly.
The ¢ Centaur Liniment,” “ Quaker
« Vegetine,”

advertised

in

another

Bitters,” and
column, of this

paper, are for sale by Wm. H, Vickery, wholesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
fm18
executed,
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Cooks Prairie, Mich, extra,
“
Ca'houn and No Branch Q M, Mich, extra, *
“
Monticello, Wis, extra,
Evansville,
*
*
“
Butler, Mich,
§
*
Boston, Mich,
+
per Miss Cilley,
“
John Daggett, Chester, Mich,
Ladies For Mis Soc, Sparta, Mich,
“
Sandwich Q M, N H,
per Jno Ashley,
Pledged at Central Ohio Y M,
So Bloom, O, extra,
Lykins, Os Ho id
f
Venice, So-Bloom, Scipio and Bloom chs,
-*,
Rev J B Lash and wife, Maineville;
0,.
Maineville ch, 0, per JBL,
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M, per C L Pinkham,
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.

Mrs L H Barrett, Uleveland, O,
A
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Lydia Ross, Lewiston, Me,
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a
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'
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per Mrs F' A C Clark
Mrs F A C Clark, Ea
Corinth, Me, for support of
Jacob Cilley in India.
Postville, Iowa, per 8 F Smith,
per 1 Slater,
Ashtabula Q M, O,
Warwick Central ch, R I, per G W Wallace,
{urRusta, Me, per,C KF Penney,
per B P Parker,
oughtys Falls, Me,
L'W Greenleaf 1 00, J Foss .85, Mrs
8 Warren 5 00,
J Warren, Mrs Weymouth, .50 each; other
friends .65, Abbott,
Me, per Lydia W Greenleaf,
No Tunbridge, Vt, per J Moxley,
hi
Ka Hill, Vt,
Tunbridge
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Goodwin, Pbixmont, Me, per E Allen,
J Tucker 10, Anna Tucker, Wm
_Hill, 50 each,
Lincoln, Vt,
per J Tucker,
“
Dea J T Hill, Starksboro, Vt,
Bloomer, Mich,
per WH Smith,
“
Mrs J Heydlanft,
J M Bailey,
Mrs W Boulter, Ea Limingtou, Me, percy
E Sawyer, W Buxton, Me,
“
Bro Ricker, Gray, Me,
“
Mrs Jackson, Standish, Me,
"
Elizabeth, Me,
EN Perry, Cape
Ohepachet, R 1,
per L W Anthony,
Wilkins,
per IJ
York, Iowa,
Weare Q M, N H. per E Smith,
M P Root. DeKalb Center, Ill,
Water Village, N H, per 8 P Fernald,
Farnumsville, Mass, per A M Freeman,
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Bowdoinham, Me, per E G Page,
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Sioux chief forbade it, and, pointing to the Re-

and sustaining her
( bear our part in forwarding
ce to
would be as really disobedien
work,
that
in
sion even, ** in this.dur day,” and to honor the call of God as for her to refuse to go.or home
poverty
8. That all our pleas of ce by a sacrifice
it. Someof you may think, and. I know
are shamed to silen
joys of home for all
do think, that the older breth- necessities

sympathy

have

commences in the larynx

did not continue the parallel, and

Resolved,

Bishops

Office

R.

A.M:

Letters Received.

against the government, withdrawing entirely
their allegiance to it, thus proclaiming war on
the part of Rome against the German rulers,

nee dress, and would have been scalped, but the

noted

has

Prussian’

hind

* H Stiles, Wheelock, Vt.

some

such

i

d

Rev J J Butler, D D, Hillsdale. Micl
W G'a Abbott, Hampton,
N H.

the throat, from Catarrh-extending to these parts,
from serofulous affections, and’ from severe use
of the voice. The irritation from this latter cause

with preaching by Rev.L. Hathaway for about

ed:

The

spending his vacation on the Western
| has been
plains, accepted an invitation to hunt with the
Pawnees, and was with them when they were
attacked by the Sioux recently on the plains and
Platt fought
slaughtered.
of them
so many
He wore the Pawbravely, but was captured.

for a quarter

to ‘pursue

are

Sept. 121.

A. L. GERRISH,
Post

of

a book

at Veazie,

ckets,

ing the summer the daily average . of visitors to
Lourdes has been upward of 2,000; and during
May, the Cathedral of Chartres had more than
700,000 pilgrims.
:

a meeting of the First Baptist church,

Lester B. Platt, a Yale divinity

in the”
good honse of worship, admirably located
a cost of
at
style
modern
in
built
and
village,

if not a complete consummation of those self-

denying

bas

with this chureli, and then left

The’ day has

full

in

twelve years in-succession ; after which Rev.

noble,—greater and

in the

as

Anthology,”

Exeter Q. M.

paying full fare, will be Ee

have not been seen since the Revolution. . Dur-

the organs

of students

Sacred

Religious pilgrimages in France

prosperity and

it.

of a century with the Congregational church,
not
and is now! vigorous; and his people are
willing to éxchange the old for a new pastor.
the
The F. Baptist church, to which pastorate
supplied
writer has recently been called, was

come, in the providence of God, for a large,
endeavors

exhausted

* The

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.

Persons passing over the Me. Central R. R. to at-

tend the

Machixes,

energies do mot so

places of the world.

not see the necessity of that result, but so
long as it was to’ them a reality, the stand

the opportunity of taking.

being

published

business legally pre-

o'clock, A.M,
D. W, C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec.
Newmarket, N, H., Sept. 5, 1878.
337

Providence,R. T., the resignation of the Rev.
Samuel L. Caldwell, D. D., as pastor of the
chureh, was presented and reluctantly accepted.
Resolutions expressive of the sentiments of the
church, in view of the severance of the pleasant
We copy the following from the New York
and profitable relations that have so long existed
{
of August 12th:
Herald
between paster and people, were presented and
1
MACHINES.
SEWING
THE REGION OF THE
It is understood that Dr. Caldwell
adopted.
|
culled
of
was
spirit
he
the
which
with
lo
gifted
labor
beer
the
had
upon
If Dante
will enter
propheey he:swould have set apart a region in his
at Newton Theological Seminary. . 4
, Ga., re- fiferno to illustrate the rivalries and emotions of
The colored preachers at Columb
the sewing machine manufacturers of the United
ceive from $700 to $1,200 salary.
misunderstandings, the
The Evangel, San Francisco, appears in a States. The conflicts, the
approbation and nofor
yearnings
the
ambitions,
make
“
d
improve
greatly
a
with
quarto form and
to win medals
efforts
incessant
odd,
the
W.
toriety,
Rev.
of
Tts new management consists
up.”
of progress aud renown and merit and honor,
D. Clark, editor, and Rev. Dr. A. S. Worrell,
which inspire the gentlemen who manage this
associate editor.
.
industry, have given constant motion and life to
Mrs. Van Cott is preaching in
The Rev.
the American department. So when His Majesty
Wis, She bas announced her
Dam,
Beaver
came into the sewing machine department every
porlatter
the
away
pray
to
ation
fixed determin
effort was made by our, Commissioners to introleaves
she
before
tion of the name of that town
duce him to each special machine and explain its

The friends of the In-

where physical and mental

‘be to cast their names into the 'shade; and
yet for the cause’ sake, and for the denom-

nobler than any of us probably

weather

good, the meetings
trust yl result in
preaching was inwas present from

ward to the missionary field, in German, Spanish
and Italian’ also. Our Methodist brethren are
up with the times.

stated preaching, and very generally
with one or the other of these societies, - By this
general quietude this town is rendered a place

prise that was to.give us an educated
ministty, they knew ‘that the result would

they took was’ simply

The

edition

Ethniecal Scriptures, which will contain a
tion of classified passages from the sacred
of all races.
A Baptist chapel is to be dedicated the
of this'month in Paris. Spurgeon and Dr.
are expected to take part in the services.

General.

reference to the wants

stitution have never felt more hopefal than now
over its success as a Freewill Baptist Institution.
It has a strong Board of experienced teachers,
whose success and popularity elsewhere inspire
the Board of Trustees with the hope that our
former success will he continued and increased.

- to this enterthemselves

Though I

Ch.

number

since by Mason Brothers, but an incorpoof this feature into ordinary Bibles would
a greater convenience.
Moncur¢ D. Conway is engaged on a work

called

?

Barton

years
ration
prove
Mr.

Bishop Haven has packed up his library for
Atlanta, Ga., where be has purchased property
: and will establish his new home.
At Drew Seminary, instruction will be given
the coming term in Arabic and Syriac; and, with

A Cheering Word.
The Fall Term of the Maine Central Institute
has opened with upwnds of 100 students; addi-

tears in his eyes,

did it.

Clerk.

Q,.M.—Held its August session

;

lm,

Apalachin,N. Y., August 30.
anticipates prosperity. -

as he put his mame to a subscription of
one-hundred dollars,—*¢ That leaves me my
furditure and books as the only earthly
possession I have.” Others say that, when

they

Martin

an

of any other

sented, will be lield in the Freewill Baptist church

for responsive

<Such

the Book of Psalms alone, was

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

shadow over the bright record of a lifetime.
To
A. L. GERRISH.
i
- When struggling through a ten years’
course of education, assisted only bg.the
Garland, Me.
petty sum of one hundred and sixty dollars
The town of Garland has no towering mountand fifty cents, aside from the earnings ains, broad lakes, or majestic rivers, rendering
of my own hand in the field and brain in it a place of summer resort for those whose
the school-room, I well remember the physical and mental systems have been overand inspiration imparted by the taxed; but it has other. attractions which are
courage
of the town
stand taken by those who inaugurated more honorable. The moral aspects industrious;
The people are
are praiseworthy.
me,
to
way
the
opened
It
enterprise.
this
and are not accustomed to the demoralizing
and to those of my time, for our whole life- vices of intemperance, profanity,or Sabbath
avork, however poorly that work may have breaking, to any great extent.
been accomplished. And this was done
The religious attitude is also very gratifying.
when to take that stand cost something. The Congregationalists and F. Baptists are
with the: best of feelings
1 have witnessed more than one poor min- working side by side The Methodists have no
other.
each
toward
ister subscribing to the cause his last dollar.
worship

sake,

to

reading in public worship:

largest success as a minister of Christ.
.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

and

A.H. H.

PRE

F959

.

mistake in this erisis, may, as in innumerable instances in the case of others, cast a

ination’s

JAS. W. MARTIN,

for his persomdl

desires

our

the pastor ‘earnest

attendagog, | iis thought.

grea} interests pending, and the wants and
demands on useof the swift. coming future.
They ** have ‘borne the burden and heat of
the day.” They have never faltered in the
darkest moments.
Possibly with some of
them the hour is now striking which proffers the opportunity of achieving the crowning act of their lives in. this educational
movement. 'To falter now, to commit a

eomimitted

Psalms arranged in parallelisms

Tewksbury

= Messenger

of Persid

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., and 8.00, 6.26, P.M.

in Farmington, N. Hi on Thursday, Oct. 9, at 8

An edition of the Bible is called for having the

9, That we will follow him. wherever he,in
the providence of God, may be. called, with

and capable, and the future therefore hopeful.
present. term -.of -the~S8eminary opens
The
auspiciously, and the prospect is good for a large

fore, the issues of the hour, to consider
the

‘they

So.

a recent visit to

this place we find the - church prospering
the labors of the new pastor, Rev. O. H.

with care what they have often done be-

with

V.

Christian population’

Trainsleave Ddyerfor Lywrence and Boston,

Notice.

the transaction

1

Dover for Porta

5.50 7.55 10.58 A. M. 4.57, 5.22, 7.48, BoM.

nu, Cor57°

Y,

for Port-

Falls at 745 P. M.

6.00 P. M, train from Boston leaves
land at 8,10 2. M.

The Annual Meeting of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, for the choice of officers, and

ed that the Shah will learn a lesson of toleration
in his Western tour.

more of the Spirit of Christ.

Bro. F'. W. Parmenter

!

50,000, of whom half are Armenians and half
Nestorians,
The Mohammedan who becomes
a Christian, or the pervert to Islam who afterward renounces it, is liable to death.
It is hop-

the Union Qi M. P. Q., and by his earnest labors

wife were baptized ‘Aug. 24, 1878. That the
good work may continue is our prayer.
W. PHILLIPS.

ing presumption on my part, I call upon all
the veterans in this education cause among
us, to ponder well this question,—to weigh

them,

the

The

added-much to the interest of the services. The
ehurehes generally reported a good state of union
and prosperity. ~A few are weak and locally
scattered,
and need help, A collection of $20
was
taken
for missions,—a good
Methodist
Brother paying $3, for which we thank him.
We hope our churches may enjoy more and

Letus be

at Harrisville, Wis.

And now, without the fear of even seem-

of

Corresponding

favorable the attendance was
were all interesting, and we
good to many souls, The
structive. Rev. A. Moulton

HARRISVILLE, WIS. * A revival is in progress

* the friends of edueation, so far as ways and
means are concerned,
%

one

appointed

.

new field of labor.

after careful deliberation and earnest effort,
to submit to what doubtless will prove to
be the wiser conclusion of a majority of

Said

in

RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas our dearly beloved brother, Rev. TF.
Ministers and Churches.
4 L. Wiley. has seen fit to separate his connection
aptist Q." M., therewith the Wheelock F, W.
Rev. F. MORRISON has resigned the pastorate
fore,
BA
Resolved. 1. That we present him our warmof the F. B, chureh in, West Campton, N. H.,
and invites correspondence with reference to a est thanks for he important and successful labors
performed by him during bis stay with us.

in the

Dover, Sept. 5, 1873.

six thousand Wesleyan places of worship, and
about
fourteen thousand ministers or local

Next session with the Dover chureh, commencing at 2 o’clock, Friday, October 81st, and
continuing over the Sabbath following.

daring. —J. F.

is for us to

general

church,

next session of Meigs Q. M., and Jas. W.
to next session of the Jackson Q. M.

even the very womOn this we rise or fall
en shouted,—* That ‘answers our prayers;
the head has come at last; our hearts were
ready longago.”

has come.

the Laketown

social meetings.—Elder B.

was

thousand intelligent, stanch, and earnest F. Baptists ? '' If so, it is enough. The
Lord never put into the heart of a thousand
men and women a desire to do a ‘great,
We must plan largely. We honored the
and good thing, without putting into’ the
« day of-small things ” while it Tasted. But
head the way to do it. Tn fact, aside from
Jet it pass. The day of “larger enterprise
any special help, our wisdom ordinarily
hopeful, courageous,

outstrips our bepevolence.
What is’ wanted just now

candi-

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its last session with

of a tangible object. But when the Board
arose and sald, ** Six recruits to the rescue.

Ts that question echoed by one

{hree

Columbia church, August 22—24.
Most of the
churches were represented by letter and delegate.
The business of the session was transact
ed in harmony and good feeling.
The meetings
of worship were well attended, and a good degree of interest was manifested, especially
in

want of ‘stirring interest but for the want

TO MEET IT.

were

Allegan,
commencing
Friday before the 3rd:
Bunday in November, at 2 o'clock P. M.
.
C. CUMMINS, Clerk.

waters, as from

went lagging on as before,

There

meetings

profitable, the

and twe for ordination, and all passed satisfactopreachers, and there are said to be not less than
a examinations;
all expressed a determination
press forward more vigorously than ever for twelve million persons receiving Methodist inthe kingdom of heaven.
. struction in various parts of the world.

another world. But:few voices were lifted in the pulpit; and the contributions

The Bates Proposition.
‘

the

over

came

that wail

us.

- The

and’

Dover

5.00 P. M. train from Boston" leaves Dover for Great

medion

meetings in question. Let there 2 a grand
rally, and a readiness for large plans and
brave work.
:

pleasant.

dates examined for the ministry, one for license,

away under the blight of death, well nigh
men stood ut their
to extinction. Two
post, and cried, * Help, men, or we die.”
Week after week, and month after month

the

The

Bosobon BoafurweTBule

at

its’

church,

Boston leaxes

Te

MARRIED
In

Lawrence,

Mass.,

by

Rey.

A.

LL.

Houghton,

July 3, Mr. Warren M. Bean and Miss Helen J. Cam-

eron.—Aug. 19, Mr. George A, Page and Miss Sarah
ohn N, Meserve and Miss
Carlisle.—~Aug. 21, Mr.

Clara J. Couch, all of L.

In Pierpont, N. Y., Aug. 20, by Rew, Wik. Whitfield,
Lowe.

Mr. O. A. Douglass and Miss € atherine

EB

object,

and

of worship were interesting

ing of the Ex, Board of the Ed. Society, "dollars on the spot in’ less than a half
_-and a meeting of the Society itself, will be hour's time. It is doing ‘our people a
held, with this end in view, on Tuesday of great ‘wrong to say they can not or will
Anniversary Week, at Farmington, N. H. not respond toa worthy cause when fairly
have they failed us?
Detailed information will be given here- presented. When
India’ was dwindling
in
band
little
Our
after. We now simply urge a full attendance of all interested in the

Casco

@w
D

were harmonious

not half as able to do as to-day, and wit-

nessed the raising of, three to

the

pL

AN

tian, fraternal and practical counsel,each in-

with

re aI BD

it can not be done ? 1 have stood with others,
4 time long ago, when there were
many
not one half as many friends of. this cause
as now, and when the denomination was

tent on finding the right way and welcomding it. We believe he is right. And we take
this early opportunity
to say that a meet-

LAKE-SHORE | Q. ,M.—Held

session

churches were all represented, A church located at Clyde Center was admitted to the Q. M.
The business sittings during its entire session

PB

CARE

that if we really want to find a way to meet
the present demand for aid to Bates College, we need to come together for Chris-

ALLEGAN

August

Who says
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STRAFFORD
Q. M. will hold its! next session with
scoffed at religion, aid has had the effect of in. the South Stratford church, vommeneing Oct. 3, at 1
creasing the attendance upon divine worship in o'clock, », M.
i
iat
J, MOXLEY, Olerk.
all the Columbia churches. All denominations
have joined in the meeting, and. felt its influ- 1 PHE EXEcuTive COMMITTEE of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, will meet in the office
ence.
:
of 0
poetty, at Dover, ig on Tuesday, Oct. 7,
In Great Britain alone there are more than
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now draws in, as regular attendants, many
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Now suppose we say there are twentyfive thousand dollars ‘to be raised, or se.
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large contributions and fervent prayers. .
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Family Clothes Wringer.
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‘Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
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And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
Druggists
1t is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by York.

everywhere.

Depot, 40 Botid street, New

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

ImBlackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S great
the
proved Comedone and Pimple Remedy,
G.
B.
Dr.
B
by
only
Prepared
medicine,
skin
28 sts
Dermatologist, 40 Bond gt., N. ¥, Sold by

everywhere,

hit
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Poetry.

became discontented.
money faster, to

tl)
a

Pictures.

BY J. W.BARKER.

——

There are pictures ever gleathing

..On my memory, bright and-clear,
Tinged with lines of light and shadow

Of full many a changing year ;—

Tis the spot where I was born.
One by one, familiar faces
Dot the sunny canvas o’er,

« I can see another picture
On the glowing canvas rise =\
There's a crystal river flowing
’Neath the early summer skies;
All along its velvet border
Summer blossoms sweetly smile, ,

| sented,

I can see two hands united,
As the wreaths of early
June;
Love is singing to the breezes
In a soft and touching tune ;
They are on a voyage starting,
In the quiet hush of day,
. And upon the moving current
They are gliding swift away.

ie
Cn
Lan
a.

but

health

sacred Guest withto follow my own

We found a place to suit

eloquent

Ashley.

Watchwords.
———

)

To watch, to wait, to work;
Ah me! the fiery sun,

:

‘The level, treeless, barren, dew-drained1 would the Work was done!
To watch, to work, to wait;
Ah me! the tedious roar Of wreck-strewn
oceans roofed
clouds,—
I would the Watch was o'er!

fields—

with

somber
r

failed.

On

accopnt

Going

across

Here on thy Lord’s estate
No place is useless, no experience vain,
and Wait!

— Leisure Hours.

Tht Fails

Circle,

army,

1 bad oftet wishé@ to know

more

that

of her

life.

will tell you,” she replied,‘ but it has
full

of inconsistency,

a life with many glad hours, and more

sad

have given full confidence where

nothing Bit distrust was merited, and kept
my heart hidden when trust weuld
broughtit gladness; but such as it

will tell it to you.”

have
is, I

I write it ?” I asked.

I don’t know,” was

Elizabeth's

“1 am afraid’ people

would think
it was a story without anything
to elose up with
; ind yet, I believe
1 wouldbe willing to have you write out
my whole heart and life, if by -that means
one person might be led to shun evil, to do
. right, and above all to trust in Jesus Christ,
.who alone has made my nature harmonious with itself.
‘ Looking back from the present, my

childhood, &nong the hillsof Pennsylvania,
seems like ‘one glad round of joy. My
Nell

was

my

constant

companién,

although we were very unlike. Nell, like
our mother, was a very sunbeam; bright
and happy herself, she was ever bringing

happiness to others. The nature which has
followed her through life was developed
when young, but not so with me. The
strong passion, the deep, earnest, love, the

wild hatred, the bitter revenge, which have
since been a part of my ‘life, were never
_dreamed of then.

When

[ was

eighteen,

life seemed to me quite an enjoyable affair,

with vothing to be much hoped for or
dreaded; and so, ‘when “ister Nell was
married to Berf Ashley,

a young

man

to

whom, sha gavelher whole heart’s affection,
1 consented to be married to James Belden,

for

our-

selves. Early and late I toiled, and it was
_...1 & pleasure
to think that the money thus

earned was to bring us a Lappy home,
close by mother and Noll; but my husband
EAR

Adee
A

y

00

0 Y BAIL
“Ae

Aunt Jenny put lots of hair restorer on Robinson Crusoe’s bald scalp,

line, there sat the young lady on the windowseat, the same Emeline, yet not the same,
with bluer eyes, redder cheeks, unruffied

curls, and not a trace of the giant's heavy
foot to be seen, Carrie looked amazed for
a moment, then the truth flashed apon

her,

and she ran to her aunt and hugged her

tight as to almost take away her breath.
“0

you

dear Aunt

Jenny!" she

so

cried;

You've bought

anew one!” And she darted to astonish
Essie with the account of Emeline’s wonderfal recovery.— Youth's Companion.

‘walking

going

talking

up

and

from

one

away

a low

hefore

she

was

born,

and

are the doctor, I suppose?"
“ No, Im the nurse, and you

Aunt Martha came to spend the day with
Kitty’s mother. She took off her bounet
and veil and.shawl, and laid them in the
best bed-room.
Then she sat down in the
parlor with her knitting. Kitty was on the

room.

mother

There lay all Aunt Martha's

on the bed.

things

‘Kitty shut the door, and

tried

you

mustn't,

was sitting by the window, dropped: her
knitting in her lap—she saw such a queer

had

please, say doctor, Aunt Jenny; there's
some other name papa calls it—Oh, surgeon! You must say surgeon, for all these
sick people have had dreadful things hap-

little lady comingup. the

garden

the front door. ~
“For mercy’s sake, look
claimed.

here?”

path

Won't you be the surgeon P” |: Kitty's mother went to the window
“Yes,” said Aunt Jenny;
*‘ but you looked out.
The queer little lady who
must wait until I get my case of instru- coming up the path walked in a very
ments.”
and dignified manner; with her head
So Aunt Jenny went out of the room, very straight. ‘The shawl was so long
and pretty soon came back with a small it dragged on the ground behind her,
morocco hox in her hand, and stepped -up
to the first cot.
*“ Ah!” said she, “ a compound fracture
of the leg. Severe, but not dangerous;
very severe. The leg, 1 see, is entirely
gone below the knee; it must have: been

10

she ex-

pen to them.

shot off, or cut off.”

said

he,

after

a

and.
was
slow
held
that
and

the wind blew her veil about; but she did
not mind—she was so dignified. She had
rosy cheeks, and brewn curly hair, and her

Tea

both

got

a ducking,

just the

work, and by a most skillful

operation

the

leg was soon in its place as good as ever.

Aunt Martha, timidly,«

“ There!” said she, ‘4 I call that a pfefty
nice job. Not many sawbones could
that, . Keep her still for a day or two,

««

:
said

owall

“Yes'm, quite pretty pleasant,” promptly

beat
and

replied little Martha.

‘I

thought

‘I'd’ eall

here before I went to the minister's.”

she will be able to use that leg just as well
as the other. . Now for the next..
Oh, this

is a very bad case indeed | Skull fractured ;

explained the nurse, ¢* and when it got on
fire she was running down stairs, and she
she

will die,” said. the surgeon.
*¢ What is trepanned P” asked Carrié,
* You surprise me, ma'am,” said the surgeon. ‘A Lospital nurse, and not know
what the operation of trepanning is! Look
at me, and you will see.” And putting in

her firiger she lifted up at least half an inch
of crushed-in skull.

yy

TT

long.”

“I wish my little girl was here,” remark‘ed Kitty's mother; “she would be glad to
see you. lL -wonder where she is. Kitty !
|.

Kitty 1”

:

ap

as dearly.

loves

1]
»

Aa
ay

and

So

to bed to-night

down

to look

avoids excessive brevity and excessive prolixity,
the parade of critical learning and the dogmatism of personal opinion.
The notes are alike
judicious and pithy, telling what needs to be told

:

in few and forcible words.

The men hide themselves, and

they hear

the

listen

turtle coming.,

Then

work to do this,

peaceful

und

happy,

but there is a great

stain

him. .Dop’t you see,

on

Charley

takes

fo turn over as many

gelical record of the Messiah ; and it these Notes

turtles

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By Edith Thompson.
Bdited by Edward A. Freeman, D. C. L. New

York:

well,

sea, and fastens a rope

jumps

round

the footof the ¢urtle.

We described at some length the special design of * Freeman’s
Historical
Course for

as they

Schools,” in our notice of the initial volume
which exhibited the
programme, gave us an
outline of the plan adopted, and set forth the

| general method in which the work was to be executed.
It is meant to embrace a series of hin
torical volumes, written in as plain a style and

into

as abridged a form as can consist with a fair pre-

sentation of all the main

the

the neck

Then he swims back to the boat; and the

are

miles

so

an

sake, and the rewards and punishments will

take care of themselves.”—
Kind Wor ds.

Selecting a Wife.
We have heard of this test being applied
was the

swift,

and

in

the

Bel-

knap there were five daughters ; und it had
been arranged between the parents that the
heir of the Stackleys should take him a wife
from among the daughters of Belknap.
John, the heir aforesaid,at the age of five and
twenty, had returne

m his travels, when

his father bade him select from

among

the

daughters of the friendly house the one he
would have for a wife.

John

was

a duti-

into the hall, and threw a broom upon

the

floor directly across the passage to the, diuing-room. By and by the summons soiinded for the meal,

and Jolin watched

for

‘the

result, The eldest daughter stepped over
the broom loftily,.
The second went

ed the broom up, and took it to a far corner

ol the hall, and set it carefully out of the
way.

And John

irks

selected the meek-eyed,

haired maiden who

and

he

never

had

by

fair--

had thus stood the test,

occasion to

She proved to be

regret his

a wife

BAzZArR

comes

The

BoOK

tions, and the

of excessive st-

series

may

count

on

OF

HEALTH.” New

Life Insurance

York:

280.
than forin our vimodifica-

Companies

ought

from the multiplication of excellent treatises on
physiology and ‘hygiene, technical and popular,
that are flooding the country.
Most of them are
really excellent, having both science and simplicity, philosophy and common sense.
This

;

THE OXFORD METHODISTS: Memoirs of the
Rev.
Messrs.
Clayton, Ingham: Gambold,
Hervey, snd Broughton. with
aphical
notices of others.
By the Rev. L.
yerman,
author of “ The Life and Times of the Rev.
. John Wesley, M. A.,
Founder of the Methodists.” New York: Harper & Brothers. 1873.

octavo. pp. 416,
In Mr. Tyerman’s

of the several

raphy

anonymous volume is a good one. It deals wiih
just those matters that may be and need to be
understood by ‘the masses of the people, and
which have to do with the maintenance of health
rather than with the cure of disease. It deals
with the dwelling, the nursery, the parlor, the
bed-room, the library,
the
dining-room, the
kitchen, the sick-room ; and its suggestions gre

previous work we bad one

excellent pieces of religious biog~

which

have been

rendering

at once practical
and valuable,

this depart-

last twenty-five'years.

Tf it were circu-

lated, read and made practical, Heaven would
hear fewer sighs and groans, and the physician's
bills would lessen wonderfully.

ment of literature especially uttractive during the

He wrote out, of the am-

plest information, in an appreciative spirit, with
a discriminating pen, and with a resolute purMessrs. Osgood & Co., Boston, have issued anpose to eschew the intense partisanship which is other volume of . their
Household edition of
80 certain to give us either an excess of ebony or Charles Reade’s Novels, putting intoit two of
gold. It was a timely work, having peculiar | ‘bis 1ast works which have been running as seridifficulties ; but he did it intelligently, thorough- als through the periodicals.
A SIMPLETON,
ly and well.—The present volume is made up of and THE WANDERING
HEIR are the products
a portion of the material which he found growwhich here keep close company,
'I'hey repreing under his hands while collecting what was
sent very fairly the unique and striking genius
needful for the preparation of its predecessors. In
which two hemispheres accord to their author as
tracing the earlier workings of the new religwriter of fiction.
ious movement which began at Oxford, he found
Messrs.Henry Holt & Co,,New York, add THE
much that was interesting in itself, that gave

man who applied it to the selection of a prominence to several other persons associated
wife. = The Starkleys and the Belknaps had with the Wesleys, and which also tended to
been friends through several generations. throw no little light upon thé grest movement
In the present generation there was in the itséll. As it was not easy to work this material
Starkley family, one son,

to details.

THE

hour.—

Literary Review.

boy, that |

though: good people and bad people may
seem to get the same reward, that it really
iswt so? Time will show !I”
And ag Aunt Fannie and Charley went in
to tea, she whispered to him;—
“God sees us every day and every minute
of the day. We ought to do right for his

thinness which

tention

to be able to reduce their rates,—that is, judging

and
for

and the

~ Harper & Brothers. 1873. 16mo. pp.
Thete oughtto be far Tess sickness
merly; the tables setting forth the facts
tal statistics should undergo decided

just

this day

The
The

popularity, if the performance keeps pace with
the promise,
:
.

men pull together, and soon get the turtle
on board.
Boats called prous are used by the people
Islands; and

which are to

interesting story is well and briefly told,a happy
medium being preserved between a dry epitome

or

He is very quick and

that they can go twenty
Children’s Paper.

facts, and

have the merits of beauty and cheapness.
History of Knglaud is a good beginning.

dexterous, and the turtle is heavy and slow.

of the Ladrone

Henry Holt & Co. 1878. 16mo. pp. 252.

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

There is another way of catching the
tartle. Men go out in a boat, and look for
the turtle. Sometimes it is seen to rise 10
the surface of the water for air. Then a
man, who can swim

pearing here anonymously, it will not fail to get
and keep its hold of the susceptible reader, It is

without imperiling

volumes

preceding

into the

of the narrative, the author

the unity

WoOING. OT to the attractive collection of volumes known as. The Leisure Hour Series. It is
an English novel which is thus put into a unique
dress and captivating company, and , though aj=—

wisely

a work having freshness,variety,skill und power.

reserved it for use in the preparation of a new
volume, The same qualities which lent a charm

Harper & Brothers also publish Reade’s A

and imparted a solid value to the Life of Wesley.

regppear in these

SIMPLETON, as one of their Select Library, issu- ,
ing it both in paper and cloth. It stands on their

portraitures of the men who

were prominently associated with him in the
earlier partof his career; and what is now sup-

list a8 No» 400, a fact thatis really

hibited were marked ones;

a clear light, and
which

they

they are

it is easy

exerted in,

A COMPLETE NARRATIVE OF THE MYSTERIES
OF NEW YORK CITY is the title of a new publication, issued by ¥red. Gerhard, 13 Dey St.,
New York. It appearsin semi-monthly numbers, each number containing 82 octavo pages.
The first three numbers are received, and promise something of real value. Nothing appears
that seems likely to minister to_a depraved taste
and imagination, but just such facts are furnish-

set forth in

to see the influence

making

Methodism

the

power which it became.—The volume is put up
in a style corresponding to that in which the Life
of Wesley

find a place

appeared, and

beside

which have found
shelves.

the

by all

b..utiful

their way lo

su any

means

books

ed as are needed in order to a clear comprehen-

library

sion of the life and” necessities that distinguish

the grent metropolis, and 16 a wise and suc-

orden

wn

CHURCH

should

three

AND BTATE

IN THE UNITED

cessful effort to reach and redeem the lowly and
suffering masses.that abound there. Such topics
us Pauperism, The Street Children, The Detect-

STATES;

with an appendix on the German population,
By Joseph P. Thompson. Boston:
James R.
Osgood

&

Co.

1873.

E. J. Laue & Co.

16in0. pp.

Lal

i

166.

ives, The Thieves, &e., are dealt with, and a
large amount of caretully selected information
is served up in‘an eminently readable form. The
work promises to further many important and
practical ends, and will almost certainly find

Sold by

?

Dr. Thompson does not cease to be an Ameri

can as the result of

his residence

abroud:

With

an’‘eye wide open te see whatever is excellent,
praiseworthy and deserving of imitation in the
life of central Europe , he is quite us much interested to det up the main features of our free institutions’ in the sight of thoughtful men on the
Eastern continent.
And so he prepared the sub
stance of this book for German readers, wherein
are set forth the relations-of our religious to our

political institutions, and a statement of the chief
and best established

country.

ecclesiastical

usages in this

Tt is au indirect plea for the toleration

and voluutaryism that distinguish our relizious
life, and set it apart-ffom the methods of the old
world. It-has been highly commended by emis
nent men in Germany, and is published and circulated,—~in n German translation,
~for the hen

efit of foreign

readers.

It is

very sug-

gestive to the authors and the ‘moralists,

plied was necessary to a full and adequate view
of the period and the work which the author had
set himself to sketch. The characters here ex-

a frank,

plain,

readers.
|

Fe

tis

Ditson & Co., Boston and New

A
York,send us a

fresh lot of music, which possesses sweetness and
character, from ampng

their ample list of

newly

published pieces, A few are arranged solely
for the instrument; most of them are for the
voice, with piano accompaniment. The f(ollowing ure the titles of the compositions now before
us:

y

EcHO VILLA, Mazurka. By J: W. Turner,~——
CRYSTAL WAVES,
By A. Hennes.——THE

WAYSIDE CHAPEL. A Reverie.

By G. D. Wil-

son,

8.

AIDA

HuMMING

WALTZ.

LIKE

Blamphin——AH,

THE

‘By

J.

BER. Song.

DOST THOU

Knjight,~

By

LISTEN

Charles

TOMY

who

Bona? Serenade. Arranged by J. M. Deems.——
{0° "TM ALWAYS AAPPY AND GAY. Words by Geo.
meet the wants of European readers, it will Cooper. Music by Edwin Christie,~—WHEN
serve important’ ends here at home,
Even our
INTO THINE EYES, Sohg, By James D. Kins-

cheerful hearts, full of sunshine,

have the facts and principles involved ‘in thé life | dle song. By: Henry Poutet.——A WARRIOR
and mutual relations of the state and the nation
Bor. Bong. By Stephen Adams.——BESIDE
60 admirably ciassiied and clearly stated as they | Tir
GARDEN GATE. Song. ‘By Alfred Rosen.

and free from undue care as the birds of the
{/air, praise their. Maker indefinitely more
‘than a Christian fretter can.

°

°

he brings out the same qualities. We have many
commentaries already, but there is both room
for and need of this.

many

a great

more

the

way of giving vividness and vitality to the evan-

they

can.

I hope;

to servant girls, but John Starkley.

and

Mr. Abbott,in his

Lafe of Christ, set forth his rare power Mn

till

men. But, once on her back, she can not
get up again; and they leave her, and go

will go

poor little Rob will go repentant,

Some of the po-

cal process than a spontaneous singing out of
her soul, “It would be easy to poiut out defects,
to complain-of partial and immsture conceptions,
to show how the ideal was marred in the process of embodinient, and to find points on which
an ambitious critic might hang sarcastic epigrams. But it is quite as easy to find what is really creditable and welcome in these songs of ey.
ery-day life and experience, and to realize a quiet charm in the heart-music which sings itself

She does this in the night, and as secretly

as she can.

But instead of both boys deserv-

ing or receiving the same, Frank

to claim perfection for her produets in the
common. sphere of thought ard experience
which she sends out her melodies. But
is much that is pleasant and nothing that

far less the construction of rhymes by a mechani-

on shore and lay her eggs.

Now

him

volume is

ems are sweet, suggestive, artistic without lgsing spontaneity, and act on the heart like the
music of sweet and simple ballads. Her work is

They watch for the mother-turtle to come

not in fault. Reb went home sad and
guilty, and his mother punished him severely for his disobedience. I was at Mrs,
Phifer’s when Frank came in dripping, with
streaks of mud on his face, and his mother
actually drew him to her bosom while he

But Kitty didn’t answer. A smile trem- ‘looked well to the ways of her household,
bled in the corners of little Martha's rosy and her heart had no lack of faith and love.
lips, but she forced it back, and held her
“
De n —
¥
head still straighter,
Light,
“I'm most forty !”
The front door opened with a bang,

pounce

of the

the poor little turtle had something to do.to
escape from all its enemies,
But its greatest enemy was man.
As it through these compositions.
And so we wish
grew larger and stronger,
iif became fit for the volume a pleasant visit among the congregafood. Its flesh was tender and delicate. tion of readers, and the author a happy experi.
The sailors out. at sea, who had to eat’ ‘salt ‘ence in listening to the responses awakened by
.
:
«beef every day, liked to tonch at the place her songs.
where turtles could be found. Rich people COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, Designed for Christian Workers. By Rev. Lyman
in England liked to feast on turtle-soup : so
Abbott,
Matthew. Chapters I.to VIL,
New
that ships bad to bring home as many turYork: A. 8. Barnes & Co,
:
tles as the men could catch ; and they were
We have here the first installment of a popular
sure to get well paid for their trouble.
and practical Commentary,w hich promises to be
something especinlly
excellent.
It happily
How do people catch the turtle ?

home with a good conscience, for the accident was an unavoidable one, and he was

choice,

“I'don’t cave bout little girls,” she said;

to

make-up

is reprefiensible in the volume.

after the young brood of thrtles, and to devour as many #s they could. So you see

“Well, I'll tell you what I think of it,”
said Aunt Fannie. ‘You know God sends
blessings on the just and unjust, the bad
worldly man fares just as well as his good
neighbor, and sometimes better. | But mark
this, Charley, the result will be different.
As for Frank and Rob, I happened to know
something about their case. Frahk went

“I'm glad you did,” said Kitty's: mother, around fit. The third gave it a kick from
cordially, “Do take your bonnet off, and her path. The fourth gave it an extra kick.
spend the day,”
The fifth—the youngest— stooped and pick“No'm,

brain exposed and protruding from the
I never take my bognet off,” gaid
wound !”
;
‘I'm ’gaged; I can’t stop
** She lived in the top story of a house,” little Martha.

not

it back,

upon it; and the wild beasts came

same,

“My name is little Martha,” said the
** She went
John spent several evenings in ‘the comtiger bit it ‘queer, small lady, in'a prim voice,
pany of the young ladies, and it was diffi: “Oh, it is little Martha, is it? 1am very cult to decide which was the most charm-.
glad to sée you! Do walk in I"
* Terrible! And did he eat it up, too?"
ing, though his fancy rested most lingering-80 little Martha walked in, and was in- ly upon the youngest—not that she was the
‘“ No; they got it away from him at last,
She handsomest, but she appeared the most senand here it is.” Carrie fished it up from the vited to sit in the large tocking-chair.
smoothed her dress carefully as she sat sible.
bottom of a small trunk.
!
‘¢ All right,” said the surgeon, and open- down, and removed her troublesome veil,| Ong day John was invited to dinner, and
ing her case of instrumants, she went to Then she frowned at Aunt Martha, who in advance of the family he made his way

was so unlucky as to Jaugh,
“It is a very pleasant day, ma'am,”

and the rough waves drove

hovered overhead, ready

little

lips were Set very prim and tight. She fn] son, and his heart was whole, and as the
knocked at the front door. Kitty's mother maidens were all fair to look upon, he acopened it.
i
cepted the situation, determined ‘to master
“Who is this?" she asked, very politely. - it if possible.
!
Hs

* Oh, no!” said the nurse.
to the menagerie, and the
off.”
)

posed
more
from
there

and gave it a rude buffet; and the sea-birds

That's just the way all the time, and I don't
see any sense in it!”
!

I've no doubt Rob's mother

the bonnet on before the glass. Tt was
certainly large enough—there was room for
all her curls,
j
She did not go back into the parlor, but
her mother and Aunt Martha had so much
to say, they did not think anything about
her. But by-and-by Aunt Mirtha,
who

he

Fannie,”

she thanked God for sparing his life.

Little Martha.

when

often told her about the hospitals.
“Oho!” said Aunt Jepny, *‘ and

days;

whole

writer of the highest kind of poetry, nor felt dis.

the turtle first saw the daylight on shore.
It was a weak little creature in those

| told bis story, and kissed him repeatedly as

to her-

voice,

they

clapped on his lost wig, and then he was as
good as new,
.
;
The next day when Carrie went into

Aunt Jenny's room to inquire about Eme-

the

it was

the warmth of the sun hatched them,

gether in the boat, they were overturned,
and came very near being drowned.
Now,
one boy minded, and the other didn’t, and

Bring me that bottle with a brush

‘‘you've bought a newone!

*“ She must be trepanned at once, or

farm

restorer

|. Then

and

fell over the balusters.”

will to help James edrn a

have a hair

in it, which stands on the shelf, nurse.”

Carrie’s father had been a chaplain in the

CHAPTER L

sister

ments.

“| so loud here; it’s the hospital.”

Elizabeth,

We

was very busy sewing,
By-and-by Kitty got up from the floor,
for she was tired of her honse, and not
knowing whatto do, she went into the bed-

self at a great rate in

Pen

I remarked to my friend

well!

was

though

the

such as honors, economy and exalts discretion,
The author probably never imagined herself a

use for anybedy to try | keep quiet; for, if the turtle heard the least
morning all the :boys noise, she would hurry back ‘to the sea.
She stands still, and listens. If no sound
and Mrs. Phifer told
is
heard, she begins to scoop with her forebut Mrs. Brown told
little, and he must not feet, and dig a hole in the sand.
‘While she is .busy, the men rush upon
go. 'Robstole off and went with the boys,
and while he and Frank were fishing to- her, and turn her on ber back. It is hard

which makes it grow on again in a few mo-

Aunt Jenny came in.
‘¢ What is this ?” said she, coming up to
Carrie's corner.
:
‘ S-h!” said Carrie, ‘“ you mustn't speak

Friend’s Story. .

reply.

‘Ab,

Fannie,”

pause, ‘‘what is the
to do right? This
were going fishing,
Frank he might go;
Rob that he was too

see!”

little sister.

was

“Aunt

:

floor building card-houses, and her

She

‘Nothing much, Aunt

’
too;

‘Bright

sea,

zas, and

born there. Its mother laid ber eggs in the
sand, scooping out a place for them; and

reply. But Aunt Fannie evidently saw that
all was not right. Drawing his attention to
her pretty flowers, Charley became interested in their tasteful arrangement, and his
warm heart soon lost its reserve.

hair all fell off.™ And nurse liftéd up the
“Oh yes, the skin came off,

a

‘Why, what's the matter with my boy?”
asked his Aunt Fannie, as she came up the
steps with a basket of fresh-gathered flowers...

Cru-

longing to Carrie and some to Essie, her
bed to another, and

i BY MARILLA,

“Why,

plains,

school he was as often called
Charley,” as Charley Bright.

you

here is the last one, Robinson

unfortunate Robinson.
“Did you keep the hair?”

up the eompany.”
[To be Continued]

down between the rows,

though

serious

looked like small, narrow cots.
On each of these cots lay a doll, six dolls
in all, of various sizes, .some of them be-

My soul, be still and strong;

4

the

This was rather unusual, for he was such

good-natured, merry little fellow, that at

soe. There's nothing much the matter with
him, except that he had a fever, and his

nursery. She had taken all her large,
square blocks and arranged them in rows
of three, a little way apart, and spread a
white cloth over each row, so that they

My soul, be still and strong;
~ Sight follows after faith,
In all advancement of the true and good,
He cometh as He saith.

+

“And

give

Carrie was very busy in one corner of the

The Waiting had an end!

1

a

: Charley Bright sat on the door-step late
one evening, looking very dissatisfied.

along and

morrow you may call, and I will
my opinion of her.”
:

more

me to assist her.
So James and I, with
my sister and her family, helped to make

me! thou absent Friend,

ones.

of

giant came

floor.

Charley's Dilemma.

my house and see what can be done; to-

Carrie's Hospital.

Comest Thou quickly? So Thou saidst; I would

life,

and

turtle lives in the

picked

“Why, what has'become of that nice little
old lady, who was here just now ? , Did she
faint away?
Did she go through the floor?
Oh, what 8hall we do?”
And Kitty giggled under the table—it
was $0 funny to think that Aunt Martha
did not know who the little lady was!—
Christian Union.

stepped on her head.”
But the surgeon shook her head very
gravely over this patient.
‘‘The jugular vein is severed and the neck
is broken,” said she; ‘‘and such cases seldom recover, However, I will take her to

camping out will care your cough an@izive
you an appetite, and ‘when you are on the
Pacific coast you will be a well man, preaching again.’
¢¢ Bert was finally convinced,and decided
to go. Nell could not be parted from him
when he was so sick, and I would not allow
her to take that perilous journey without

To wait, to work, to watch;

been a strange

lips,

looking very much alarmed, as

she

J. B, Lip-

are all brief and free from rhetorical stilts and
vaulting ambition, there is the absence of great
spaces of staring white paper between the stan-

Nature has given it a thick,

they went,
**Oh dear! oh dear!" said Aunt Martha,
up a shawl and bonnet from the

all he will need will be plenty¢ of beef-tea,
and no more somersets."
. “You are a splendid surgeon, Aunt Jenny I” exclaimed Carrie, in ecstacies; ‘and
iseie will be so glad; that is her boy. Do
you think you can cure this one ? She is my
favorite child, Emeline, and yesterday 1
left her playing on the floor for just a mo-

crazy to go with them.” Then "Bert Ashley’s physician advised him to join the company, and go to California for his health,
saying,
.
¢ It will be just the place for you, Mr.

Other days will surely show.

I

and

substance—

Phila. :

This little volume has a modest title-page, an
unassuming table of contents, the metrical pieces

heavy shell, that covers it all over. It can
draw its head and feet under the shell, and
be quite safe.
ilo
b
It has a great many enemies. When it
was a very little turtle, and had just come
out of the egg, it ran down to the sea, The

could, and running to him.
:
“Yes, sir!” said Tom.
“Let's go under
the table and divide.” And under the table

a

pincott & Co, 1878. 16wo. pp. 191,

aa

its shield.

i

Em
nf)

yi i

POEMS. By Clara Augusta.

Turtle.

The turtle's great body is so soft and
helpless, that it would be sadly. off without

down out of the rocking-chair as fast as she

blood, and looks very thin; but I will fill
him up againand sew up the vein, and then

ment, and a, grea

and

dy?” cried the queer, little lady, scrambling

and the blood gushed: out all over the
floor!”
;
:
**Yes; I see he has lost a great deal: of

James,—to use his own words,—* had been

sleep below,

tl

us,

white

;

Ts

(

The

half for Kitty I"
“Oh,Tommy ! is it almonds and rock-can-

another patient, ‘‘was turning somersets in
a circus, when he broke the vein of his leg,

affection of the lungs he was obliged to give
up public speaking entirely.
‘“ A large company was being formed in
'| that part of the State, who were going the
overland route to California. They were to
start early in the spring, and from the first,

And they hide a touching picture,

4 My

with the first

than all by a life which we knew to correspond with his preaching. The: Bert's

There is morning up the river,

WE SRE

the
left

an earnest heart,

Then the sky is dark and threatening,
Night is gathering on the stream,
And a gentle mist is rising,
Like the Spirit of a dream ;—

Y

see we remove this soft,

ac-

were again near my sister. Thus for over
a year we listened with seeming indifference to Bert Ashley's sermons.
Sermons
too made powerful by a thoughtf :1 wind,

Thicker spreads the summer foliage,
Richer-hued the summer flowers,
Longer grow the spectral shadows,
- Swifter glide the busy hours;
Deeper through the quiet valley
Now the river seems to run,
And upon the distant hilltops
Maples redden in the sun.

on;

to

several miles distant, I begged of James to
| go there too. In his kindly way he con-

Sleeps a green and sunny isle.

Work on; Watch

us

in rushed Kitty's brother Tom, exclaiming :
“Ive got my pocket full of candy. Father bought it down town, half for me,

the brain—and introduce this wonderful
new instrument. Ther¢!” And
with a
puir of tweezers, Aunt Jeuny,as she spoke,
skillfully put thereges™ in” lace, stuffed in
the ‘‘brains,” put a large piece of courtplaster overall, and advised perfect quiet
until the plaster should be quite dry.
“This boy,” said the nurse, uncovering

and urged

Ida, and when Bert Ashley, from an earnest
and faithful exhorter, became a minister of
the Gospel, and was placed on a Circuit

" While upon its placid bosom

‘‘she

of the love of Christ,

will, but I was never the same again. It
seemed that in those few months I had
changed to a stern woman, whose joy or
sorrow must be deep and intense. No longer indifferent to anything, I clung .with
the strongest affection to Nell and her little

And I seem to see them sailing
O’er an ocean broad and blue,
Till, beyond the azure distance,
They are parted from my view.

Ah

“To be sure!” answered the nurse;

has talked all night about the fire.”
* “Of course,” said the surgeon, ‘‘that was
the pressure of the brain, which is now relieved. And now her eyes, which are very
much affected, must be attended to. You

had been closed,
drew, and I was

One by one, each fairy boatman
"Leaves the rosy-tinted shore;

+

ing about all kinds of things

so

temptation he was back again to the old
careless life. I appeared outwardly indifferent, but the Holy Spivit was striving
with my heart. Day and night for months
I felt that real joy could never be mine unless I accepted this call. I was miserable,
wretched, but I would not yield. At length
I resolved that when I had wealth at my
command, then, and not until then, would
I be a Christian. The door of my heart

There is one of quiet beauty,—
.
I can see it as of old,—
But the years have touched the shadows
With the richer lines of goid,
Where the mellow sun is breaking
O’er the purple hills of morn ;—
*Tis the home of early childhood,—

Three

without

J

Hasn't she been delirious, talk~

+¢. About this time Nell and her husband
found the ¢ pearl of great price.’ I felt that
they had a joy, a peace wholly unknown to
me, but 1 would not acknowledge this, even
to my sister alone. Oh how many hours
Bert and Nell have talked to James and me

give his heart to God,

In the quiet of my spirit,—
Pictures of the long ago.

The

a living

“There!

cept this blessing as ours. James would
break down and cry, and balf promise to

On the mystic panorama,
They are moving to and fro,

Night and shadow

get

to earn

much hard work’,

——

Three

He wanted

1873.

‘
wand
tdi sti
Ai hthactan

straightforward

and

manly presentation

of the

subject; and while itis especially adapted

own people will find

it especially

convenient to

ley SLEEP

| 'M WATCHING O'ER THEE. Cra

are ia the American edition of the work brought | “THE DEAREST §POT ON BARTH Is HoME( By
f
out by Messrs, Osgood & Co.

Brinley Richards.

|

L. fumes

The

| famous

The

S——

The khans had their origin in charity

shelter

from

pilgrims,

storms

and

and’ lodging for'a reasonable
traveler

lite-

rally “took up His bed and walked” or. rode
had tenanted as bare as he

Everybody hadto bring
utensils, provender and

Ing

had found it.

his own

numerous retainers of the Mohunt threaten-

cooking

ed him, and in despair

materials for’ mak-

five,

and tledto the

Sn

he. killed

his wife

in the

provocation.

t

the Mohunt

has

fled to

escape trial for adultery, which is a penal
offense in the man in India. The magis-

well-being,

trate has put

which,

and

er

but

cold

he

takes

his

shoes

off,

a

eputy collecter .in charge

1V, is considered one of the most

William Pitt devoted
agi
in translating

eloquént

much time, for ten
Latin into English.

e thus attained a wonderful mastery over
the English language. Words were his
tools, his weapons, and he wielded them
with a power. which has seldom been surpassed:;
T
Rufus Choate putsued this plan of trauslation through his whole life; for every

this picture, you may see, erouched on their

foreign word,

old rugs and smoking the common
chibouque, a bevy of street beggars,

nor, as far as we

Latin,

Greek,

German

wares, without

seeming

Persian or

to show

care

to

| Tria

most arduous business.

you his

much

whether you buy or:not.
The city kbans are very Sinply built in a
e convent
‘quadrangle, with small rooms
cells running all round it. = These are used
both as sleeping-rooms and shops. The
stables for the animals and the store-rooms

at

Sples

from

an

, and

to

mand

two young

Eton, who,

andience

and

the prior
obtained
the pope.
religion,

we

Englishmen

so-

met

fresh

having received tickets for

held on

Thursday,

left

though so long
system of the

on

invitations,

sale of women for the house or harem’
continue.

more

It is conducted,

however,

will
with

privacy, and Christians are uot per-

mitted: the

‘privilege of viewing the pro-

ceedings. © This restrietion has taken away
from the khans one of their former great at-

tractions.— Lippincott's Magazine.
.

— Juggernaut.

The sacred car of the Hindus. seems to
be having a good many joltsin its recent

«path.

‘This dangerbus vehicle is drawn by

twelve or fifteen hundred devotees. Any
one of them who wants to be esteemed a
saint drops down in the path, is crushed into pious and bloody mush, and dies consecrated by his own sacrificial blood. The
Calcutta correspondent of the London Times
writing August 12, gives the following
strange particulars:
1 was premature in announcing last week

Persons

or

eligvaied

.vegion. - - The»

country:

mother

to Brompton,

being.

affording but few advantages, she, with

its

mew

erally,

about the dragging

of the

ear,

which. they shirk, unless tenants on the teniple lands. The priests are only interested
in their gnins, and the stoppage of the danby the Bengal
erous Oars, as proposed
overnment, would not be resented by any
buf them. Tn the heart of these cars is a

iP

minutes’ conversation ; then

half

L. A

r. SHEA has had tén years experience
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

Mail

up higher.”

a dozen

~~

at Factory
attended

promp!

om Cocheco
to.
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TERM,

12 weeks.

Opens Feb.

extra,....vcoeeeee

2.50
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2.25

= ale

mantically

situated

amidst

NEW

Jyepare

highest

those

NEW

students

who

may have

HAMPTON

A. B.

Rey

INSTITUTE.

Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1873.

the

AGRICULTURAL
OF

Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fu
and use of heavier
Furniture,
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Precepiress,
Miss JANE W. HoyT, A. M., Agricultural
College
P. 0., Center Co., Pa.
s
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hun-

INSTITUTION.

MBSERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight

3
Fourderms of

ses for bath sexes.

Summer Term begins Monday, Apt

dred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

27, 187%.

Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
.
E.C, TEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

tution, and

are much encouraged

CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Mathematics.
)
CLARA A. FORBES,
artment.

Miss

Teacher in Normal

Teacher.

The special work of this school is to fit stiidents for

;

account of sickness.

Half terms

commence

WEST

on

at

the

school

COLLEGE,

CO., WEST

VIRGINIA.

nt and
This Institution offers to students im
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

men’s are formed.

C. A. FARWELL,

VIRGINIA

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
;
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Piltsfeld, Maine.

The

w

beginning and middle of theterm.
he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 te
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

YORK.

sexes.

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography,
ncient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.

De-

‘No deduction for less than half a term, except

HOTEL.

SCHOOL.

beng composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

Miss
A C. VICKERY, Teacher of Freneh,
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced

war-

LATIN

College, and it is open for both

mmer term commences April 25, 1874.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDKR, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

N, H.

al-

1y48

LG. JORDAN, A.M,, Principal, with three Assist
ants.

weeks.
21, 1873.
Fall term commences A
ov. 6, 1873.
Winter term commences
ring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

or by

results

The FALL TERM begins August 15, 1873.

INSTITUTE.

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10

as

by the

ready achieved.
NICHOLS

MAINE

COLLEGE

PENNSYFVANIA-

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.

spel

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.

Complete with all modern improyements; rooms
en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
being 1 the very center
&e. Location unsurpassed,
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximi
Lord
to Churches and Janes of Amusement, and
& Constables’ and J. & C. JohnTaylor's, Arnold

.

WHITESTOWN

Secretary.

SEMINARY.

The 32nd Academical year of this institution
EVANSVILLE

palaces. The hotel is under the
of Barnum’s
S, Barnum, formerly
I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and
York, and Freeman Bainth, of

FLINT?

AKER B

stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
:
J. S. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

WILTON

For fucther particulars, address,

RIDGEVILLE

1874.
|”

FALL

SEMINARY.

eleven weeks

will commence

H. COTTON,

A. B., Principal.

-

$450
- 550
EE

-

Classical,
6 50
:
French and Music extra.
Board and Rooms can 'be obtaine’ at reasonable

rates.

For further particulars address she Principal, or
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 16, 1373,

Dr. BUTLER'S |

Commentary tithe Gospels

$10.00

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

Vocal Music, twenty lessons,

2, 1872.

MiSs CLARA E. CASWELL, Preceptress.

EXPENSES. © ©,
$7.00
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
to 4.00
$2.00
Room rent, per term, from
3.00
families,
private
in
week,
Board, per
2.60
clubs, about
ou
“
&
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

of

on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 17, 1873
WILLIAM

Aug.2l,

ends

and

TERM

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, Common English,
Higher English,
a

COLLEGE.

begins June 2,

Term

NORTHWOOD
The

A. M., Principal.

CALENDAR FOR 1873-4.
Fall Term begins Aug 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
ar, 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
Spring Term egine
summer

COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
WILTON, IOWA.

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

.
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
WINTER TERM opens
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY,

10

Commences its Fall Term September

,

giving permanency.

will

opca August 25th.
full
Jeted, at
he
enlargement is
y comple!
at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class in-

SEMINARY.

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The villageof Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently entered into a contract with the
Trustees to conduet it for fiye years to come, thus

Barnum’s Hotel, St. Louis.

Sel-

LAPHAM

mountains

Ministry in view, by furnishing them eve
assistance
oo his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
33tf

ON BOTH AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.

ston’s Dry Goods
management of A.
Hotel, Baltimore;
recently of New

1]

North

the

and grandest scenery of Vermont.
:
Theology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to

in manu-

Street

maa

The FALL TERM, of 14 weeks, will commence on
Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
:
G, H.
KER, Prin.

Location.

in two.

Box 597, Dover,

ie

Higher
4
w
unl
5.50
anguages, =
=~
=
=
(+
= 6.00
rho
A) Music (20 lessons),
8.00
Useof Piano,
+
'«
"= 2.00
Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 pe week, Those wishing to board themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
:
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
321

25, 1874.

Use of Piano and Organ,....oecoeeesses

Middle

The Building, one of the finest in the State, is ro-

1.50

Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
This work is well adapted to Sabbath Schools, esDeciall now, as the lessons have been changed from
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
the
of
time
any
at
Old Testament to the New. It is favorably rehe
school
enter
may
rates. Students
ceived, has had an extensive sale, its instructions
Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria- term, paying from such time to the close of the term
:
illustrations are simple and plain, and adapied
and
at the regular rates.
bly cure the following complaints :— _
to an easy solution of the questions. A discount is For Catalogue apply to
Complaint, and
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver few
Treas.
&
Sec.
WM. REED,
made to Sabbath’ Schools and others. Orders are
#
bottles.
31
ppetite cured by taking a
Loss of
solicited.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1373.
n
Sensatio
Sinking
T.assitude, Low Spirits, and
:
cured at once.
es
LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION. MAY :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
Eraptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all ‘impuritie,
or, thé Biblical account of Man’s Creation
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwis
snd Anti
tested by Selontific Theories of hisO
cured readily by following the.directions on the
D. D., LLD.
t
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
quity,
;
Faculty :
bottle.
ments
derange
one
vol.,
12mo,
Price,
$1.
Willbe
sent
prepaid
by
Urinary
and
Bladder
~ For Kidney,
most
post, on receipt of price, hs 4 RB. BURLINGAME
J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the
Preceptress.
skeptical.
M188 L1zzIE CALLEY,
orms expelled from the system without the
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, dssociaie.
the
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
.
least difficulty; afew bottles- are sufficient for
:
most obstinate case.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
In answer to many calls, and to mee!
OUR
difficult case
‘Piles ; onepoule has cured the most

when aff other

remedies failed.

&e.,
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, rend
Fat
eased immediately.
crofular
a
eumatism, Swelled Joints, and
removed or greatly relieved by this invalAe
;
.
uable medicine
s
Bronchitis, Catarrh. Convulsions, and Hysteric
a
Bid
cured or much relieved.
and
Bide
ifficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, a few botcient almost invaria iy cured by taking
oi.
tles of the Quaker Bitters.
AmeriFemale Difficulties, so grevalent among
medicine,
le
invaluab
this
can ladies, yield readily to
the Quaker
Bitters.
Remittant

Bilious,

and

Intermittant

Fevers,

Art

so

v=

ade

what we thinka real want, we

“CALENDAR !

ne

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
TUITION :
.
.

Primary Studies,
Common

English,

Higher English
Latin and Greek,

-

.

-

-

French (extra), “
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship,

.

.
-

-

-

.
-

-

-

.

.

isis ay

JA

v’

-

-

15 Lessons,

.

.

the passage down the plane inclined.
afflicted
No One can remain long unwell (unless
bottles
with an incurable disease,) after taking a few

of the Quaker Bitters,

pleniem—

Sold

by all Druggists and
Medicines.

Dealers

in

e
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKEHAM, wholesal
N. H
and retail druggists, Franklin Square, Dover,
Orders by mail promptly and faithfully executed.

Dr.

: PREPARED BY
HF. 8S. FLINT

&

Co.

Street,
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad
6m12
Providence, R. I,
.

LOCATION :

The new, commodious building, ample in its arfor the use of the
erected
recently
rangements,
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

of Lyndon Center, and

of the

is in the midst

uni-

day
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AUSTIN ACADEMY,
Aug. 19,

Tob Work loo:

POSTERS,

under

OTIS T. MAXFIELD

class of Bates Consge.
Tuition $3.50 to $5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50,

Rooms

can

themselves,

be had

the

STRAFFORD,

instructions

N. H.

GEORGE

of

MR.

of the senior

and a member
for those

Bill Heads
CARDS, &c.,

BUSINESS

done in the best manner, at this Oflice.
BAPTISM.

CHRISTIAN

.

wishing

C.PEAVEY,

+

to board

Swil

of this

8.

newly

Price, in cloth, only

Postage extra; on

latter 2 cents

revised

25 ots.;

in

paper covers

the former, 4 ots., on the
;

M. PETTENGILL

& 00.

10 State

Street, Boston, 87 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut’ Street, Philadelphia, ave our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name mentioned) in the

above

cities, and

authorized

trict for advertising at our lowest rates.

President.

WARREN FOSS, Seorefary,

Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1878,

book.

15 cts.

of ten weeks will commence Tues1873,

TRACT

L. R. BURLINGAME,

ber have a copy

Lyndopville.
yndon Center. Vt., 1873.

CENTER

of our hisits doec-

This little book has been revised by the author, ha
| been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present
attention and
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
cities.
Principal at Baptistfamily, Let every pastor and chyrch-mem
Secretary, at
and useful

temptations which tend to divert the
corrupt the morat®'of the young in,our
For further particulars, ‘address the
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN,

The Fall Term

re-

neat style, set-

trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its ‘chief
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—$4 per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen, Send orders tQ

The Lynversally admired hill scenery of Vermont.
but
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is
It is thus
ten minutes walk trom the Institution.
and
country,
the
of,
easily accessible from all parts
from the activities and
at the same time removed

po

have

eet. IN| Js WW ting forth, in & plain,
n

Sey

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
December 2. 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins

ga-Clergymen’s children and students relying of
their own exertions for an education, received at reeradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
Soy
tuition.
duced
arThe Aged find in the Quaker Bitters justg the
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m- clubs at
years.
self-boarding.
ticle they stand in need of in their declininand
for
furnished
rooms
and
rates,
lower
paves
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind,

preyalent m many parts of our country, completely

to sustain:
ASBESsaid to bim,
IBERAL PRICES PAID FOR GOOD
could not getPwell, his mother
but if you 1. 708 and AMIANTHUS, otherwise known as
« Austin, we hope you will get well;
Fossil.
replied, Je I Rock-Wood, Rock-Cork, Mountain Leather,
ort
*
should not, is your hope sure # He
The paper, Fossll-Flax and Earth Riaz
Jésus,”
per
price
and
s
specimen
have never given up my hope in:
giving
mall,
by
‘Address
of
ger
messen
the
of
roach;
JARVE,
Do
Evi
ap
the
that
pssurance
the afflic- ton.
10 Devonshire St, Boston, Mass,
”
death had no terrorsfor-him, eprived
13122
tion of its sting. AAd at the close of the day,

5

will commence

+

«

-

Qommon English,

°

Flowers, &c., each extra.

Oor. Broadway and Twentieth Streets,

known upon its tranquil waters,—But words are
A worthy and beweak to express her worth.

bearother visitors entered the room, some
to
were
_which
rosaries
and
ixes
ing crucif
aftlittle
A
ion.
benedict
pope's
receive the
one collecter twelve there was a stir ; some
were not
ed from ug our invitations, of which
velvet-clad preagain returned ; a throng

Mis

Riya.

Sovk-Reeping: Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, In
struction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax

ranted.

by death,
treasure.
of connua: period
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loved mother in Israel has left us; she rests
from her labors, and we bow in humble submission. She leaves a husband eighty-five years
of age, who shares the sympathies of the church
with
and community, three sons, one daughter, loss.
other relatives and friends, to mourn their
Baptist
The funegal was attended at the F.
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In thé winterof 1818, she removed to ‘Greens| burg, O., there being but three families in the
township.
Here, she endured many of the trials
and hardships of her early years.
A congregational church was organized not
long
after
their settlement in Greensburg of which she and
ber husband became prominent members.
By

dom is it the lot of a family, unbroken
to enjoy for so many years so rich a
Nor is it often the case that the stream
During
bial felicity.runs so;smoothly.
of over sixty-four years, not a rip le
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a brilliant star, extensively known and beloved.

he was often found to have been detained
hy some trans-Tiberine Venus. Thereupon
Michael Angelo invented the uniform. It
is considered to be the greatest triumph of
vindicated

.

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.|

band, suffered many privations and hardships;
but, possessing a resolute and cheerful spirit
she endured them all with Christian patience and
resignation. She was Congregational in her views
and sympathy, but there being no church of her
choice within reach, she did not become a formal
member of any during her stay in Canada.
Her
Christian character shone conspicuous.
She was

of the
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born in Brookfield, Otunge Co., Vermont, Oct.
80, 1790, making her Ag 82 years and 9 months
at the time of her
death. She was a near relative of Rev. Elijah \Lyman of Brookfield, Vt.,
who ,for more op forty years,was pastor of the
Congregational church in that place. In 1805,

hér parents
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Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

any single

of Rev. D. L. Rice of Hillsdale, Mich., died
in Greensburg, O.; Aug. 8, 1873. Mrs. Rice was

house-maid with many an Adonis, so when
a Swiss had failed to answer to the roll-call,

and’

of

wishing obi-

to
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charge of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,
Teas er of Music, with such
other assistance as may
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Fall Term begins Monday, August 25, 1873.

single square can well be afforded

Swiss Guards. In early days the brave and
famous Swiss Guards were not so sedulous
in their attendance to Guts as might have
been expected. The soldiers of a pope are
but men after all; and just as Knightsbridge
Barracks are said to supply the British

his genius,
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said of course, te’ have been designed by
Michael Angelo; and an American traveller
ve ‘ug the myth which has grown u
round its origin.”
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Mr. Choate pronounced a eulogy upon
Daniel Webster before one of the societies
in. Dartmouth College. Edward Everett,

the

ANN,

rests with her Lord, where “ the wicked cease
from troubling, and the weary are at fost

ear.’

and. domestic

as the social

East remains unchanged,

1y32

united with rhe Freewill Baptist church, of
which Rev. Andrew Rollin was pastor.
A-few
years later she removed to Roxbury,
Mass.
where she was one of the original members of
the Freewill Baptist church at that place. In
November, 1843, she was married to her now
bereaved
busband., Iu 18566 they
removed to
Montpelier, Vt., and united with
the Methodist
Episcopal church,~there
being
no Freewill
Baptist church
at that place.
During these
eighteen years’ residence at Montpelier, she has
been an active worker in the Master’s vineyard,
and has enjoyed the entire eonfidence of those
most intimate with her. She will be greatl
missed from the circles in which she moved.
During her pritracted illness she
manifested
such patience and resignation as only the grace

husband then gave their influence and devoted
all their energies to the interests of the F.
Baptist church, several of their family being
members,
Though they did not become formal
members, they paid freely for the support of the
merchandise and other articles stored away,
gospel, Being a constant attendant at the house
there is a gate strongly bolted and ‘barred speaking of this performance, says :
of God, her influence eas great, and her Joaty
and ‘often sheathed in iron, and a gate“The eulogy upon Daniel Webster, in example was deeply felt and highly appreciated.
keeper, generally to be seen sleeping or which he mingled at once all the light of Her house was a home for the ministers of
smoking, whose sole business is to prevent his genius, and all the warmth of his heart, Christ. At * Father Rice’s” they always felt
the entrance of improper or suspicious per- has, within my knowledge, not been equaled Periectly ut ease, as hey knew they were welcome.
During
her
sickmess of about
three
sons.
among the performances of its class, in this weeks, she ‘conversed with great composure,
The evenings at the khan used to be, and couuny for sympathetic appreciation a great gave wise and sweet counsel to the family, made
sometimes still ave, enlivened by the pres- man, discriminating analysis of character, choice of the minister to preach her funeral sergirls, whose
mon, arranged all her
family matters, and as’
ence of the almes or dancing
fertility of illustration, weight of sentiment,
neaced the dark river every fear was disancestors may have danced the same wild, and a style at once chaste, nervous, and she
persed,
faith
became
triumphant,
the celestial
.
and wanton dances before Cleopatra. The brilliant.”
city seemed in view, and with a placid smile she
the
chanting
the
monotonously
Parker,
Mr.
eulogy,
singing-girls,
. Referring to this
pleasant!” and soon after
exclaimed, ¢ Oh, how
rs. Rice possessed an
same dolovous and drowsy tunes, with imi- biographer of Rufus Choate, writes: ‘He sweetly fell asleep.
saab,
the
at just and
on
arriving
mind,
active and brilliant
tation guitar accompaniment
was invited in. October, 1852, and delivered
She was ever
at a glanee.
weere also wont to wound the drowsy ear it in August, 1853. Meantime I believe he correct conclusions
to receive friendly advice and equally
creating its ready
of night for the diversion of the guests. worked. upon the eulogy,
prompt in giving counsel or administering reDrowsier and more sleep-compelling still thoughts and painting its scenery every
roof if necessary, but with so much love and
‘were the inferuiogble tales spun out by the moment which be could snatch from his kindness that it seldom if ever gave odense or
she was kind,
professional story-Yeller, giving ragged ver- office and the courts. It was the pastime failed of its purpose. As a wife,
and sympathetic, ever seeking as
gions of the Arabian Nights, Entertainments and the toil of nearly a whole year to him.” affectionate
from off
burdens
much as possible to lift life’s
to the delectation of the tireless native
As a mother, she possessed all
her husband.
listeners,
:
those qualities that made her inexpressibly dear
to her children, bearing their burdens, soothing
In those old days, too, the khans used to
Home.
at
Pope
The
their wants, and
their sorrows, anticipating
be the resort of the slaye-merchants, who
—
G——
much as possible to make their home
as
striving
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inspection
for
away,
kept stowed safely
As a neighbor and
attractive.
At last the hour of eleven arrived, and we pleasant but- and
purchase, Ciredssian, Georgian or more
few equaled ‘her in acts of kindness.
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where
,
Vatican
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ciyilto
But
drove
poor, the afflicted and the suffering found a
dingy beauties, to suit all tastes.
ed men, it The
deep and tender place in her heart, and to such
ization, in its encroachments on- Turkey, Swiss Guard—lanky, ill-shap
and black she extended a kind and liberal hand, As a
‘has compelled the cessation of open sales of must be confessed, in yellow
ointed Christianshe
, was firm, decided, humble and
coats—p
blue
;
dark
places
long
public
Wit
n
slavesi
roots,
black
or
white
either
costume is devoted, never earried away in ecstacy beyond
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She was born at
Brunswick, Me., Feb, 18, 1819,
During an extensive revival which occurred in
her native town while she was still in youth, she
was made the subject of renewing grace; and

is expressively termed ‘‘too cheap.”—Cham-
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andiences has a tendency to make him what

he said “though noble, couldbe too easily
rendered into cheap and-common English ;.

and nof rare

English
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26, and continue eleven weeks, under the continued

Meth-

in order not to miss the fine weather. It of God can give. Her faith in the virtue of the
Jesus gave her sweet and constant
may sound ungrateful in our mouths to say blood of
80, but it seems to us that the easy kind of peace. The large gathering at her funeral testo the respect in which
she was held by
introduction upon which the
pope grants tified
all classes in the community, She undoubtedly
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cial standing. The pope receives constantly,
and is said to enjoy-the proceedings very
much, probably taking as a tribute to his
sovereignty what is often nothing more
than curiosity. Curiosity is something not

clay | French, ‘endeavoring to find five or-six
also corresponding English words.
enjoying themselves after their fashion.
e
says, “he
These khans serve also as shops or ba- pers
in ‘daily, even in the midst of the

Turk, who is ever ready

HORACE MALCOLM,

daughter of the landlord of his lodgings.

sary to acquire thie habit of correct diction.

them as well as the
poor; only, as every
man brings his own things with
him, you
find more luxury and ‘comfort in some of
the arrangements than in others. . You may
see rich merchants from Bagdad or Damascus sitting on piles of costly cushions, attended by obsequious slaves and smoking
perfumed Shiraz out of silver narghiles,
whose long, snake-like tubes are tipped with
precious amber and encircled by rows of
recious stones worth a prince's ransom.
Iuddled tegether, in striking contrast to

Ladies,

besides

ee

spirit took ifs flight across the

the banks of the Connecticut.

had

fortune

Through his landlords interest with
of a convent he had that morning
admigsion. That is how we saw
No questions had been asked about

But1 go farther and say that even to the
end of man’s life he must prepare, word for
word, most of his finer passages.”
It is sdid that Cicero acquired his rich vocabulary by translating Greek into Latin.

must use

out.

escorted,

passages in the Euglish language. i a
letter from Lord Brougham to Zachary Ma-

great mixture of nationalities and all classes
and conditions; for the rich, in the absence

zaars for the traveling merchant;

upon

second room ; and we tet a friend who had

wraps his head and the upper part of his caulay, father of the historian, he writes:
person tightly in his blanket or shawl ata
“1 composed the peroration of my speech
parent risk of suffocation. To keep the for the queen, in the Lords, after reading
feet warm and the head cool, which is our and repeating Demosthenes for three or four
reat sanitary law, is reversed by the Turk, weeks, and composed it twenty times over
or he keeps his head covered and his feet at least, and it certainly succeeded in ‘a
uncovered
just as much as he possibly can. very extraordinary degree aud far abuve
In the morning he gets up, shakes himself, any merits of its own, This leads me to retightens his garments, performs his matinal mark that though spenking, with writing
ablations, and his toilet is made for the day. beforehand, is very well until the’ habit of
Under these circumstances it will be seen easy speaking is acquired,
after that,
that many things which we should regard one can never write too much. This is
as essential necessaries to comfort in our quit eclear. -It is laborious, no doubt, and
hostelry would be pure superfluities to our is more difficult beyond comparison than
Turkish or Arab brother.’
speaking off-hand. But it is necessary to
_ Of course, in these places you meet a perfect oratory ; and at any rate it is neces-

of other hotel accommodation,

my

brought: ladies, had been received

of the property of the temple, and has called
on the Maharajah of Budwan to nominate
another Mohunt whom a chapter of Mohunts
will duly recognize.

stretches himself on the top of his bed or
rug, as the case may be. {Vien the weathis

hand it had ever been

came

eat in the street than they are to pray there;
go you may see multitudes taking theiryHow to Attain Eloquence.
meals al fresco at the hours of morning,
tl
Oe
mid-day or sunset, after prayers.
The peroration of Lord Brougham’s celeNeither does the Mussulman need elaborate bed and bedding for his repose. He brated defence of Queen Caroline, against
does not undress as we do, but only loosens the charges of her bratal husband, George
his garments, without taking them off,

forehead

the visitors

into the next room, and we ‘rooped into
the ante-chamber, to see him again as he

original Bengalee,

is deeply affecting. = He has, of course, been
committed for trial, and will doubtless receive but a slight punishment after such

khan is now a kind of bastard hotel, with a
rude host, who makes you pay for your own
lodging and the provender of your animal ;
and-as part aud parcel of the establishment
you also find a coffee-shop,—coffee being the
recedence even of tobacco,

All

et maneat semper, in nomine Patris, et
Fulii et Spiritus Sancti.” Thén he passed

police, to whom he made a

confession which,

ut innovation has crept in, and the city

necessity of Oriental

ground, and rubbed his

the foot of the pope.

been rangedin line; and the pope passed and
along the ling. giving. to. each person his| jg
ringed handto ia kis , the
whitest; plumpest

heard of his shame, he attempted to take
he. away his wife from her father’s house. The,

away in the morning, Having the room

i

ods eljapel at North Haverhill, oo solemn and
mpressive sermon was delive:
‘the
pastor
Rev. John Currier, from the haidt ie God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes.”
And
then kind neighbors gently laid him to rest, on

blessed, knelt down,prostrated himself upon

little

kbd

His funeral was attended, Aug. 18, at the

A. Spaniard,
who had brought a cross to be

the

—

waters to the world Zhoye, Nhere * the wicked
st.”
cense
troubling and
the weary are at

ertheless, they worshiped at his shrine and see. He asked us in French if we were
paid him. At last the law has got a hold of Americans, expressed his ‘delight at bein
pronounced
im, and he bas fled to BY
protection at answered in Italian, - and
Chandernagore, leaving his rich revenues. the blessing, from ‘which, by a polite but
He had purchased from her parents a Joung expressive gesture, he seemed to exelude
married woman. . When
the husband, who us who were not of the faithful :—Benediclived six days out of the seven in Calcutta, tio Dei Omnipotentis descendat super vos

from

eompensifion, was smdredint of in tho early
Every

his' ‘released

at least,

but the heretics knelt. The heretics bowed.

a

remove. He was the terror ofall the virtaous families in the country round; but nev-

apparition of *‘mine host,” ready. to offer

Turkish philosophy:

priest—has

then

surrounded by cardinals and monsignors,
these in Frspleshe cardinals with little caps
on, he all in white; Pio Nono sailed in. All

of the

thirty-six, whom the worshipers could not

The hospitable doors are ¢ver open, but the
board

a

Cardinal

and twice that sum for offerings. ' The late
holder of the office was a ‘debauchee of

. wild beasts, but no farther. accommodation.
you

or celibate

kL;
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lates appeared at the door;

nown income of £4,000 a year from land,

‘affording

protection

Mohunt,

lace—not = necessarily

in

Mohamme-

danism, before its: simplicity was lost by
contact with other creeds.
They were way=
side buildings intended for the use of com-

mercial travelers or

that of Tarkeshur, or Shir,

in his character of Esculapius. For two
‘months of the year the place is thronged by
orthodox Hindus, from all parts, who have
made vows in sickness ; and by barren wives.

Khans.

the good old times of primitive.
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terprise, no less than a railroad

ers.

steadily forward, and it is hoped that all impor-

Three dollars a day

It is asserted

at

will not bring

the

crops.

them

And

yet

War

Department

that

has expressed his determina-

Grant

President

tion not to revoke his act in signing the death
- warrants of the convicted Modocs on any cone
sideration.
The Executive committee of the State Temperance Alliance refuses to come out in favor of
Butler, in spite of the efforts of Samuel Colley,
chairman of sub-committee on the campaign.
Extensive embezzlements by officers of
Georgia Railroad have been discovered and

the
the

culprits discharged.

:

and a large number of them have been seized.
~The democratic State Convention was held in
Worcester, Sept. 8. The attendance of delegates
was rather smaller than usual, and the proceedings devoid of the uspal interest. Mr. Gaston
of Boston was nominated for governor.
A series of resolutions was adopted condemning the
sulary grab and advocating a ten-hour law.
The Asiatic cholera has
ville, Illinois, in a terrible
prevent an epidemic are
has also appeared among
Havre.

broken out at Okawform, and all efforts to
in vain. The disease
the French troops at
ie

General Spinner has written a letter taking advanced grounds on the back pay question, and
expressing the opinion that the only way to
prevent one’s heirs from drawing: the money

from the Treasury is by devising it to the United
States.
’
Presidedit Grant has approved of the findings
and sentence of the court that tried the Modoc
prisoner; and the3d of October is the day fixed
upon for the hagging of Captain Jack, Black
Jim, Schonchin,
Boston Charley, One-Eyed Jim,
and
Sloluck, who killed General Canby and

Commissioner

Thomas,

and

who

assaulted

other Peace Commissioners.
Gloucester lost thirty-six vessels, representing
a tonnage of 355.22 and a value of $38,000 and
thirty-five lives in the storm off Nova
Scotia.
Despajches add to the grand list several more
vessejs
and the loss of thirty or forty more lives.
The
Mahoning has gone to their assistance.
Adflticipating a call by Congress for the facts in
relation to
the conduet of Gen. Van Burea-at

Vienna, in

Department

officials have

be-

gun to make copies of all the documents in the
case, the evidence tuken by the commission of

investigation and the correspondence
Minister-Jay and Secretary Fish.
The Treasury will sell $6,000,000 in

between
gold

and

pay $600,000 in bonds in September.
A public meeting of the Boston Grange was
held Sept. 1, in the Commercial Exchange rooms.
About a hundred gentlemen were present, John
Bartlett of the Boston Grange presided.
Addresses were made by Mr. J. C. Abbott of the
National Grange, the Hon. Amasa Walker of
Brookfield, Freeman Walker, the Hon. N. P.

Banks and others.

Much interest was manifest-

ed.
The

New

England Fair was held last week

Mystic Park, Medford,

Mass.,

Sept. 2=—5.

at

The

attendance was large from the first. Though
the storm on Thursday was unfavorable, the
success was regarded as exceptionally great,

The District Attorney has been instructed
institute suits against all

the

parties

to

inculpated

in the report of the burned steamer Wawasset,
Another report is current that radical changes
are soon to be made in the force atthe New York
Custom House.
It is stated that Collector Ar-|
thur has submitted a plan for a complete reorganization of the force, which will materially
advance the promptness and efficiency of the
system, and be of great benefit to the mercantile
public.
The
plan is believed
to meet the
sanetion of the Secretary of the Treasury.
The report of the Erie railway for the year,
shows
an increase in the gross earnings of
$1,085,578.
The working expenses were 67 per
cent. of the revenue.
The power of the Granges in the West is taking hold of the railroad companies in earnest.
Some of the long lines have made reductions
already in the cost of transportation, and ere
long they all will probably be brought to reasonable terms.
:
Great stringency éxists in the money market
at Washington, arising from loeal causes.
The Fashion stud and farm stables were burned, Thursday morning, with several valuable

trotting horses, including two belonging to President

Grant,

many

fine

property of the kind.

harmesses

and

other

The

stables contained,

also, Goldsmith Maid, Lucy,
Tracers, but they were saved.

aud other famous
The loss is set at

$95,000.
Indian

Commissioner

from a tour among the

Smith, having returned
Indians,

reports that he

held councils with the representatives of 35,000
or 40,000 Indians, and that he found them peaceable and inclinedto respect
government.

the

wishes

of the

An analysis of the New York municipal finagees, presented by Controller Green in his
annual report, shows that the permanent debt
of the city is increasing

with

‘and that the taxes

assessments,

and

frightful

rapidity,

enormous

as they gre, are totally inadequate to meet the

charges against them.

;

Extensiye raids on fllicit distilleries in North
ling were made by revenue officers there

ring the first and

nilddle

of August,

Canada

by

scandal

The Iy crop is short. Hay is high in market,
and will probably be higher. There is a bad
prospect ahead for dairymen; yet, this need
not be to the extent it is, for there are resources

out

A terrible fire occurred at Havana, Cuba,
Saturday night, causing a loss of $8,000,000 and

Tt appears that a dread-

ful panic prevailed, affrighted parents
their children from

throwing

balconies to save them

from

the flames.
The election of a new ministry is still pending
in the Spanish Cortes, but

it is regarded

as cer-

tain that Castelar will be chosen President.
The Pope is again ill, but
malady is not reported.

the

nature

of

his

but

Mountains

of New

Hamp-

shivg 4
Restored
Chicago has
operation,83 ‘benevolent

now 212 churches in
and other public so-

cieties, 49 Masonic and 110 other Secret societies,
not including industrial unions,84 newspapers,
31 railroad companies, and 1100 public streets.

Our national
$100,000,000

government derives an incomeof

from

tobacco

and

liquor, and thus

fattens on vice and crime,
Georgia
planted
almost eighteen
hundred
thousand acres with corn this year, so that her

corn average handsomely leads her cotton average by almost 90,000 acres.
;
Antimasonry is reviving in Vermont.
Ver.
mont is the only state that voted.for a::imason*
ic national candidates in 1882, the ouly vear, we
think, in which such candidates were up. Her
seven electoral votes were given for William
Wirt and Amos Ellmaker.

Probably

the oldest silver coin in the United

States is in the possession of Mr. E. S. Knight
of Nashua, N. H.
It was found by a missionary in Asia minor, and was coined during the
reign of King
Alexander the Great who died
323 years before Christ.
1t contains the likeness
of the king, with two Greek words signifying
* the king, his money.”

Granges

are

increasing

in

New

England.

Should the movement show strength, it will not
be long in getting more strength.
Tt is alittle
amusing to note that thus early the Granger

party is beginning to betray a tendency toward
monopoly.
In order that Granges
here may
be kept pure and select, high entrance charges
are to be made! That is very much freedem

and reform movement, is n’t it?
Mrs. Thorne

.

is the first white

woman

who

his sailed othe Yellowstone.
This lady is the
wife of Lieutenant Thorne, one of the officers of

the modern Yellowstone Expedition, concerning which so much has been said, and which
may

come to rival

entered

that

Expedition

upon.by Lewis

patronage

of

which

was

and Clarke, under. the

President

Jefferson,

just

seventy

years ago.
Many of the proprietors of summer resorts
are adopting the foreign plan, and, instead of
paying the servants for their labor, the servants
pay them for positions.
Other landlords, again,
neither pay nor are paid, but agree to divide fees

with the help. It is all the
the mulcted guest.
4

same

inthe

end to

who

read the

Bible from choice

would not steal.

It is reported that special prizes are to be

giv-

en to several exhibitors who were accidentaily
overlooked in the recent distribution. Nearly
all the visitors who came to the exposition have

departed.

Spanish troubles still continue. The government troops seem to be triumphing at present.
Don Carlos has issued. stringent orders against
interference by the Carlists with railroad communication, The penalty of death is decreed
for the violation of this order.
+ A bread riot is feared in Paris, the price of
foodis so high. Government is taking measures
to preserve the peace, and to afford’ re-

Mrs. Grant and the President did not observe
their silver-wedding day, on the 23d,—and thus
showed their sense.
Their resideace was surrounded during the day by genteel loafers, of

both sexes, who should bave been driven away
by the police. At night, some fools serenaded

our

We

corn-stalks,

still

and

there

is cheap eorn which the West in its abundance

is offering us. Corn, howeveryis not the thing
for the dairy; it is only a help with other things.

To feed much corn to mileh cows is,in general,
to lessen the milk, to heat the system, and to
take on fat,—just what is not wanted for the dairy.

Straw, cut or steamed, and a little corn add-

ed, will keep a dairy

through

the winter in fair

condition; better if one feed a day is good
or what is preferable, early eut-clover,

hay,

little heeded, namely,~will they secure their
straw in better condition? They have it to’ do,
and it, is almost of incalculable benefit
‘now,
when hay is so scarce, both the present growth

and old hay.
thirty

and

Can

forty

they afford

to feed hay at

dollars a ton?

Perhaps, if the

right kind of hay; but there willbe but little of

this.

But

made

the straw of ourgrain can be saved and

highly

in the

valuable.

dough, as,

Cut

when

when it has just

reached that|

state, the stalk will yet be comparatively
and

its

substance

when cut ripe.

much

moré

green,

available

There is considerable

than

substance

in such hay—for it really is hay—and, as I have
said, it is available to stock.
:
The grain cut in this condition may be all sayed; there will be no shelling from over-ripeness;
the

crop

will

be

less

lodged

and

stand

more

‘even; it will, in a word, barvest the better.

Let

it be tied in small sheaves and put in stocks,
capped with a sheaf in" the usual way to ward

off the rain. I find the best curing done when
there is a little air permitted to circulate among
the sheaves.
In forming the stock do not, therefore, make it too compact.
Bind and put-up

as s00n as cut, but in no case
least dew or rain on.
When cured, the straw

pale green,

and

when

will

there

is the

come out
a fine,

fragrant; the berry

will be

plump and bright. Such straw’ will be a fair
teed if fed twice a day, with a little corn-meal
once a day
and
one
feed of good hay. It

is all that is needed

to winter

cattle and hors-

es, hard-working horses excepted, which need
oats in addition. Where hay is quite scarce
and horses claim it, milch cows may be winter-

ed on

the straw

and

meal

alone, afew quarts

of meals
for a day, more if the
size and condition of the animals require it. This is a cheap
feed. If the straw is the usual straw, ripe, there

is but little available substance in it, ana much
meal must be fed. Save the nutriment of the
straw

by

early

harvesting,

especially as it also

improves the berry and has a cleaner and earlier
harvest.
2
Corn-stalks are probably ef still more benefit.
Although they are a hay
they seem to contain more

more that is available,

with the grains, yet
substance, or at least

and

are

better relished,

only, however, when cured the same as the
straw. Cut when the corn is glazed, and put
in stooks, as with
the grain.
If the fall is
a favorable one, long and dry, the stalk will be

80 well cured that it may be
Some

of our best ‘dairymen

feéd the whole stulk ; others

cutter.

There

seems

ties. Of

course

pass it through the

to be but little difference.

in such

fed in small

a case

it

quanti-

would

be

done oftener. The way is, as we have noted
with the greatest satisfaction, to divide a feed.

Give half the feed some half an hour before the
regular time;

the rest.

and’

Thus

then,

there

left to breathe over,

when

will be

We

consumed,

give

little or nothing

presume this would
Where

there is

a root crop or fodder corn,of course so much
much the better.
Meadows
having a crop removed,
and the
second started,if not . plastered, should have it

as no tidings have reached his friends
al years.

for sever-

Warmers ‘haveit thus'in their power,

notwithstanding

the

discouraging

prospeets of

the hay crop; to earry their stock with

little or

themsegves of their opportunity, it will be an
expensive if Bot almost impossible ‘thing to
winter stoek. In many cases it will doubtless
be Fuinous,.
Remember, the stock is net only
to be wintered,
it is to be wiatered well, or

A young German of noble birth, whose uncles
and brothers distinguished
themselves in the

the Season. that Jattows will show
a falling off

Franco-Prussian

in the income.

war,

in which they were

offi-

cers of high rank, has been sent to the penitentiary of Texas, at Huntersville for stealing two
watches from
the boarding-house in whick he
was employed as a scallion.
At the
approaching
assembly of German
journalists, tobe held at Hamburg, a German
newspaper about to be started at St, Louis will
be represented
through a negro gentleman, its
proprietor.
He will be favorably known as the
only black journalist who has yet appeared on the continent of Europe. It is said that he
visits Germany in search of contributors.
The lady students of Edinburgh University
have to pay $4,241 costsin the law-suits to establish their claims to medical education.
A

British

man-of-war,

armed

with

all

the

weight of metal and of intellect that the Queen
and all the scientific societies of England could
provide, has just captured and sent home a
shrimp with four eyes.
Quartermaster Speakman, whose services in
connection with the saving of life at the wreck

of the Atlantic have been frequently mentioned,
bas been presented with a purse containing £58,
by the inhabitants of Ashton-under-Lyne, his

very freely divided, and of a gelatinous nature,

A French writer, in estimating the future of
science, points out that in fifty ora hundred
years’ time the
English language will in all
probability be spoken by eight hundred and sixty millions of individuals, while the German
will Be the language of one hundred and twenty millions,
and the French of sixty-nine millions only, and that in consequence science is
likely to seek English channels of publication,

scientific books

baving

at best a limited

and necessarily seeking the widest

sale

audience.

A product of South Australia, just discovered,

promises well. Kerosene oil has been made
from
a substance which exudes from the earth
in large quantities at the head of the Coorong.
An area of 2,000 acres has been tiken up by one
firm, and experiments have been made to test

the stuff,which in appearance resembles asphalte,
and has been called * caoutchoue.” A ton of
the stuff yields seventy gallons of kerosene,
oil

and

seven

of varnish,

* The European harvests are reported to be de- The kerosene is spoken of as good in quality,
fic'ent. In England there is a poor yield of Tests have shown that it will not burn except
wheat;in France ‘the storms have seriously through a wick, until heated'to 152 degrees.

table, and you and Lord Bacon
in common;

e bave had an
an inkling of this,—the present

take warning i thme.— Country
a TWN

ip

,—just
,. Let us

G

an.

Va

au

in season

set upon

change with silks and

velvets

and

nor dependent on caprice or some fine gentleman or lady who have nothing but caprice
and change to give them importance and a sengation.

Flowers on.the morning table are especially
suited
to them, They
look
like
the happy
wakening of the creation, they
bring the perfume of the breath of nature
into your room;

and embodi-

unt.

I

———

!

in

ashes,

Mix

with

the

woed

ashes

100

pounds of the ashes.

Water.”
thatbard

properties of the water introduced into English
cities, and to a study of the sanitary reports on
the subjeet, comes to the conclusion

that moder-

ately hard water is safer and more healthful than
soft water. Hard water is not only clearer,colder, more
free from
air,
and
consequently
more agreeable to the eye and to the taste than
soft water, but Is less likely to absorb organic
substances, to sustain the life of zymotic organisms, or to exert solvent properties upon salts
of iron or upon leaden conducting pipes. The

lime salts exert a beneficial iofli

upon the

animal economy, even protect the system from
dangerous outward influences.
Dr. Wilson,of
Edinburgh, has also collected much valuable material on the subject, and comes to the same con-

ds Dr. Letheby.

He takes the ground

that the human body requires for its : nourishment and support
a supply of certain mineral
salts, among which
carbonate
and phosphate
of lime playan important part in building up
the compactness of the bones and in other functions. We usually obtain phosphate ot lime in
our animal and vegetable food, but not from the
water we drink.
Carbonate of lime, however,
is not coutained in adequate
quantity
in our
solid food, but generally oblaing in spring and
well water,
!
;
bo
It has been
incontestably
shown
that
in
mountainous districts,where the water is more or
less hard, the inbabitapts exhibit the best physical development.
On
“he otlrer -hand it is believed that in large cities the mortality is in=versely as the hardness of water supplied to
the inhabitants.
A water which contains about
gix grains of carbonate of lime to the gallon is
suitable for use in all household purposes,
As
a drink and for cooking food, such a water offers
the necessary carbonate of lime for the support
of life in the simplest, most natural and most

easily digested form,and it Is at the same time
more agreeable, tresh

and

sparkling.

It is evi-

dent that our précoficéived popular notions on
the subject of hard witer need revising, and that

it may be betfr tose such water than to have
recourse Lo rain or ice water. ~Journal of
Chemiséry.

rub the limbs briskly. Of those
who had the Cholera, and took the medidine faithfully in the way stated

Md

above, eight out of ten recovered.
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Pieces of superior merit, by
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Royal Diadem
Contains 160 pages of New Songs, by the favor.
ite authors LOWRY and DOANk, is handsomely
printed on tinted
paper, yet is sold at the popular

price—$30 per 100 copies, bound.
A

Examine it; you will lke it!
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er cover,
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Chicago.

The Editor of the
Boston Courier says, and
statement is ped init by nearly phe Editor the
in
New England, most of whom have had friends attending the institution: To those desiring practical business
preparation
we
can
commend
COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best institution of the kind in the country.
Founded b
Mr. George N. Comer, a gentleman of rare tac y
ability and experience, it hae been’ successfully conducted by him for thirty-two years, past and
hs
had hosts of imitators, but no rival, A young man
here, in a few months, makes amends for
a life ime’s
absence of educational opportunities and the rates
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By F. W. ROOT.

ING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the

period

of teething in children. It relieves the child
from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother. Be sure and éall for
“ MRS.

WINSLOW'S

For gale by all druggists.

SOOTHING

ROCHESTER

SYRUP.”

13t26e4thw

ESTABLISHED

COMMERCIAL
1830,
NURSERIES.
ETC.

If you wish

to

plant, send for

Tees our New Price List per doz., 100
a
oL Je, AR a, 1873—and save all
commissions.
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Specimen copy, by mail, $2.50.
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The latest anddiest Instruction Book for Cabinet | De.

Organs.
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SEND FOR A COPY!
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Root’s Model Organ Method, |, Besiruce ws gi on | Meas... des: 1
y

quality and POWer....ciseesenss, era sanne $110
STYLE T. Double Reed, Five-Octave. in UpLow Price, $12 per Dozen.
right Resonant Case, Five Stops, wi
Vox Humana and Automatic Swell. .... + $180
A@~ One Copy sent by mail, for examination, on receipt of one dollar.
‘STYLE 8. ‘Five-Octave, Double Reed, in U
§ ~ right Resonant Cate, Seven Stops, with
Octave Coupler and ub-Bags,
erful and with much variety...
(Successors to WM.
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The Best Music Books| sisi Hi beerts

Contains 192 pages of solid Music, and is sold at the
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Killer for the cholera, that in extreme cases the pab wn 104
3
.
tient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of one. RA
» wi 38 2 tmp Havans
8. 7
5
We invite the attedtion of the publicto this well | western, dry.. 22 @.. 24 | Nos. 18t0 17.. - 9 @.
tested and unrivaled fanmmly medicine.
i
Do. Web...» 1
12}|
Nos, 1860 20.. 10 @..10
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all the Druggists
- IRON.
abs Huscovade—
:

information
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HIDES AND SKINS.

GEO. F. ROOT. The “SONG KING,” by H.
cent. gold bonds, the last of which are now of- ‘PALMER.
fered, yield nearly 81-2 per cent. per annum at
For sale by Book and Music Dealers gverywhere.
Published by
the present price of gold.
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
All marketable securities are received in exfurnished on inquiry.
:
Bonds for sale by Banks and Bankers generally.

00
a
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few hours.

sellihg to settlers at

an average price of nearly six dollars per acre,
and the proceeds of land salés constitute a Sink-

A
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The “JOY,” by P. P. Bliss, | Bayes... 30.. 0

cellent line through Western Dakota and Eastern

¥

§22 00 Beef—Mess,
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FLOUR AND MEAL.

In |

coughs,

For your work this season,
are
LOAN.
The unsold balance will soon be ab-]
:
sorbed by current sales, after which the Company
has resolved to issue only six per eent. bonds.
For Classes, Choruses and Conventions. Specimen
per dozen.
There are now more than 500 miles of copy, by mail, for 75 cts.; $7.50
.
the Road in regular operation, with a growing
traffic; surveys and construetion are progressing
By H. R. PALMER.
satisfactorily ; the survey prosecuted the present
season in connection with the Stanley military |
For advanced Classes and Chorus Societies,
expedition has resulted in the location of an exSpecimen, by mail, 75 cts-; $7.50 per dozen.
Montana, and

i

Am. dry, pure 148. nt
Hound, pure 11 iy A

N. B.—Be sure and get the genuine article; and it | o1ontta Cow—
is recommended by those who have used the Pain- | Sia

We think it does more
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family and among the Chinese, and have found it a | pyin
most excellent medicine. In the summer
of 1862 and | Cotton

1863, while residingin Shanghai,
I found it an almost

ls:

for cori, in giving full, plump kernels, than an
other concentrated fertilizer we have employed.
A handful is enough for a hill, put in at a time
of planting.
Before dropping the seed,a little
earth should be kieked over the powder, so that
it may not come in direct contract with it.

PACIFIC
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Sperm 1 40

checked, and the patient relieved
in the course of a | oF XP 10M" 1 15 @ 1 § (Pepper...

for all ithe cereal rope.
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and Shirtings— Zine, ground in. oll—

Dear Sirs :—During a long residence in China, I "Henry

water

is dangerousto the health, and on that account
we are constantly
warned by physicians to
beware of it, but in England, one of the leading
authorities on this subject, Dr. Letheby, after
devoting many years to an investigation into the

oh

hoe.
In a week this will be ready for use, and
it forms a most efficient ar.d convenient fertilizer

New
There is a popular prejudice

obtained. Apply hot applications to the extremities, Ordinary...... 13 @.. 4
Bathe the stomach with the Pain-Killer, clear, and | Good Ordinary 1648.

which to conduct that process may be made of
rough boards, but it-must be tight, and it should tial. I believe hundredsof lives were saved, under
not be over eighteen inches deep.
It may be God, by it. The cholera appeared here soon after
as broad as necessary,
The bones should
be we received it. We resorted to the ‘‘ Pain-Killer,”
packed in layers; first upon the bottom a layer using it as directed for cholera. A list was kept ‘of
of ashes, then a layer of bones, and so on al- all to whom the “ Pain-Killer” was given, and our
ternately until the box is filled.
About twenty native assistants assureus that eight out of every
gallons of water must be poured upon the heap teh te whom it was prescribed recovered. It has,
(that is for every 100 pounds of bones) to saturate the mass, but more may be added from too, been very useful in various other diseases, It
time to time to maintain permanent moisture. has proved an incalculable blessing to multitudes of
In three, four, or six weeks the bones will be poor people throughout all this region. Our native
broken down completely, and the whole may preachers are never willing to go out on their excurbe beaten up together, after “adding an equal sions Without: a supply of the “ Pain-Killer.” It gives
bulk of good, sifted soil. This compost is of the them favor in the eyes of the people, and accessto
highest efficacy, as it embraces all the great es- families and localities by whom otherwise they
sentials of plot food; namely. potash, soda,
lime, phosphoric acid, and the nitrogenous ele- would be very indifferently received. Believe me,
J. M, JOHNSON,
ment. This is a very convenient way
for farm- dear sirs, gratefully yours, etc.
5
Missionary in China,
ers who have ashes to dispose of their sto
of
bones.
If plenty of ashes can be procur
it
Those using Pain-Killer should strictly observe
will facilitate the decom
tion of the bones to
employ twice as much ashes as there are bones; the following directions:
At the commencement of the disease, take a teathe solution will be effected sooner and more
pert.
If powdered bones are employed, a spoonful of Pain-Killer, in sugar and water, and
arrel of the
powder may be mixed with a bar- then bathe freely across the stomach and bowels
rel of good ashes, and the whole turned into the with the Pain-Killer, clear. Should the diarrhea
half of a molasses cask, moistened with two and cramp continue, repeat the dose every fiteen

bucketfuls of water and stirred

(VO

of hot water sweetened with sugar; thefl, after about | JAVRYorve+ 36 8+ 30 (Crude

before packs

ing, twenty-five pounds of slaked lime and
twelve pounds of sal: soda:(earbonate of soda)

to every

.. 3

pS Muscavudody

Piotot.....:..0 00 @ 0 00

cians, that we have almost daily applications.

.

moistened

ashes, if cure is taken to bring them completely
under the action of the caustic lye.
0 accomplish this, it is necessary
to break the hones
into fragments and pack them in a tight, shallow box with an equal weight of good, sound

wood

do, Sweet...

‘COAL.

cine and advice. Though without medical knowl:
Medium ..8 00 @ 825 |NOPtha...vuees, 1249... 13
edge ourselves, the few simple remedies we can com- | Mackerel,bbl. 9 ogi 00
PROVISIONS.

Dissolving Bones.
be dissolved

19:0. 104 CulioyGlavedes:25.0.. 30

years | Sperm.....ee...32 @.»

ment of the very smile of
your home, the graces certain cure for Cholers,if used in time. Indeed,
of good morrow; proofs
that some intellectual using if in a great many instances, I do not remembeauties are in ourselves or
those about us, ber failing in a single case, For three years
I have
some Aurora (if we are so lucky as to have been residing in this place, more than fifty miles
such a companion)
helping to strew our life
with sweetness, or in ourselves some masculine from a physician, and have been obliged often to
wilderness
not unworthy to
ssess such a fall upon my own resources in cases of sickness.
Companion or unlikely to
gain her.— Leigh The Chinese come to us in great numbers for medi-

Bones may

3, 1873,

fifteen minutes, beginto give about a tablespoonful | Rio .,.......... 31 @.. 8 ody hale... . 50 3.3
| of the same mixture every minute until relief was
~ COTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20-@ 1 40

silver forks,

they seem the very representative

| yoy...

Seer.

MOLASSES.

In administering the medicine,
I found it most ef- | Anthracite... 8 00g 850 Olive, dk
fectual to give a teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in a gill
COFFEE,
so American...

have a custom

his table, we believe, morning,noon, and night
that is to say, at all his meals, see
that the Y
were growing all day. Now here is a fashion
that will last forever, if you
plesse,~never

ending

Vegetable Pain-Killer
a most valuable remedy for | Cannel..... 26 00 @28 00

for this great and wise man was in

the habit of having flowers

the week

CANDLES.

that fearful scourge,
the Cholera.

your

JAY COOKE & CO.
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Hard
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in Siam and China, as a missionary, I found your

Company’s lands (amounting to more than 20,000

no increase of expense. / But if they.do fot avail

the disguise of a peasant, is believed to be dead,

a rose, a lily, or a violet

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES

{From Rey. B. Telford, Missionary in China}...

is of

ifsthe meadow

Colonel Roundell,
undertook to explore

an English traveler,” who
the interior of Prussia in

Put

Markets.

For

Dear Sirs :—During
a residence of some ten

A segond erop. may: thus be ‘pushed for

way be negleetedy

This khould

clover.

cutting.

\

proposals for grading and bridging: the Yellowstone Division, extending 206 miles from Bismarek, at the crossing of the Missouri river, to
the crossing of the Yellowstone in Montana. The

done at once,—one bushel per acre.
in no

PAIN.KILLER.

ductions, and you have something
on your table
that reminds you of God’s crea
.and gives
ou a link with the poets that have done it most
onor.

: The

Almost every case Cured with

put in considerable

bulk if not packed too close. Otherwise,if the
season is rather moist,it must be more distributed

or it will spoil.

Asiatic Cholera in China.

the Table:

but a bunch of clover, or a handful of
flowering
grass, one of the most elegant of naturve’s pro-

the berryis

the ‘President, and that wise man snubbed the
fools. They found ita “ stilly might,” and so
favorable to repose.

thirty of lubricating

-.

have our straw and

advantage.

apply to straw or hay as well,

further operations were cut off by a beneh warrant from a State judge against the officers fa
native town,
destroying property.
by
M. Colas attributes the blue color of the water
{
of certygin lakes,—Lake Geneva, for instance ,—
i
:
FOREIGN.
:
to the presence of minutely-divided gelatinous
A revolt on a rather"small scale has jlist ‘been silica. The blue color of the sky is credited to
thé same cause, the particles of silica being
suppressed in Peru.
:

The investigation of the Canada Pacific Railroad scandal by the royal commissioners was
begun at Ottawa, Thursday. Mr. Huntington wus
called, but did not appear. Three witnesses
were examined and testimony was taken concerning the alleged corruption fand.

to

There will be a little left if

There is a dealer in Bangor, not remarkable
for his piety,who keeps the money he takes at his
shop in a
Bible. On being asked why he chose
such a place of deposit, he replied that thieves
never would think of looking there for money,

and the people

up

And now will farmers consider what they
have long been taught, but what they have but

Paragraphs.
found in the White

that can be worked

on

daisies or buttercups from
your last field work,
and keep them alive in a little water; preserve

—————

is going

tant facts may be elicited and justice meted
to the real offenders.

of twehty human lives.

a

Flowers

Set flowers on your tables, a whole nosegay
if you can get it, or but. two or three, or a single
flower, a rose, a pink, a daisy. Bring a few

Pacific Rail-

commission

a royal

Put

Wintering Stock.
:

In the Green Mountains of Vermont there are
numerous mineral springs, but not one can be

A million dollars’ worth of forged New York
Central certificates are sald to be in circulation

si

in

'

The investigation of the
road

Rural and Domestic,

to

the Japan Sea.

The Census shows that the farmers of northern Obio are growing rich more rapidly than
those of any other section of the Union.

ok

miles

during August of $6,702,820.20. Coin ‘balance
$87,190,846.05 ; cygrency balance $12,063,690.96.
Towa farmers complain of g§ scarcity of laborhelp enough to attend to their

TE.JG 5 p= pl
rr
vn

4,200

en-

length, from Nijni-Novgored, on the Volga,

the cities are full of idlers.

A

Europe

Russia is about to undertake a stupendous

The public debt statement, shows a_ reduction
pe

a

RH 1 ny SR

damaged the crops; and in Continental
generally there 18 a light yield.

10, 1878.
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W. 8. LITTLE, Rochester, N. Y.

A new work of infense INTEREST and intrinsic VALUR.

OCEAN'S STORY.

By the gifted son of the famous * Peter Parley.”
A
graphio History of Ocean Navigation, Adventure
and
Discovery since the Ark. Replete with startling
perils,
&c.,
y he WONDE!
iving, Dre ging, Telegraphin
fons. Agents just st
four days, {a7 in Sve dugs; 76 in two days, &c.;
gel s wonderfully fast. 8 A gonts Wanted. Send
description
and circulars. - HUBBARD

BROS, Pub’, 728 Sansom 8t., Phila.
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